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Resumen
En el trabajo que aquí presentamos se incluye la base teórica (sintaxis y semántica) y una implementación de un framework para codificar el razonamiento
de la representacion difusa o borrosa del mundo (tal y como nosotros, seres
humanos, entendemos éste).
El interés en la realizacion de éste trabajo parte de dos fuentes: eliminar la
complejidad existente cuando se reliza una implementación con un lenguaje
de programación de los llamados de proposito general y proporcionar una
herramienta lo suficientemente inteligente para dar respuestas de forma constructiva a consultas difusas o borrosas.
El framework, RFuzzy, permite codificar reglas y consultas en una sintaxis
muy cercana al lenguaje natural usado por los seres humanos para expresar sus
pensamientos, pero es bastante más que eso. Permite representar conceptos
muy interesantes, como fuzzificaciones (funciones usadas para convertir conceptos no difusos en difusos), valores por defecto (que se usan para devolver
resultados un poco menos válidos que los que devolveriamos si tuviesemos la
informacion necesaria para calcular los más válidos), similaridad entre atributos
(característica que utilizamos para buscar aquellos individuos en la base de
datos con una caracteristica similar a la buscada), sinonimos o antonimos
y, además, nos permite extender el numero de conectivas y modificadores
(incluyendo modificadores de negación) que podemos usar en las reglas y
consultas. La personalización de la definicion de conceptos difusos (muy util
para lidiar con el caracter subjetivo de los conceptos borrosos, donde nos
encontramos con que cualificar a alguien de “alto” depende de la altura de la
persona que cualifica) es otra de las facilidades incluida.
Además, RFuzzy implementa la semantica multi-adjunta. El interés en esta
reside en que introduce la posibilidad de obtener la credibilidad de una regla a
partir de un conjunto de datos y una regla dada y no solo el grado de satisfacion
de una regla a partir de el universo modelado en nuestro programa. De esa
forma podemos obtener automaticamente la credibilidad de una regla para una
determinada situacion.
Aún cuando la contribución teórica de la tesis es interesante en si misma,
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especialmente la inclusion del modificador de negacion, sus multiples usos
practicos lo son también. Entre los diferentes usos que se han dado al framework destacamos el reconocimiento de emociones, el control de robots, el
control granular en computacion paralela/distribuída y las busquedas difusas o
borrosas en bases de datos.
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Summary
In this work we provide a theoretical basis (syntax and semantics) and a
practical implementation of a framework for encoding the reasoning and the
fuzzy representation of the world (as human beings understand it). The interest
for this work comes from two sources: removing the existing complexity
when doing it with a general purpose programming language (one developed
without focusing in providing special constructions for representing fuzzy
information) and providing a tool intelligent enough to answer, in a constructive
way, expressive queries over conventional data.
The framework, RFuzzy, allows to encode rules and queries in a syntax very
close to the natural language used by human beings to express their thoughts,
but it is more than that. It allows to encode very interesting concepts, as
fuzzifications (functions to easily fuzzify crisp concepts), default values (used
for providing results less adequate but still valid when the information needed
to provide results is missing), similarity between attributes (used to search
for individuals with a characteristic similar to the one we are looking for),
synonyms or antonyms and it allows to extend the number of connectives and
modifiers (even negation) we can use in the rules. The personalization of
the definition of fuzzy concepts (very useful for dealing with the subjective
character of fuzziness, in which a concept like tall depends on the height of the
person performing the query) is another of the facilities included.
Besides, RFuzzy implements the multi-adjoint semantics. The interest in
them is that in addition to obtaining the grade of satisfaction of a consequent
from a rule, its credibility and the grade of satisfaction of the antecedents we
can determine from a set of data how much credibility we must assign to a rule
to model the behaviour of the set of data. So, we can determine automatically
the credibility of a rule for a particular situation.
Although the theoretical contribution is interesting by itself, specially the
inclusion of the negation modifier, the practical usage of it is equally important.
Between the different uses given to the framework we highlight emotion recognition, robocup control, granularity control in parallel/distributed computing
and flexible searches in databases.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The information available on the internet is huge, and it is increasing day by
day. This is on one side good. The availability makes it possible to search for
almost anything. But not on the other side, in which search engines are not
able to return the expected answers.
Just suppose we are looking for a fast red car. We just open a web browser,
go to the search form of our favourite search engine, write “fast red car” and
press the button “search”. At this point our web browser communicates our
query to a server and this one answers it with a list of web pages in which the
words “fast”, “red” and “car” appear at some point. This could be the expected
answer for our query, but it is not. We want as answers only those web pages
talking about fast red cars, so the list of results must be reduced.
Leaving apart that the information about web pages is non-structured, we
could think about a database with a list of words grouped by sentences. Even
in that case the results might be erroneous, so pages containing sentences like
“Mary bought a fast red car” could lead us to having in the result’s list a web
page about news and gossip.
All this problems could be solved by modelling the information we have
about the world as we see it, in a fuzzy way, and having tools for querying the
systems in the same way. The existing tools when we started with this work had
a limited set of capabilities, which is why we begun trying to increase them. The
goal of this thesis was providing tools expressive enough to allow us to achieve
this task. To achieve it is why we have developed the theoretical and practical
parts of a framework for representing the world as we, human beings, see it.
In what remains of this chapter we focus in all the previous knowledge
needed to understand the following ones. We start from an informal introduction to the representation of the real world in the way that we, as human beings,
see it (Sec. 1.1). After it we enter in how all this information can be represented
and treated by a computer, starting by the paradigm chosen, logic programming
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(Sec. 1.2), and continuing by the representation of fuzziness in logic (Sec. 1.3).
And finally we explain in detail the semantics we have chosen for representing
the world and why we decided to use them (Sec. 1.4). All this is complemented
by an explanation of the structure chosen for the document (Sec. 1.5).

1.1

A Fuzzy World

The world around us is clearly non-fuzzy. What we mean with this sentence is
that we can always quantify it and determine exact values if we find first the
unit measure and how to ascertain the size, amount or degree of the goal of
our measures. Fuzziness comes to life when we, as human beings, try (maybe
unconsciously) to reduce the amount of data that we have to retain in our
memory. In this way, instead of keeping that Clara is 70cm we keep that Clara is
a baby, sentence that offers us much more information at a minor storage cost.
In maths and in computer science we can use the extended version, but then
the translation between the information (and knowldege) we have in mind and
the one used in formulas and automatisms must be done by experts. This is
why fuzzy logic has been so important in the recent years, because it allows the
final user not only to understand easily but to check and extend the existing
information (and knowledge). We provide now an example to illustrate what
we mean with our previous sentences.
Suppose we are taking a bath and we have a shower mixer tap (not one of
those which are thermostatic) and that when turning it to the left cold water
is dispensed, while when turning it to the right hot water is dispensed. This
means that if the water is not as hot as we want we usually turn it to the right,
while if it is too hot we turn it to left. The question is: how much do we turn it
to the left or to the right? 10 degrees? 20 degrees? 2 and a half? Obviously
we never talk using this measures. We just remember that turning it a little
bit changes the temperature a little bit, while turning it completely changes it
completely and use a set of rules similar to:
• If the water is too hot, give the tap a quarter-turn to the left. Wait until
the water changes its temperature and decide again.
• If it is hot, turn the tap to the left a little bit (less than a half-quarter-turn).
Wait until the water changes its temperature and decide again.
• If it is ok, do not touch the tap. Enjoy ! Wait until the water changes its
temperature (it usually does) and decide again.
• If it is cold, turn the tap to the right a little bit (less than a half-quarterturn). Wait until the water changes its temperature and decide again.
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• If it is very cold, give the tap a quarter-turn to the right. Wait until the
water changes its temperature and decide again.
Now suppose that we want to encode this “intellegence” into an automatism.
Encoding it using numbers makes it difficult to understand, and complicates
the very simple idea we have in mind, as we see now. Being too hot over 50
degrees, hot over 45, cold under 30, very cold under 20 and “ok” between 30
and 40 we can encode the previous rules as
• if (temperature > 50) then turn_to_the_left(25) and recheck.
• if (46 < temperature <= 50) then turn_to_the_left(12) and recheck.
• if (41 < temperature <= 45) then turn_to_the_left(6) and recheck.
• if (30 <= temperature <= 40) then do nothing. Recheck after a while.
• if (25 <= temperature < 30) then turn_to_the_right(6) and recheck.
• if (20 <= temperature < 25) then turn_to_the_right(12) and recheck.
• if (temperature < 20) then turn_to_the_right(25) and recheck.
The previous example shows that the resulting program is difficult to read and
the more pieces (or sentences) we use to define the actions from the inputs the
more variables we have. This is even more problematic if we want to make
changes or if we need to personalize the temperatures (maybe you prefer the
water temperature to be hotter in winter). With fuzzy logic we can develop
programs that behave more as humans and less as a complex algorithm. Take
the previous example. If we try to encode it with fuzzy logic we start creating a
linguistic variable for the temperature. We will use the function in Fig. 1.1.1 to
fuzzify the real world value.
By using the linguistic variable temperature we can encode our knowledge
in a different way. The one we propose in this case is
• if (warm(temperature)) then turn_to_the_left and recheck.
• if (ok(temperature)) then do nothing.
• if (cold(temperature)) then turn_to_the_right and recheck.
In the previous example we are obviously using fuzzy logic, so when the
conditions are not fully satisfied the conclusions are not fully satisfied. Even
more, note that we have not encoded how much the mixer tap needs to
be turned in any direction. We consider that the defuzzification should not
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1

cold

0

ok

10

warm

50 degrees

Figure 1.1.1: The linguistic variable temperature takes the values cold, ok and
hot depending of the water temperature.

1

0

10

45

90 degrees

Figure 1.1.2: How much we turn to the left or right (or function to defuzzify),
from the decision taken by the expert system.
interfere in the decision making. Nevertheless, the function used to defuzzify
the decision taken is shown in Fig. 1.1.2.
As example of how this works, if the water has a temperature of 25 degrees
the satisfaction of the previous rules is { 0.5, 0, 0 } and the result is that the
mixer tap turns to the left with a satisfaction of 0.5, which results in 25 degrees
(applying defuzzification to the satisfaction value 0.5).

1.2

Logic Programming and Logic

At the inception of computers construction-related difficulties were clearly
so dominant that the languages for expressing problems and instructing the
computer how to solve them were designed from the perspective of computer
engineering alone. This languages were called Imperative Programming Languages, because they allow the programmer to impose the machine what to do
now and what to do next. As the problems of building computers were gradually
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understood and solved, the problem of using the programming languages
mounted: a human could not instruct, or program, the computer to do complex
tasks because he was not able to sum up the tasks done by each single code
line into the task done by the whole program. This problem was first solved
by the programmers, who had a repertory of pieces of code for well know
tasks and just copy and paste them into the program under development, but
this became unmanageable. The necessity of programming languages hiding
the pieces of code doing well-known tasks forced the creation of “high level”
programming languages. A “high level” programming language is basically that,
a set of syntactic constructions corresponding to well known pieces of source
code that the programmer can use to develop programs. It started from very
simple schemas and nowadays programming languages include constructions
as conditional loops, procedures, functions, abstract data types, objects, agents,
aspects, and some others appearing day after day.
The existence of the schemas of source code reduce the time spent in coding
programs, but do not remove the possibility of developing programs with errors.
The anonymous quote
To err is human, to really foul things up requires a computer.
says it all: we (humans) introduce errors when coding (because of our natural
being) and computers mess things up because they just obey orders. To
avoid this situations the high level programming include debuggers (to see
at execution time what the computer is doing and determine where the error
is) and checks. This checks are usually limitations in the available syntactical
structures that can be applied to the data structures, so that we cannot add a
number to a string of characters and things like that. This kind of checks can
be static or dynamic, depending on if they are performed at compilation time
(when the program written in the high-level programming language syntax
is translated into the machine language) or at evaluation time (when the
computer runs the machine language program). All this checks reduce the
amounts of errors in programs, but there are some cases where the tests are not
definitive: they can only warn the user to check by hand that the constructions
are used as they should be. When software is not critical we can live with this
solution, but there are some cases in which it is critical and we are forced to
ensure that it is completely correct. Some solutions have been proposed to this
problem: (1) to curtail the expressiveness of the language, (2) to introduce
heuristics in the compilation process, (3) to build software systems “correct by
construction” and (4) to use programming languages with syntax and semantics
closer to the way a human being formalizes a task. In the first group we have
as example the Ada language [The15a], which forbids using constructions as
“goto” in order to improve the quality of the programs. In the second one there
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are a lot of ongoing works, as [Mar+09], but most of them finally derive into
curtailing the expressiveness of the language or allowing the programmer to
introduce a “I checked this by hand” message for the compiler (so it does not
ask for doing it again). The third one has to be with removing the necessity to
translate by hand the “what we want the computer to do” into the operations
that it must perform to achieve the task. The idea is writing an specification and
letting a translator (a compiler) traduce it into machine code. Some examples
are the B-method [Rob97], VDM [Jon87; Jon90] or the Z notation [Spi89].
The last one tries to reduce the distance between the task to be done and how
to do it, by using Declarative Programming Languages instead of Imperative
Programming Languages.
Declarative Programming Languages allow the programmer to represent
the relation between the inputs and the outputs by using maths and/or logic,
but it is a compiler task to decide the operations that the computer must
perform to obtain the outputs from the inputs. There are mainly two subgroups,
depending on if the language departs from a mathematical point of view of
the world (use of functions to model the world and reason about it) or from a
logic point of view (use of logic to model assumptions or premises and derive
conclusions): Functional Programming Languages and Logic Programming Languages. Although we know that there are hybrids too, Functional Programming
Languages and hybrids are out of the scope of this contribution. We just point
out that Functional Programming Languages have their roots in lambda calculus
and aim the reader to start by [Gol96] for more information on this class of
declarative programming languages.
Logic Programming languages are programming languages based on logic,
and the beginning of logic is tied with that of scientific thinking [SS94].
Logic provides a precise language for representing a goal, knowledge and
assumptions. Moreover, logic allows consequences to be deduced from premises
to study the truth or falsity of statements from the truth or falsity of others.
This basis allows to develop a programming language with a clear distinction
between declarative and operational semantics. Informally, the declarative
interpretation (or semantics) of a program is concerned with the meaning, the
results, while the procedural or operational interpretation is concerned with
the method used to get the results. While in the declarative interpretation
a program is viewed as a formula, and one can reason about its correctness
without any reference to the underlying computational mechanism, in the
procedural one it is viewed as a description of an algorithm that can be executed.
The operational semantics of logic programs correspond to logical inference,
while their declarative semantics are derived from the term model commonly
referred to as the Herbrand base. This, in principle, makes declarative programs
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easier to understand and to develop because you can focus on what to do
without regarding on how to do it, but all that glitters is not gold: you have to
ensure that the operational and the declarative semantics are equivalent and
this is not always possible. In fact, the existing operational semantics of Prolog
impose restrictions to some program constructions for which the declarative
semantics do not, and this must be taken into account when developing
programs. We enter this problem after describing the historical circumstances
that facilitate the creation of the first logic programming compiler, “Marseille
Prolog”. We owe the historical material in the following two paragraphs to
[PS87].
The basic ideas of logic programming emerged in the late 1960s and
early 1970s from work on automated deduction. Proof procedures based
on Robinson’s resolution principle [Rob65] operate by building values for
unknowns that make a problem statement a consequence of the given premises.
Green [Gre69] observed that resolution proof procedures could thus in principle
be used for computation. Resolution on its own is not a sufficient basis for logic
programming, because resolution proof procedures may not be sufficiently goaldirected. Thus, Green’s observations linking computation to deduction [Gre69]
had no effective realization until the development of more goal-oriented linear
resolution proof procedures, in particular Kowalski and Kuehner’s SL resolution
[KK71]. This development allowed Kowalski [Kow74a] to suggest a general
approach to goal-directed deductive computation based on appropriate control
mechanisms for resolution theorem provers and the further specialization of SL
resolution to Horn clauses, and the corresponding procedural interpretation of
Horn clauses, was first described in principle by Kowalski [Kow74a; Kow74b].
Even the SL resolution procedure and related theorem-proving methods
were not efficient enough for practical computation, mainly because they had
to cope with the full generality of first-order logic, in particular disjunctive conclusions. Further progress required the radical step of deliberately weakening
the language to one that could be implemented with efficiency comparable
to that of procedural languages. This step was mainly due to Colmerauer
and his colleagues at Marseille in the early 1970s. Their work proceeded
in parallel with (and in interaction with) the theoretical developments from
the automated theorem-proving community. Inspired by his earlier Q-systems
[Col70], a tree-matching phrase-structure grammar formalism, Colmerauer
started developing a language that could at the same time be used for language
analysis and for implementing deductive question-answering mechanisms. It
eventually became clear that a particular kind of linear resolution restricted
to definite clauses had just the right goal-directness and efficiency, and also
enough expressive power for linguistic rules and some important aspects of
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the question-answering problem. Their approach was first described as a tool
for natural-language processing applications [Ala73]. The resulting deductive
system, supplemented with a few other computational devices, was the first
Prolog system, known as “Marseille Prolog”. The first detailed description of
Prolog was the language manual for the Marseille Prolog interpreter [Rou75].
From the previous paragraphs we can deduce that Prolog is not as powerful
as they wanted it to be: they had to weaken the language to obtain an
efficiency comparable to that of procedural languages. The resulting system
has two important restrictions. The first: programs must be formed by definite
clauses and the query must be a Horn clause without a positive goal. The
second: the operational semantics depend on encoding the “appropriate”
control mechanisms.
A Horn clause is a disjunction of literals with at most one positive literal.
Horn clauses are usually written as

L ← L1 , L2 , ..., Ln
L ∨ ¬ L1 ∨ ¬ L2 ∨ ... ∨ ¬ Ln
(1.2.1)
or

← L1 , L2 , ..., Ln

¬ L1 ∨ ¬ L2 ∨ ... ∨ ¬ Ln



(1.2.2)

where n ≥ 0 and L is the only positive literal. A definite clause is a Horn clause
that has exactly one positive literal (Eq. 1.2.1). A Horn clause without a positive
literal is called a goal (Eq. 1.2.2). Horn clauses express a subset of statements of
first-order logic where there is no bi-implication, disjunction is represented by
having more than one clause with the same head and the variables appearing
in the head are universally quantified while the ones occurring only in the
body are existentially quantified. The reason for this design decisions is that
Prolog has an efficiency comparable with Imperative Programming Languages
by restricting the language to Horn languages, but in some cases we might
need something more: normal logic programs.
A normal logic program clause is a (first order) formula of the form
L ← L1 , L2 , ..., Ln , ¬ Ln+1 , .... Lm
or
← L1 , L2 , ..., Ln , ¬ Ln+1 , .... Lm

(1.2.3)
(1.2.4)

where n ≥ 0, m ≥ 0 and L is always a positive literal. The positive
literal to the left of ← is called the clause’s head and the formula to its right
is called the clause’s body. As in horn clauses, there is no bi-implication,
disjunction is represented by having more than one clause with the same
head and the variables appearing in the head are universally quantified while
the ones occurring only in the body are existentially quantified. The only
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difference is the allowance of the negation symbol in the syntax of the clauses’
bodies. Although it seems to be a very small improvement, the inclusion of the
negation symbol in the clause’s bodies incredible increases the expressiveness
of the language. As an example, consider we need to encode the universal
quantification of a variable in the body. We can use the semantic equivalence
∀ X̄ . Formula ≡ ¬ ∃ X̄ . ¬ Formula to convert the universal quantification
into a existential one, and splitting the formula into four clauses we overcome
the syntactic limitations:
p1 ← ¬ p2
p2 ← p3( X )

p3( X ) ← ¬ p4( X )
p4( X ) ← Formula

(1.2.5)

A normal logic program is a set of normal logic program clauses. A query is a
clause without head, and solving a query consists in finding a substitution for
the variables existentially quantified such that the program entails the query.
The “appropriate” control mechanisms on which the operational semantics
depend to ensure efficiency, have the cost of converting LP into a not-fully
declarative language. The difference between logic and control is attributed to
Kowalski’s paper “Algorithm = Logic + Control” [Kow79] although we prefer
Kunen’s definition in [Kun87]:
The logic component should give us a declarative semantics of
the language which tells us whether or not ∀φσ1 indeed follows
semantically from DB.
The control component consists of guides to the Prolog compiler to
help it decide whether or not a query is a logical consequence of DB.
Suppose the almost identical LP programs in Listings 1.2.1 and 1.2.2, representing the Peano (natural) numbers, and the query “nat(Y )”, representing
our request for a natural number to the interpreter. In a fully declarative
LP system we should get the same answers for both programs, but we get
0, s(0), s(s(0)), s(s(s(0))), . . . for the program in Listing 1.2.2 while for the one
in Listing 1.2.1 the interpreters fail to halt or halt and print an error.
nat(s(X)) ← nat(X).
nat(0).

Listing 1.2.1: Peano Numbers (I)

1φ

is a formula in Prolog’s syntax, σ is a substitution and ∀ is the universal quantification.
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nat(0).
nat(s(X)) ← nat(X).

Listing 1.2.2: Peano Numbers (II)
This incorrect result is caused by the fixed strategy that LP Interpreters
implement. This strategy defines
(i) the order (usually Top-Down) in which the different program clauses are
selected for solving the current goal (only necessary when the goal can
be unified with the head of multiple clauses)
(ii) (after choosing a clause) which one is the literal in the clauses’ body
that we try to solve first (it is usually Left-To-Right, and only used if the
clause’s body has more than one literal) and
(iii) if our search for answers exhausts the selected clause before trying a
different one (Depth-First, the usual one) or if it exhausts the current
depth’s level before trying the next one (Breadth-First).
LP interpreters suppose that the programmer writes programs taking into
account the fixed strategy and, when the control guides are wrong, they loop
until they reach the machine limits. An example of this is the query “nat(Y )”
against the program in Listing 1.2.1. A LP interpreter
1. chooses the first clause in the program;
2. unifies the query with the clauses’ head nat(s( X )), so now Y = s( X );
3. selects the first atom in the clause, nat( X );
4. tries to solve the new query, nat( X ).
As this one is a renaming of the original one it loops (repeats indefinitely the
same four steps) until it reaches the machine limits. If this never happens then
the LP interpreters fail to halt, but if this occurs then they halt and print an error.
In a nutshell, the logic programming paradigm regards a computation
as automated reasoning over a corpus of knowledge, instead of actions that
change the machine state in some way. Facts about the problem domain are
expressed as logic formulas, and programs are executed by applying inference
rules over them until an answer to the problem is found, or the collection of
formulas is proved inconsistent. Nevertheless, Prolog is not a fully declarative
programming language. It is more declarative than others, so it removes the
necessity to specify the flow control in most cases, but the programmer still
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needs to know if the interpreter or compiler implements depth or breadth-first
search strategy and left-to-right or any other literal selection rule. Consider
reading [SS94], [Llo87], [Kow88] or [CR93] for more information on this topic.
The human being has tried to mathematize everything around him since
his origins. When representing the world as the human being understands it
and how he takes decisions and interacts with the first one, we encounter the
problem of representing fuzzy characteristics (it is hot), fuzzy rules (if it is hot,
turn on the fan) and fuzzy actions (since it is not too hot, turn on the fan at
medium speed). So, a machine needs all this information (or knowledge) if we
want it to understand the world as the human being does and take decisions
as the human being does. It is when carrying out this task that Lofti A. Zadeh
found the necessity of fuzzy sets [Zad65] and, some years later, the necessity
of linguistic variables [Zad75a; Zad75b; Zad75c]. A very good justification
of their necessity can be found in his paper named “Is there a need for fuzzy
logic?” [Zad08].

1.3

Fuzzy Logic

At first sight fuzziness and logic might be seen as very different things. Logic
is usually understood as sentences which can be true or false and fuzziness
as sentences which can take any valid value. It is not like that. On one hand
logic is more than bi-valued logic. In fact many-valued logic is part of logic and
allows infinite truth values. On the other one fuzziness measures the range
of values of truthness that we can assign to some sentence and this range
can be given a credibility so there is always a set of values that we can trust.
Together we talk about fuzzy logic, logic that can be used to reason about fuzzy
information and provide results with a credibility.
Take, for example, a database with the contents shown in Table. 1.3.1, the
definition for the function “close” in Fig. 1.3.1 and the question “Is restaurant X
close to the center?” with FL we can deduce that Il tempietto is “definitely”
close to the center, Tapasbar is “almost” close, Ni Hao is “hardly” close and
Kenzo is “not” close to the center. We highlight the words “definitely”, “almost”,
“hardly” and “not” because the usual answers for the query are “1”, “0.9”,
“0.1” and “0” for the individuals Il tempietto, Tapasbar, Ni Hao and Kenzo
and the humanization of the numeric values is done in a subsequent step by
defuzzification.
It was Lotfi Zadeh in 1965 who introduced fuzzy set theory [Zad65], and its
existence was justified in his paper "Is there a need for fuzzy logic?" [Zad08].
Zadeh contributed much more to the fuzzy set theory, as the distinction between
fuzzy sets without uncertainty and fuzzy sets with different levels of uncertainty
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Table 1.3.1: Restaurants database
name

distance

price avg.

food type

Il_tempietto

100

30

italian

Tapasbar

300

20

spanish

Ni Hao

900

10

chinese

Kenzo

1200

40

japanese

1
close
0
100

1000 distance

Figure 1.3.1: Close fuzzification function.
(see [Zad75a; Zad75b; Zad75c]), but we outline here just the ideas needed to
make the contribution self contained.
It is usual when modeling real-world problems the necessity to represent
not only if an individual belongs or not to a set, but the grade in which it
belongs. This grade is what Zadeh tried to model by using a linguistic variable,
a variable which can be assigned real-world adjectives2 as values. For example,
age takes the values young and old and temperature takes the values cold,
warm and hot (Fig. 1.3.2).
But this linguistic variables are no more than part of the fuzzy systems
2 Please

take into account that values for a linguistic variable are not always adjectives.

Figure 1.3.2: Temperature is a linguistic variable and (here) takes the values
cold, warm and hot.
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which, aimed at encoding in a computation the human way of solving problems,
abstract the real-world facts into fuzzy facts by means of the fuzzification
process, infer fuzzy solutions to the real-world problems by using fuzzy rules
and defuzzify them to work in real-life scenarios.
To illustrate this description, suppose that temperature is 25 degrees and
this measure is fuzzified into temperature(warm) by using the description for
the linguistic variable temperature in Fig. 1.3.2. This fuzzy fact is then taken
into account by the fuzzy rule if temperature(warm) then fan_speed(normal)
and it is concluded fan_speed(normal). At last the conclusion is defuzzified by
a linguistic variable description similar to the one in Fig. 1.3.2, obtaining the
real-world decision to feed the fan with 5 volts3 .
Another example is trying to determine if a train will stop because of its
speed decrease and we should take our baggage, but without knowing if the
speed reduction is high, normal or low4 . We could say that speed_reduction
is normal, but we are not completely sure about it and this should be taken
into account. For that purpose we measure how much we trust our perception by means of a real number in the interval [0, 1]5 , 0.6 here. This
number is called the credibility of the rule. The fuzzification process result
(“speed_reduction(normal) with cred 0.6”) is then taken into account by the
fuzzy rule “if train_speed_reduction(normal) then train_stops(soon)” to infer
the conclusion “train_stops(soon) with cred 0.6”, which is still not the solution
expected by the deffuzification process. We need to apply another rule to this
result6 , “if train_stops(soon) then take_your_baggage(now)” and the result
here is “take_your_baggage(now) with cred 0.6”. Finally the defuzzification
process tries to deffuzify the last conclusion, but it is not strong enough to fire
a real-world action. So, it does not suggest us to take our baggage.

1.3.1

Fuzzy Approaches in Logic Programming

Introducing Fuzzy Logic into Logic Programming resulted in the development
of several fuzzy systems over Prolog. As Shapiro argues in [Sha83], Logic
Programming has traditionally been used in knowledge representation and
reasoning, which is why it is perfectly well-suited to implement fuzzy reasoning
3 suppose

that the linguistic variable fan_speed has the following description: when its
value is fast we feed the fan with 10 volts, when normal with 5 volts, when low with 2.5 volts
and when stop with 0 volts.
4 Suppose we are just passengers that feel something but can not measure it.
5 As usually, 0 means we do not trust the rule and 1 we trust it completely. We could use here
a linguistic variable again, but we think a number between 0 and 1 makes it easy to understand.
6 This second inference step is included to highlight that we can model problems much
more complex than the previous one, solved in only three inference steps.
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tools. It is just interesting to highlight that there is no common method
for fuzzifying Prolog, as noted by Shen in [SDM89]. The only common
denominator of all the existing fuzzy systems is that they implement in some
way the fuzzy set theory introduced by Lotfi Zadeh in 1965 [Zad65].
Some of these systems replace its inference mechanism, SLD-resolution,
with a fuzzy variant that is able to handle partial truth, introduced by
Lee [Lee72].
Some only consider fuzziness on predicates whereas other systems consider
fuzzy facts or fuzzy rules. There is no agreement about which fuzzy logic should
be used. Most of them use min-max logic (for modelling the conjunction and
disjunction operations), other systems just use Łukasiewicz logic [KK94] 7 .
There is also an extension of constraint logic programming [BR01], which
can model logics based on semiring structures. This framework can model
min-max fuzzy logic, which is the only logic with semiring structure.
Another theoretical model for fuzzy logic programming without negation
has been proposed by Vojtáš in [Voj01], which deals with many-valued implications.
Leaving apart the theoretical frameworks, as [JMP05; Voj01], and focusing
on frameworks having an implementation, the ones we knew about when we
started this work were
• the Prolog-Elf system [IK85],
• the FRIL Prolog system [BMP95],
• the F-Prolog language [LL90],
• the FuzzyDL reasoner [BS08],
• the Fuzzy Logic Programming Environment for Research (FLOPER)
[MM08a; MM08b], and
• the Fuzzy Prolog system [GMV04; VGM02].

1.3.2

Fuzzy Prolog

One of the most promising fuzzy tools for Prolog was the “Fuzzy Prolog” system
[GMV04; VGM02]. The most important advantages in comparison to the other
approaches are:
7A

good survey on many-valued logics (Gödel logics, Łukasiewicz logic, Product logic) can
be found in [Got01; Got05].
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1. A truth value is represented as a finite union of sub-intervals on [0, 1]. An
interval is a particular case of union of one element, and a unique truth
value (a real number) is a particular case of having an interval with only
one element.
2. A truth value is propagated through the rules by means of an aggregation
operator. The definition of this aggregation operator is general and it
subsumes conjunctive operators (triangular norms [KMP00] like min,
prod, etc.), disjunctive operators [TCC95] (triangular co-norms, like max,
sum, etc.), average operators (averages as arithmetic average, quasilinear average, etc) and hybrid operators (combinations of the above
operators [PTC02]).
3. Crisp and fuzzy reasoning are consistently combined [MVG02].
Fuzzy Prolog adds fuzziness to a Prolog compiler using CLP(R) instead of
implementing a new fuzzy resolution method, as other former fuzzy Prolog
systems do. It represents intervals as constraints over real numbers and
aggregation operators as operations with these constraints. Thus, Prolog’s builtin inference mechanism is used to handle the concept of partial truth.

1.3.3

RFuzzy Approach Motivation

Over the last few years several papers have been published by Medina et
al. ([MOV01a; MOV01b; MOV01c]) about multi-adjoint programming. They
describe a theoretical model, but no means of serious implementations apart
from promising prototypes [AMM07] and recently the FLOPER tool [MM08a;
MM08b; Mor06].
The FLOPER implementation is inspired by Fuzzy Prolog [GMV04] and adds
the possibility to use multi-adjoint logic. On the one hand, Fuzzy Prolog is
more expressive in the sense that it can represent continuous fuzzy functions
and its truth values are more general (unions of intervals of real numbers
as opposed to real numbers); on the other hand, Fuzzy Prolog’s syntax is so
flexible and general that can be complex for non-expert programmers that are
just interested in modelling simple fuzzy problems.
This is the reason why we herein propose the RFuzzy8 approach. It is simpler
for the user than Fuzzy Prolog because the truth values are simple real numbers
instead of the general structures of Fuzzy Prolog. RFuzzy allows to model
8 In

RFuzzy’s name, the “R” means Real, because the truth value that it uses is a real number
instead of an interval or union of intervals as in Fuzzy Prolog. RFuzzy should not be confused
with the term “R-Fuzzy set” [Wan+07; YH10] that means rough fuzzy set.
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multi-adjoint logic and moreover provides some interesting improvements with
respect to FLOPER:
• default values,
• partial default values (just for a subset of data),
• typed predicates,
• useful syntactic sugar (for representing facts, rules and functions),
• similarity between fuzzy predicates,
• similarity between attributes of non-fuzzy predicates,
• modifiers (even negation modifiers) and
• definition of new connectives and modifiers.
Additionally, RFuzzy inherits Fuzzy Prolog characteristics that makes it more
expressive than other tools. Examples of this are:
• RFuzzy uses Prolog-like syntax, providing flexibility in the queries’ syntax,
• it allows the programmer to combine crisp and fuzzy predicates,
• it provides general connectives to combine truth values and
• it provides constructive answers when querying data or truth values.

1.4

Multi-Adjoint Semantics

The structure used to give semantics to the programs written in the syntax
accepted by RFuzzy is a particular case of the multi-adjoint (MA) algebra,
presented by Medina, Ojeda-Aciego and Vojtáš in [MO02; MOV01a; MOV01b;
MOV01c; MOV02; MOV04]. The interest in using this structure is twofold: on
one hand generalised logic programs’ semantics require a notion of consequence
(implication) different from the usual one9 . The multi-adjoint algebra satisfies a
generalised modus ponens rule and allows us to manage the rules’ consequences
in a very natural way. On the other one the multi-adjoint algebra allows us to
obtain the credibility for the rules that we write from real-world data. There
are other mechanisms for this purpose, as the one proposed by Palacios, Gacto
9 The

usual one is ( a ← b) ≡ t iff a ≡ t whenever b ≡ t.
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and Alcalá-Fdez in [PGA12], but we think that the one offered by the multiadjoint algebra is more natural than the other ones.
As stated in the papers cited before, the multi-adjoint semantics are a
common denominator of the residuated lattices and fairly general conjunctors
and their adjoints. It allows several adjoint pairs in the residuated lattice,
leading what Vojtáš calls multi-adjoint algebra in [Voj01] and what Medina,
Ojeda-Aciego and Vojtáš call multi-adjoint (semi-) lattice in [MOV04]. We
copy here the definitions of these three concepts together with the definitions
needed to understand them (all of them taken from [MOV01c]). The definition of the multi-adjoint algebra (the basis of the multi-adjoint semantics) is
straightforward from the definitions of adjoint pair and multi-adjoint lattice.
Definition 1.4.1 (Graded set, from [MOV01c]). A graded set is a set Ω with a
function which assigns to each element ω ∈ Ω a number n ≥ 0, called the arity
of ω.
Definition 1.4.2 (Ω-Algebra, from [MOV01c]). Given a graded set Ω, an ΩAlgebra U is a pair < A, I > where A is a nonempty set called the carrier, and I
is a function which assigns maps to the elements of Ω as follows:
1. Each element ω ∈ Ωn , n > 0, is interpreted as a map I (ω ) : An → A,
denoted by ΩU .
2. Each element c ∈ Ω0 (i.e., c is a constant) is interpreted as an element I (c)
in A, denoted by c U .
Definition 1.4.3 (Adjoint Pair, from [MOV01c]. Firstly introduced in a logical
context by Pavelka [Pav79]). Let <P, > be a partially ordered set and (←, &)
a pair of binary operations in P such that:
1. Operation & is increasing in both arguments, i.e. if x1 , x2 , y ∈ P such that
x1  x2 then ( x1 & y)  ( x2 & y) and (y & x1 )  (y & x2 );
2. Operation ← is increasing in the first argument (the consequent) and
decreasing in the second argument (the antecedent), i.e. if x1 , x2 , y ∈ P
such that x1  x2 then ( x1 ← y)  ( x2 ← y) and (y ← x2 )  (y ← x1 );
3. For any x, y, z ∈ P, we have that x  (y ← z) holds if and only if
( x & z)  y holds.
Then (←, &) is called an adjoint pair in <P, >.
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Definition 1.4.4 (Multi-Adjoint Lattice,
from
< L, > be a lattice. A multi-adjoint lattice L is a tuple

[MOV01c]). Let

( L, , ←1 , &1 , . . . , ←n , &n )

(1.4.1)

satisfying the following items:
1. < L, > is bounded, i.e. it has bottom (⊥) and top (>) elements;
2. (←i , &i ) is an adjoint pair in < L, > for i = 1, . . . , n;
3. > &i v = v &i > = v for all v ∈ L for i = 1, . . . , n.
Remark. A lattice with only one adjoint pair is called somewhere a residuated
lattice (see [DP00; DP01]), and when more that one pair is introduced we get
to a multi-adjoint lattice.
Definition 1.4.5 (Multi-Adjoint Ω-Algebra, from [MOV01c]). Let Ω be a graded
set containing operators ←i and &i for i = 1, . . . , n and possibly some extra
operators, and let L = ( L, I ) be an Ω-algebra whose carrier set L is a lattice
under .
We say that L is a multi-adjoint Ω-algebra with respect to the pairs (←i , &i )
for i = 1, . . . , n if
L = ( L, , I (←1 ), I (&1 ), . . . , I (←n ), I (&n ))

(1.4.2)

is a multi-adjoint lattice.
From this definitions the important part is the relation between adjoint
pairs (←i , &i ), which makes it possible to evaluate in the many-valued modus
ponens the truth value (y) of the head (A) of a rule (A ←i B) from the truth
value (z) of the body (B) and the weight (v) of the rule:

( B, z), ( A ←i B, v)
,
( A, y)
v  (y ←i z) iff (v & z)  y

(1.4.3)
(1.4.4)

This relation is used to define satisfaction (Def. 1.4.7), and the immediate
consequences operator (Def. 1.4.8). We include first the definition of multiadjoint logic program (Def. 1.4.6), needed to understand them10 .
10 This

definition is not the one in [MOV01c]. We just changed some syntactic constructions
to avoid explaining the syntax used in [MOV01c].
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Definition 1.4.6 (Multi-Adjoint Logic Program). A multi-adjoint logic program
is a set of clauses of the form

< A ←i F ( B1 , . . . , Bn ), c >

(1.4.5)

where c ∈ [0, 1] is the credibility assigned to the rule, i a conjunctor &, F an
aggregator @i and A and Bi , i ∈ [1..n], atoms. When the satisfiability of A depends
on the satisfiability of only one atom B the aggregator F is omitted, resulting in
< A ←i B, v >. This representation is used too when referring to a rule in which
we do not know if the atom A depends on only one atom B or more than one.
Definition 1.4.7 (Satisfaction, from [MOV01c]). Given an interpretation I ∈ IL ,
where IL is the set of all interpretations of the formulas defined by the Ω-algebra
F in the Ω-algebra L, a weighted rule < A ←i B, v > is satisfied by I if and only
if (iff) v  Î ( A ←i B).
Definition 1.4.8 (Immediate consequences operator TPL , from [MOV01c]).
Let P be a multi-adjoint logic program. The immediate consequences operator
TPL : IL → IL , mapping interpretations to interpretations, is defined by considering
TPL ( I )( A) = sup { v &ˆ i Î ( B) | < A ←i B, v > ∈ P }
The definitions of satisfaction (Def. 1.4.7), and immediate consequences
operator (Def. 1.4.8) are used to give meaning the programs, as usually. Suppose
a program in the syntax the papers cited define and a query. In order to give an
answer to the query the program is instantiated or grounded, the atoms are
given an interpretation and this interpretation is extended to the formulas in
the language. In bi-valued logic the interpretations are just { true, f alse } while
here it is (usually) a number v ∈ [0, 1], but in both cases the expected result is
the maximum (or supreme) of the values obtained by the different rules. So,
we select all the rules whose head unify with the query, take their respective
interpretations and compute the maximum. This is the result for the query.
We provide the following examples to illustrate the theoretical concepts
introduced before.
Example 1.4.1
Suppose we have four fuzzy facts, A, B, C and D. D is always
satisfied with at least the maximum truth value of A, B, and C. From this
knowledge we can extract the following rule:
1, G ödel

D ←−−−− max ( A, B, C )

(1.4.6)

The interesting point is that the rule’s credibility value, 1, has been computed
from the real-world data. From Gödel’s implication operator definition
n
o
X, G ödel
1 if a ≤ b
b ←−−−−− a =
(1.4.7)
b if b < a
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and knowing that the satisfaction of D is always higher than the satisfaction of
A, B and C we can obtain the rule’s credibility value.
Example 1.4.2
Suppose we have four fuzzy facts, A, B, C and D and the
rule in Eq. 1.4.6. Knowing that A, B and C are satisfied with, at least, the values
0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 we can compute how much satisfied is D:
D̂ = min(1, max (0.3, 0.4, 0.5) ) = 0.5

1.5

(1.4.8)

Structure of the Work

In the following pages we present the contributions of this thesis, published
in a set of research papers. Chapter. 2 corresponds to [MPS11], Chapter. 3
to [PM11] and Chapter. 4 to [PM15]. Chapter. 5 corresponds to the real
applications developed using RFuzzy and their impact. It contains material
belonging to [MPS11] and [PM15].
The papers [MPS11] and [PM15] are respectively improved versions of the
publications [MPS09; PMS08; PSM09; SMP09] and [PM14a; PM14b; PM14c;
PM14d; PM14e], which is why we have taken them instead of the original ones.
The three research papers chosen to build the thesis [MPS11; PM11; PM15]
belong to the research idea of increasing the expressiveness of fuzzy logic
languages. To achieve it we have developed a framework, RFuzzy. RFuzzy is a
framework with a clear and easy syntax that allows us to encode fuzzy logic in
programs and obtain results to fuzzy queries.
The first part of the work (Chapter. 2) corresponds to the first version of
RFuzzy. In this part RFuzzy allows to encode fuzzy rules, to obtain default truth
values when no better value can be computed and to encode the translation
between crisp and fuzzy values by using piecewise functions. In this part we
solve problems as obtaining the correct truth value when more than one rule is
applicable. This is needed mainly due to the existence of rules for encoding
“default truth values”, truth values that are returned by the system when no
better value can be computed. After an informal introduction we include too
the syntax and semantics developed, in which an incipient priorities system
helps to provide plenty of facilities, including the ones mentioned before.
In the second part (Chapter. 3) we develop a priorities system for RFuzzy
much more powerful than the previous one. The main difference with respect
to the previous one is that this one is not restricted to the usage of just three
symbols, allowing the introduction of an infinite amount of priorities and the
assignment of different priorities to each construction. With its inclusion RFuzzy
gain, between others, the capability to define personalized rules, rules that work
differently depending on the user posing the query. In this chapter we provide
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too the syntax and semantics developed, focusing in the mechanism used to
translate each one of the constructions created using the new priorities system.
In the third part of the work (Chapter. 4) we include syntactic structures to
model synonyms, antonyms, similarity between attributes (allowing to search
for a Mediterranean restaurant and get Spanish restaurants as valid answers),
and the use and definition of modifiers (very, too much or even negation).
In this part we have focused in providing a negation mechanism with a clear
syntax and semantics, which is why the semantics have changed so much from
the original ones.
In the three chapters mentioned (Chapter. 2, Chapter. 3 and Chapter. 4)
we provide detailed information about the three releases of the framework
developed: syntax, semantics and links to the source code publicly available.
In Chapter. 5 we present some applications that have been developed using
RFuzzy. We highlight two between all of them: Emotion Recognition and FleSe
(Flexible Searches in databases). Emotion recognition had a lot of impact and
some companies show interest on how it works. FleSe is an easy-to-use web
interface framework to pose fuzzy queries in almost natural language. It makes
use of all the facilities provided by RFuzzy. It is a good example to show all the
capabilities that RFuzzy offers to the final user.
At last it is worth to highlight that no source code is included to increase
the weight of this document. In contrast and since everything is free and
public available, we provide links to it. The links point to the open-source code
available and we include a link to a working installation of FleSe. This working
installation is automatically updated from FleSe’s last release and allows users
to pose fuzzy queries to (their, our or somebody’s) non-fuzzy databases.
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Chapter 2
The initial version of the fuzzy
logic framework: RFuzzy v.1
The RFuzzy framework is a Prolog-based tool for representing and reasoning
with fuzzy information. Its advantages in comparison to previous tools along
this line of research are its easy, user-friendly syntax, and its expressivity
through the availability of default values and types.
Here we describe the formal syntax, the operational semantics and the
declarative semantics of RFuzzy (based on a lattice). A least model semantics,
a least fixpoint semantics and an operational semantics are introduced and
their equivalence is proven. We provide a real implementation that is free and
available.1
We start by introducing the formal syntax of RFuzzy (Section 2.1) and its
declarative and operational semantics (Sections 2.2 and 2.3, respectively), to
arrive at the justification of the sentence “RFuzzy allows to model multi-adjoint
logic” (Section 2.4). Afterwards we board RFuzzy implementation and usage
(Section 2.5).

2.1

Syntax

We will use a signature Σ of function symbols and a set of variables V to “build”
the term universe TUΣ,V (whose elements are the terms). It is the minimal set
such that each variable is a term and terms are closed under Σ-operations. In
particular, constant symbols are terms.
Similarly, we use a signature Π of predicate symbols to define the term
base TBΠ,Σ,V (whose elements are called atoms). Atoms are predicates whose
1 It

can be downloaded from [Pab15d]
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arguments are elements of TUΣ,V . Atoms and terms are called ground if they
do not contain variables. As usual, the Herbrand universe HU is the set of all
ground terms, and the Herbrand base HB is the set of all atoms with arguments
from the Herbrand universe. To capture different interdependencies between
predicates, we will make use of a signature Ω of many-valued connectives2 :
• conjunctions &1 , &2 , ..., &k
• disjunctions ∨1 , ∨2 , ..., ∨l
• implications ←1 , ←2 , ..., ←m
• aggregations @1 , @2 , ..., @n
• real numbers v ∈ [0, 1] ⊂ R. These connectives are of arity 0 (v ∈ Ω(0) )
and symbolise dependency on no other predicate.
While Ω denotes the set of connective symbols, Ω̂ denotes the set of their
respective associated truth functions. Instances of connective symbols and truth
functions are denoted by F and F̂ respectively.
Truth functions for conjunctions are conjunctors F̂ : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] monotone and non-decreasing in both coordinates. Truth functions for disjunctions
are disjunctors F̂ : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] monotone in both coordinates. Truth
functions for implications are implicators F̂ : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] non-increasing in
the first and non-decreasing in the second coordinate. Truth functions for aggregation operators are functions F̂ : [0, 1]n → [0, 1] that verify F̂ (0, . . . , 0) = 0
and F̂ (1, . . . , 1) = 1. At last, truth functions for connectives v ∈ Ω(0) are
functions of arity 0 (constants) that coincide with the connectives ( F̂ = F ).
A n-ary truth function for a connective is called monotonic in the i-th
argument (i ≤ n), if x ≤ x 0 implies
F̂ ( x1 , . . . , xi−1 , x, xi+1 , . . . , xn ) ≤ F̂ ( x1 , . . . , xi−1 , x 0 , xi+1 , . . . , xn ).
A truth function is called monotonic if it is monotonic in all arguments.
Immediate examples for connectives that come to mind are
• for conjunctors: Łukasiewicz logic ( F̂ ( x, y) = max (0, x + y − 1)), Gödel
logic ( F̂ ( x, y) = min( x, y)), product logic ( F̂ ( x, y) = x · y).
• for disjunctors: Łukasiewicz logic ( F̂ ( x, y) = min(1, x + y)), Gödel logic
( F̂ ( x, y) = max ( x, y)), product logic ( F̂ ( x, y) = x · y).
2 Note

that in Fuzzy Prolog (and in previous RFuzzy works) the term “aggregation operator”
subsumes conjunctions, disjunctions and aggregations. In this work we distinguish between
them and include a new one (implications).
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• for implicators: Łukasiewicz logic ( F̂ ( x, y) = min(1, 1 − x + y)), Gödel
logic ( F̂ ( x, y) = y if x > y else 1), product logic ( F̂ ( x, y) = x · y).
• for aggregation operators3 : arithmetic mean, weighted sum or a monotone function learned from data.
Definition 2.1.1. Let Ω be a connective signature, Π a predicate signature, Σ a
term signature and V a set of variables.
A fuzzy clause is written as
c,F

c
A←−
F ( B1 , . . . , Bn )

where A ∈ TBΠ,Σ,V is called the head, B1 , . . . , Bn ∈ TBΠ,Σ,V is called the body,
c ∈ [0, 1] is the credibility value, and Fc ∈ {&1 , . . . , &k } ⊂ Ω(2) and F ∈ Ω(n)
are connectives symbols (for the credibility value and the body, respectively)
A fuzzy fact is a special case of a clause where c = 1, Fc is the usual
multiplication of real numbers “·” and n = 0 (thus F ∈ Ω(0) ). It is written as
A ←− F (we omit c and Fc ).
A fuzzy query is a pair h A, vi, where A ∈ TBΠ,Σ,V and v is either a “new”
variable that represents the initially unknown truth value of A or it is a concrete
value v ∈ [0, 1] that is asked to be the truth value of A.
Intuitively, a clause can be read as a special case of an implication: we
combine the truth values of the body atoms with the connective associated to
the clause to yield the truth value for the head atom.
Example 1. Consider the following clause, that models to what extent cities
can be deemed good travel destinations – the quality of the destination depends
on the weather and the availability of sights:
1.0,·

good-destination(X)←− · (nice-weather(X), many-sights(X)) .
The credibility value of the rule is 1.0, which means that we have no doubt
about this relationship. The connective used here in both cases is the usual
multiplication of real numbers. We enrich the knowledge base with facts about
some cities and their continents:
nice-weather(madrid) ←− 0.8 ,
nice-weather(istanbul) ←− 0.7 ,
nice-weather(moscow) ←− 0.2 ,

many-sights(madrid) ←− 0.6 ,
many-sights(istanbul) ←− 0.7 ,
many-sights(sydney) ←− 0.6 ,

3 Note

that the above definition of aggregation operators subsumes all kinds of minimum,
maximum or mean operators.
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city-continent(madrid, europe) ←− 1.0 ,
city-continent(moscow, europe) ←− 1.0 ,
city-continent(sydney, australia) ←− 1.0 ,
city-continent(istanbul, europe) ←− 0.5 ,
city-continent(istanbul, asia) ←− 0.5 .
Some queries to this program could ask if Madrid is a good destination,
hgood-destination(madrid), vi. Another query could check if Istanbul is the
perfect destination, hgood-destination(istanbul), 1.0i.The result of the first
query will be the real value 0.48 and the second one will fail. It can be seen that
no information about the weather in Sydney or sights in Moscow is available
although these cities are “mentioned”.

In the above example, the knowledge that we represented using fuzzy
clauses and facts was not only vague but moreover incomplete. Indeed, this is
the general case in real applications. Information is sometimes missing for some
or all of the cases and it is necessary to provide an alternative semantics for
these situations. The open world assumption (OWA) introduces the concept of
unknown or absent information. It is very common in logic programming (for
example in Prolog programming) to use the closed world assumption (CWA) for
supposing false information that is not explicitly present or not derivable from
the program. There are other works (like [LS05]) that allow any assumption.
We have chosen to use CWA enriched with a mechanism of default rules
for assigning default values when information about truth values is absent in a
program. In particular, we have been able to provide a rich syntax for defining
default values to subsets of elements satisfying a particular condition.
Definition 2.1.2. A default value declaration for a predicate p ∈ Π(n) is written
as
default( p( X1 , . . . , Xn )) = [δ1 if ϕ1 , . . . , δm if ϕm ]
where δi ∈ [0, 1] for all i. The ϕi are first-order formulas restricted to terms from
TUΣ,{X1 ,...,Xn } , the predicates = and 6=, the symbol t and the conjunction ∧ and
disjunction ∨ in their usual meaning.
Example (continued). Let us add the following default value declarations to
the knowledge base and thus close the mentioned gaps.
default(nice-weather(X)) = 0.5,
default(many-sights(X)) = 0.2,
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default(good-destination(X)) = 0.3
They could be interpreted as: when visiting an arbitrary city of which nothing
further is known, it is likely that you have nice weather but you will less likely
find many sights. Irrespective of this, it will only to a small extent be a good
travel destination.
To model the fact that a city is not on a continent unless stated otherwise,
we add another default value declaration for city-continent:
default(city-continent(X, Y)) = 0.0.
Notice that in this example m = 1 and ϕ1 = t for all the default value
declarations.

The default values allow our knowledge base to answer arbitrary questions
about predicates that occur in it. But will the answers always make sense? To
stay in the above example, if we ask a question like “What is the truth value of
nice-weather(australia)?” we will get the answer “0.5” which does not make
too much sense since Australia is not a city, but a continent.
To address this issue, we introduce types into the language. Types in RFuzzy
are subsets of terms of the Herbrand base of the program. When we assign
types to the arguments of a predicate, we are restricting their domains. This
contrasts with [Sch+08] and similar works, most of them variants of the
proposal of Mycroft and O’Keefe [MO84] that was an adaption of the type
system of Hindley and Milner [Mil78]. These works are more oriented to
input/output type checking while in RFuzzy types are used for the constructive
generation of answers (see Section 2.5.2).
Definition 2.1.3. Types are built from terms t ∈ HU. A term type declaration
assigns a type τ ∈ T to a term t ∈ HU and is written as t : τ. A predicate type
declaration assigns a type (τ1 , . . . , τn ) ∈ T n to a predicate p ∈ Πn and is written
as p : (τ1 , . . . , τn ), where τi is the type of p’s i-th argument. The set composed by
all term type declarations and predicate type declarations is denoted by T.
Example (continued). Using the set of types T = {City, Continent}, we add
some term type declarations to our knowledge base:
madrid : City,
istanbul : City,
sydney : City,
moscow : City;
africa : Continent,
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america : Continent,
antarctica : Continent,
asia : Continent,
europe : Continent.
We also type the predicates in the obvious way (i.e. providing the predicate
type declarations):
nice-weather :
many-sights :
good-destination :
city-continent :

(City),
(City),
(City),
(City, Continent).


For a ground atom A = p(t1 , . . . , tn ) ∈ HB we say that it is well-typed with
respect to T iff p : (τ1 , . . . , τn ) ∈ T implies (ti : τi ) ∈ T for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. For a
c,F

c
ground clause A←−
F ( B1 , . . . , Bm ) we say that it is well-typed w.r.t. T iff A
is well-typed whenever all Bi are well-typed for 1 ≤ i ≤ m (i.e. if the clause
preserves well-typing). We say that a non-ground clause is well-typed iff all its
ground instances are well-typed.

Example (continued). With respect to the given type declarations,
city-continent(moscow, antarctica) is well-typed, city-continent(asia, europe) is
not.

A fuzzy logic program P is a triple P = ( R, D, T ) where R is a set of
fuzzy clauses, D is a set of default value declarations and T is a set of type
declarations.
From now on, when speaking about programs, we will implicitly assume
the signature Σ to consist of all function symbols occurring in P, the signature
Π to consist of all the predicate symbols occurring in the program, the set T to
consist of all types occurring in type declarations in T, and the signature Ω of
all the connective symbols.
Lastly, we introduce the important notion of a well-defined program.
Definition 2.1.4. A fuzzy logic program P = ( R, D, T ) is called well-defined iff
• for each predicate symbol p/n occurring in R, there exist both a predicate
type declaration and a default value declaration;
• all clauses in R are well-typed;
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• for each default value declaration
default( p( X1 , . . . , Xn )) = [δ1 if ϕ1 , . . . , δm if ϕm ],
the formulas ϕi are pairwise contradictory and ϕ1 ∨ · · · ∨ ϕm is a tautology,
i.e. exactly one default truth value applies to each element of p/n’s domain.
Besides, a well-defined fuzzy logic program can not have clauses that depend,
directly or indirectly (i.e. via other clauses) on themselves. This is considered a
program error and neither our semantics nor our implementation is capable of
dealing with this kind of programs.

2.2

Declarative Semantics

The possibility to define default truth values for predicates offers us a great
deal of flexibility and expressivity. But it also has its drawbacks: reasoning
with defaults is inherently non-monotonic – we might have to withdraw some
conclusions that have been made in an earlier stage of execution. To capture
this formally, we attach to each truth value an attribute that indicates how
this value has been concluded. These attributes could be ordered numbers (as
in [TB04] where real numbers in [0, 1] are used) but we decided, for clarity
reasons, to restrict the possible scenarios to three cases that are characterised
by three different symbols depending on the origin of the truth values:
• exclusively by application of program facts and clauses, represented by
the symbol H denoting the attribute value safe,
• by indirect use of default values, represented by the symbol  denoting
the attribute value unsafe (mixed), or
• directly via a default value declaration, represented by the symbol N
denoting the attribute value unsafe (pure).
We need to be able to compare the attributes (in order to be able to prefer
one conclusion over another) and to combine them to keep track of default
value usage in the course of computation. This is formalised by setting the
ordering < a on truth value attributes such that N < a  < a H.
The operator ◦ : {N, , H} × {N, , H} → {, H} is then defined as:
(
H if x = y = H
x ◦ y :=
 otherwise
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The operator ◦ is designed to keep track of attributes during computation: only
when two “safe” truth values are combined, the result is known to be “safe”, in
all other cases it is “unsafe”. It should be noted that “◦” is monotonic.
The truth values that we use in the description of the semantics will be real
values v ∈ [0, 1] with an attribute (i.e. a z ∈ {N, , H}) attached to it. We will
write them as zv, and the set of possible truth values as T. So, zv ∈ T. The
ordering 4 on the truth values will be the lexicographic product of < a , the
ordering on the attributes, and the standard ordering < of the real numbers.
The set of truth values is thus totally ordered as follows:

⊥ ≺ N0 ≺ · · · ≺ N1 ≺ 0 ≺ · · · ≺ 1 ≺ H0 ≺ · · · ≺ H1.
We remark that the pair (T, 4) forms a complete lattice.
A valuation σ : V → HU is an assignment of ground terms to variables.
Each valuation σ uniquely constitutes a mapping σ̂ : TBΠ,Σ,V → HB that is
defined in the obvious way.
A fuzzy Herbrand interpretation (or short, interpretation) of a fuzzy logic
program is a mapping I : HB → T that assigns truth values to ground atoms.
The domain of an interpretation is the set of all atoms in the Herbrand Base,
although for readability reasons we usually omit those atoms to which the truth
value ⊥ is assigned (interpretations are total functions). This mapping can be
seen as a set of pairs ( A, zv) such that A ∈ HB and zv ∈ T \ {⊥}, meaning
for an atom not being in the set that its truth value is ⊥.
For two interpretations I and J , we say I is less than or equal to J,
written I v J, iff I ( A) 4 J ( A) for all A ∈ HB. Two interpretations I
and J are equal, written I = J, iff I v J and J v I. Minimum and
maximum for interpretations are defined from 4 as usually.
Accordingly, the infimum (or intersection) and supremum (or union) of
interpretations are, for all A ∈ HB, defined as ( I u J )( A) := min( I ( A), J ( A))
and ( I t J )( A) := max( I ( A), J ( A)).
The pair (IP , v) of the set of all interpretations of a given program with
the interpretation ordering forms a complete lattice. This follows readily from
the fact that the underlying truth value set T forms a complete lattice with the
truth value ordering 4.
Definition 2.2.1 (Model). Let P = ( R, D, T ) be a fuzzy logic program.
c,F

c
For a clause r ∈ R of the form A←−
F ( B1 , . . . , Bn ) we say that I is a model
of the clause r and write

I

c,F

c
A←−
F ( B1 , . . . , Bn )

iff for all valuations σ, we have:
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if I (σ ( Bi )) = zi vi  ⊥ for all i then4 I (σ ( A)) < z0 v0
where z0 = z1 ◦ · · · ◦ zn and v0 = F̂c (c, F̂ (v1 , . . . , vn )).
For a clause r ∈ R of the form A ←− v we say that I is a model of the clause
r and write
I

A ←− v

iff for all valuations σ, we have I (σ ( A)) < Hv.
For a default value declaration d ∈ D we say that I is a model of the default
value declaration d and write
I

default( p( X1 , . . . , Xn )) = [δ1 if ϕ1 , . . . , δm if ϕm ]

iff for all valuations σ, we have:
I (σ ( p( X1 , . . . , Xn ))) < Nδj
where ϕ j is the only formula that holds for σ ( ϕ j ) (1 ≤ j ≤ m). Notice that, as
δi ∈ [0, 1] for all i (see Definition 2.1.2) and zv = Nδj , we force the truth values
defined in defaults to be different from ⊥ and lower than 0.
We write I
R if I
r for all r ∈ R and similarly I
D if I
d for
all d ∈ D. Finally, we say that I is a model of the program P and write I
P
iff I
R and I
D.
Proposition 2.2.1. Let P = ( R, D, T ) be a well-defined fuzzy logic program and
I a model of P, I
P. For all ground atoms A in TBΠ,Σ,V we can assume that
I ( A)  ⊥
Proof. Trivial from the definitions of well-defined fuzzy logic program and
model: For being a well-defined fuzzy logic program every predicate has a
default value declaration for every ground atom A in TBΠ,Σ,V , so we have a
default value declaration
default( p( X1 , . . . , Xn )) = [δ1 if ϕ1 , . . . , δm if ϕm ]
such that σ ( p( X1 , . . . , Xn )) = A and σ ( ϕi ) is the only ϕi that holds. By
I
D, this implies that
I ( A) = Nδi
As for I
P we need I
D and this implies I
I ( A) < Nδi , and Nδi  ⊥.
4 Note

d for every d, we have that

that here we use ’then’ and not ’iff’, so if I (σ( Bi )) = zi vi = ⊥ then the value of

I (σ( A)) is not restricted but I

c,F

c
A←−
F ( B1 , . . . , Bn ) .
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Note that this proposition allows us to assure that a computation will not
stop when the truth value of some atom is unknown in some interpretation. It
is not possible (due to default value definitions) to have a truth value unknown
for an atom. The following proposition affirms that a default value declaration
is not used when a clause can be used to determine the truth value of an atom.
Proposition 2.2.2. Let P = ( R, D, T ) be a well-defined fuzzy logic program, I a
model of P, I
P and A0 a ground atom such that A0 ∈ TBΠ,Σ,V . For a clause
r ∈ R of the form
c,F

c
A←−
F ( B1 , . . . , Bn )

∈ R

or

A ←− v ∈ R

and a default declaration
default( p( X1 , . . . , Xn )) = [δ1 if ϕ1 , . . . , δm if ϕm ] ∈ D
such that for some valuations σ1 and σ2 we have
σ1 ( A) = A0 = σ2 ( p( X1 , . . . , Xn ))
c,F

c
and the rule r ∈ R (if r is of the form A←−
F ( B1 , . . . , Bn ) ) fulfills

I (σ1 ( Bi )) = zi vi  ⊥ for all i
and the default declaration fulfills
σ2 ( ϕi ) holds
then

I ( A0 ) < z0 v0  Nδi

where z0 v0 are obtained as in Definition 2.2.1.
Proof. Trivial from the definition of model of well-defined fuzzy logic program
and the definition of the operator ◦. As the image of the operator ◦ is {, H}
and for rules r ∈ R of the form A ←− v we have that z0 = H it is easy to see
that z0 ∈ {, H}. So, truth values obtained from clauses (when applicable) have
always a truth value higher than the one obtained by the application of defaults:

  N and H  N

This is the intended meaning, so the lack of information on the truth value of
some atom never stops a computation if an approximate value for it (obtained
from a default declaration) can be used, but the approximate value is never
preferred over a truth value determined by a rule.
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2.2.1

Least Model Semantics

Every program has a least model, which is usually regarded as the intended
interpretation of the program, since it is the most conservative model. The
following proposition will be an important prerequisite to define the least model
semantics. It states that the infimum (or intersection) of a non-empty set of
models of a program will again be a model. The existence of a least model is
then obvious and easily defined as the intersection of all models.
Proposition 2.2.3 (Model intersection property). Let P = ( R, D, T ) be a welldefined fuzzy logic program and I be a non-empty set of interpretations. Then
l
I
P for all I ∈ I implies
I
P
I ∈I

Proof. We start by defining J =
have three cases to check:

d

I ∈I

I. From Definition 2.2.1 we know that we

c,F

c
1. Let A←−
F ( B1 , . . . , Bn ) ∈ R be a fuzzy clause and σ a valuation.

From Proposition 2.2.1, the d
premise that for each I ∈ I we have that
I
P and the definition of
it is clear that for all ground atoms C in
d
TBΠ,Σ,V we have J (C ) = I ∈I I (C )  ⊥. As σ( Bi ) is a ground atom in
TBΠ,Σ,V , J (σ( Bi )) i∈1...n  ⊥.
As J (σ ( Bi )) i∈1...n  ⊥, for J to be model of P it has to be true that
J (σ( A)) < z0J v0J ,
where z0J = z1 ◦ · · · ◦ zn ,
d
zi vi = J (σ( Bi )) = I ∈I I (σ ( Bi )).
As each I ∈ I makes true I

v0J

=

F̂c (c, F̂ (v1 , . . . , vn )) and

P we have
I (σ( A)) < z0I v0I ,

where z0I = z1 ◦ · · · ◦ zn ,
zi vi = I (σ( Bi ))5 .

v0I

=

F̂c (c, F̂ (v1 , . . . , vn ))) and

It is easy to see from J (σ( Bi )) 4 I (σ( Bi )) and the fact that Fc , F and “◦”
are non-decreasing functions that z0J v0J 4 z0I v0I , so
J (σ( A)) < z0I v0I < z0J v0J
5 Note

that we use two different definitions for zi vi in the same proof. There is no clash as
one of them is used for calculating z0J v0J and the other one for calculating z0I v0I .
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d
zi vi =
I ∈I I ( σ ( Bi )) makes ⊥ 4 zi vi 4 I ( σ ( A )) for every I ∈ I
since ⊥ 4 J (σ ( Bi )) 4 I (σ ( Bi )) for every I ∈ I and from the
fact that Fc , F and “◦” are non-decreasing functions we can assure that
I ( A) < J ( A) < z0 v0 , so J
P.
2. Let A ←− v ∈ R be a fuzzy clause and σ a valuation.
From the premise that for each I ∈ I we have that I

P we know that

I ( A ) I ∈I < H v
d
and, from the definition of
, it is clear that
l
J ( A) =
I ( A ) < Hv
I ∈I

so J

P.

3. Let default( p( X1 , . . . , Xn )) = [δ1 if ϕ1 , . . . , δm if ϕm ] ∈ D be a default
declaration and σ a valuation such that for a ground atom A in TBΠ,Σ,V
we have A = σ( p( X1 , . . . , Xn )).
From the premise that for each I ∈ I we have that I
P we know that
for exactly one ϕi it must be that σ( ϕi ) holds and this implies that
I (σ ( p( X1 , . . . , Xn ))) I ∈I < Nδi
and, from the definition of

d

, it is clear that
l
J ( A) <
I ( A) < Nδi
I ∈I

so J

P.

Definition 2.2.2. Let P be a well-defined
fuzzy logic program. The least model
l
of P is defined as
lm( P) :=
I.
I

2.2.2

P

Least Fixpoint Semantics

Definition 2.2.3 (TP operator). Let P = ( R, D, T ) be a well-defined fuzzy logic
program, I an interpretation, and recall that ground( R) denotes the set of all
ground instances of clauses in R. The operator TP is defined as follows:
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TP ( I )

:=

TR ( I )

t

TD ( I )

where
TD ( I ) :=








A 7 → Nδj







TR ( I ) := (
where











default( p( X1 , . . . , Xn )) = [δ1 if ϕ1 , . . . , δm if ϕm ] ∈ D, 


A = σ( p(t1 , . . . , tn )) and









there exists a 1 ≤ j ≤ m such that σ( ϕ j ) holds.
F

r∈R

{ A 7→ zv | condition})

{ A 7→ zv | condition}

can be

c,F

c
A←−
F ( B1 , . . . , Bn ) ∈ ground( R),

A 7→ zv






I ( Bi ) = zi vi  ⊥ for all i,







z = z1 ◦ · · · ◦ zn and v = F̂c (c, F̂ (v1 , . . . , vn ))






A ←− v ∈ ground( R) and




z=H



or



A 7→ zv



Note that if for a ground atom A both a program clause with body atoms
from I’s domain and a default value declaration exist, the truth value that
comes from the clause is preferred, since TR ( I )  TD ( I )6 .
As it is usual in the logic programming framework, the semantics of a
program is characterised by the pre-fixpoints of TP .
Theorem 2.2.1. Let P be a well-defined fuzzy logic program and I an interpretation.
I
6T (I)
R

P

iff

TP ( I ) v I.

 TD ( I ) comes from the fact that TR ( I )  N1 , TD ( I ) ≺ 0 and H    N.
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Proof. “if”: Let TP ( I ) v I and A0 ∈ HB be an arbitrary ground atom. For
I
P we need I
R and I
D, so we have to check both cases.
Before starting, note that for all ground atom C ∈ HB we have
TP ( I )(C )  ⊥ since
TP ( I )(C ) = TR ( I )(C ) t TD ( I )(C )
and for a well-defined fuzzy logic program TD ( I )(C )  ⊥. As
TP ( I )(C ) v I (C ),
I (C ) < TP ( I )(C )  ⊥.
I

R: We need I

r for every r ∈ R, and r can be of the form

c,Fc

A←− F ( B1 , . . . , Bn ) ∈ R

or

A ←− v ∈ R.

c,F

c
Let A←−
F ( B1 , . . . , Bn ) ∈ R be a fuzzy clause and σ a valuation
such that A0 = σ( A). The ground clause used to evaluate

c,F

c
TP ( I )( A0 ) will be σ ( A←−
F ( B1 , . . . , Bn ) ) ∈ ground( R).
As I (C )  ⊥ for all C ∈ HB, I (σ( Bi )) = zi vi  ⊥ for all i .
So, for I
R we need I ( A0 ) < z0 v0 , where z0 = z1 ◦ · · · ◦ zn ,
v0 = F̂c (c, F̂ (v1 , . . . , vn )) and z0 ∈ { H,  }.
By definition of TP we have TP ( I )( A0 ) = TR ( I )( A0 ) = z0 v0 , where
z0 = z1 ◦ · · · ◦ zn , v0 = F̂c (c, F̂ (v1 , . . . , vn )) and z0 ∈ { H,  }.
From the premise TP ( I ) v I we get I ( A0 ) < z0 v0 , so I
R.

Let A ←− v ∈ R be a fuzzy clause and σ a valuation such that
A0 = σ ( A). The ground clause used to evaluate TP ( I )( A0 ) will be
σ( A ←− v ) ∈ ground( R).
So, for I
R we need I ( A0 ) < z0 v0 , where z0 = H and v0 = v.
By definition of TP we have TP ( I )( A0 ) = Hv  ⊥.
From the premise TP ( I ) v I we get I ( A0 ) < Hv.
I

D: Let default( p( X1 , . . . , Xn )) = [δ1 if ϕ1 , . . . , δm if ϕm ] ∈ D,
σ be a valuation, and let A0 := σ( p( X1 , . . . , Xn )) be well-typed.
Since P is well-defined, there exists a j such that σ( ϕ j ) holds and
thus TP ( I )( A0 ) = Nδj . From the premise TP ( I ) v I , we again
get I ( A0 ) < Nδj .

“only if”: Let I
P and A0 ∈ HB be an arbitrary ground atom. From I
we have that I
R and I
D.

P

from I
D: for A0 we know that there are a default declaration
default( p( X1 , . . . , Xn )) = [δ1 if ϕ1 , . . . , δm if ϕm ] ∈ D, a
valuation σ such that A0 := σ ( p( X1 , . . . , Xn )) is well-typed and,
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since P is well-defined, a j such that σ( ϕ j ) holds and makes
I ( A 0 ) < Nδj .
From definition of TD in TP it is easy to see that TD = Nδj ,
but for TP we can only say (for now, we continue below) that
TP ( I )( A0 ) = TR ( I )( A0 ) t TD ( I )( A0 ) < Nδj .
The important fact that is derived from I
D is that for every A0
we have I ( A0 ) < Nδj < ⊥.
from I
R: for A0 we know that if there is a rule r ∈ R of the form
c,Fc
A←− F ( B1 , . . . , Bn ) ∈ R or A ←− v ∈ R and there exists
a σ such that A0 = σ ( A) then
c,F

c
D
if r is of the form A←−
F ( B1 , . . . , Bn ) ∈ R : From I
we know that for every σ( Bi ) we have I (σ( Bi )) < ⊥, so
I ( A0 ) < z0 v0 , where z0 = z1 ◦ · · · ◦ zn , z0 ∈ { H,  }
and v0 = F̂c (c, F̂ (v1 , . . . , vn )).
From definition of TR it is easy to see that if there is
such a rule, there will be a ground version of that rule

c,F

c
σ ( A←−
F ( B1 , . . . , Bn ) ) ∈ ground( R) such that we can assure
that TR ( I )( A0 ) < z0 v0 .
if r is of the form A ←− v ∈ R : I ( A0 ) < z0 v0 , where
z0 = H and v0 = v.
From definition of TR it is easy to see that if there is
such a rule, there will be a ground version of that rule
σ ( A ←− v ) ∈ ground( R) such that we can assure that
TR ( I )( A0 ) < z0 v0 .

Note that we have only proved that for d ∈ D a default declaration
TD ( I )( A0 ) < Nδj and that if there is a rule r ∈ R then TR ( I )( A0 ) < z0 v0 .
This is caused by the fact that in model definition we have to check that
for every rule r ∈ R it holds that I ( A0 ) < z0 v0 , while in TP definition we
collect each one of the values of each rule and evaluate the maximum
value between them.
c,F

c
So, if there is no rule r ∈ R of the form A←−
F ( B1 , . . . , Bn ) ∈ R or
A ←− v ∈ R such that for some valuation σ we have A0 = σ( A)
then TP ( I )( A0 ) = TR ( I )( A0 ) t TD ( I )( A0 ) = ⊥ t Nδj = Nδj , and
this results in TP ( I )( A0 ) = Nδj 4 I ( A0 ), so TP ( I )( A0 ) v I ( A0 ).

But if there are
k
clauses r
∈
R of the form
c,Fc
A←− F ( B1 , . . . , Bn ) ∈ R or A ←− v ∈ R such that for some
valuations σ1 . . . σk we have A0 = σ l ( A) for 1 ≤ l ≤ k,
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then from I
P we have I ( A0 ) < max l ∈ [ 1 .. k ] ( z0 l v0 l ), where
z0 l = z1 ◦ · · · ◦ zn , z0 l ∈ { H,  } , v0 l = F̂c (c, F̂ (v1 , . . . , vn ))
and I ( Bi ) = zi vi .
Instead of this procedure of finding the maximum value in model definition, in TP this is achieved by using the join operator t:
TP ( I )( A0 ) = TR ( I )( A0 ) t TD ( I )( A0 ) =
z 0 l v 0 l ) t Nδj =

G

(

l = 1...k

z0 l v0 l .

G
l = 1...k

As

G

z0 v0 l 4 I ( A0 ), we have TP ( I )( A0 ) v I ( A0 ).

l = 1...k

Thus, if I is a model of P, then for every A occurring in the program we
have that TP ( I )( A) 4 I ( A), which means that I is a pre-fixpoint of TP .
Proposition 2.2.4 (TP is monotonic). Let P be a well-defined fuzzy logic program
and Ii and Ii+1 two interpretations.
if

Ii v Ii+1

then

TP ( Ii ) v TP ( Ii+1 )

Proof. From definition of Ii v Ii+1 we have that Ii ( A) 4 Ii+1 ( A)
all A ∈ HB, and from definition of TP we have
TP ( I )

:=

TR ( I )

G

for

TD ( I ).

Since the operator t is monotonic and the value of TD ( I ) depends only on the
default declarations in the program (it is shared by both interpretations Ii and
Ii+1 ) , TD ( Ii ) = TD ( Ii+1 ). For the value of TR ( I ) it is rather different, since
!
G

TR ( I ) :=

{ A 7→ zv | condition}

r∈R

where










{ A 7→ zv | condition}

can be

c,Fc

A←− F ( B1 , . . . , Bn ) ∈ ground( R),
A 7→ zv

I ( Bi ) = zi vi  ⊥ for all i,
z = z1 ◦ · · · ◦ zn and v = F̂c (c, F̂ (v1 , . . . , vn ))
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or



A 7→ zv

A ←− v ∈ ground( R) and




z=H





For those clauses in the program with the form A ←− v ∈ R the
mapping A 7→ zv remains untouched, but for clauses with the form
c,F

c
A←−
F ( B1 , . . . , Bn ) ∈ R the mapping depends on the values Ii ( Bj ) and
Ii+1 ( Bj ) , j ∈ [1 .. n].
As t is monotone, for those clauses we need to justify that Ii ( A) 4 Ii+1 ( A)
for all A ∈ HB implies that the mappings obtained for Ii , A 7→ (zv) Ii ,
and Ii+1 , A 7→ (zv) Ii+1 , fulfill (zv) Ii 4 (zv) Ii+1 .
We use for that the knowledge about the truth functions for the connectives
F and FC . We know that both are monotone and non-decreasing, so
from the premise Ii ( Bj ) 4 Ii+1 ( Bj ) for all Bj ∈ HB we can deduce
(zv) Ii 4 (zv) Ii+1 .

Due to the monotonicity of the immediate consequences operator, the
semantics of P is given by its least model which, as shown by the KnasterTarski fixpoint theorem [Kna28; Tar55], is exactly the least fixpoint of TP .7
We now prove that our TP is continuous, so Kleene’s fixpoint theorem
[Kle52] can be used to prove that the least fixed point can be reached in ω steps.
Proposition 2.2.5 (TP is continuous). Let P be a well-defined fuzzy logic program
and I0 v I1 v . . . a countably infinite increasing sequence of interpretations. Then
!
TP

∞
G

n =0

In

=

∞
G

TP ( In ).

n =0

Proof. We use the following facts:
1. Since I0 v I1 v . . . and from definition of
v we
have that
F
Ii ( A) 4 Ii+1 ( A) for every ground term A ∈ HB. As
takes by
Fn
definition the maximum interpretation,
I
=
I
.
n
i =0 i
2. We have that TP ( I0 ) v TP ( I1 ) v . . . since I0 v I1 v . . . and TP is
monotonic (Proposition 2.2.4). Again by using definitions of v and
F
Fn
we obtain
i =0 TP ( Ii ) = TP ( In ).
7 As

usually, the least fixpoint of TP can be obtained by transfinitely iterating TP from
the least interpretation ⊥.
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∞
G

TP

!
In

=

1

TP ( I∞ )

=

2

∞
G

TP ( In )

n =0

n =0

We now recall the definition of ordinal powers of an operator. Let T be
an operator and α be an ordinal number. The ordinal power α of T is
defined as follows:
(
T ( T ↑ α − 1) if α is a successor ordinal
T ↑ α := F
0
if α is a limit ordinal
α0 <α T ↑ α
Theorem 2.2.2. Let P be a well-defined fuzzy logic program. Then the least
fixpoint of TP exists and is equal to TP ↑ ω.
Proof. The existence of the least fixpoint of TP follows from the facts that
(IP , v) forms a complete lattice, TP is monotone (Proposition 2.2.4), and the
Knaster-Tarski fixpoint theorem [Kna28; Tar55]. Its equality to TP ↑ ω
follows from the facts that (IP , v) forms a complete lattice, TP is continuous
(Proposition 2.2.5), and the Kleene fixpoint theorem [Kle52].
Since the least fixpoint always exists, we can define a semantics based on it.
Definition 2.2.4. Let P be a well-defined fuzzy logic program. Then the least
fixpoint semantics of P is defined as lfp( P) = TP ↑ ω (⊥). Here, ⊥ denotes the
interpretation mapping everything to ⊥ (thus being the least element of the lattice
(IP , v)).
Theorem 2.2.3. For a well-defined fuzzy logic program P, we have
lm( P ) = lfp( P ).
Proof.
l

lm( P) =
I

=

(by definition)

I
P

l

(by Lemma 2.2.1)

I

TP ( I )v I

= TP ↑ ω (⊥)
= lfp( P)

(by the Kleene fixpoint theorem)
(by definition)
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2.3

Operational Semantics

The operational semantics will be formalised by a transition relation that
operates on (possibly only partially instantiated) computation trees. Here, we
will not need to keep track of default value attributes {N, , H} explicitly; they
will be encoded into the computations.
Definition 2.3.1. Let Ω be a signature of connectives and W a set of variables
with W ∩ V = ∅ .8
A computation node is a pair h A, ei, where A ∈ TBΠ,Σ,V and e is a term over
[0, 1] and the set of variables W with function symbols from Ω. We say that a
computation node is ground if e does not contain variables. A computation node
is called final if e ∈ [0, 1]. A final computation node will be indicated as h A, ei.
We distinguish two different types of computation nodes: C-nodes, that
correspond to applications of program clauses, and D-nodes, that correspond to
applications of default value declarations.
A computation tree is a directed acyclic graph whose nodes are computation
nodes and where any pair of nodes has a unique (undirected) path connecting
them. We call a computation tree ground (final) if all its nodes are ground (final).
For a given computation tree t we define the tree attribute


H
zt = 


N

if t contains no D-node
if t contains both C- and D-nodes
if t contains only D-nodes

Computation nodes are essentially generalisations of queries that keep track
of connective usage. Computation trees as defined here should not be confused
with the usual notion of SLD-trees. While SLD-trees describe the whole search
space for a given query and thus give rise to different derivations and different
answers, computation trees describe just a state in a single computation. The
computation steps that we perform on computation trees will be modelled by a
relation between computation trees.
Definition 2.3.2 (Transition relation). For a given fuzzy logic program
P = ( R, D, T ), the transition relation _ is characterised by the transition rules
below. In these rules the notation t[ A] means “the tree t that contains the node A
somewhere”. Likewise, t[ A/B] is to be read as “the tree t where the node A has
been replaced by the node B”.
8 Note

that V is the set of variables used when building the term base TBΠ,Σ,V of our

program.
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• Clause:

t

h



i
h A0 , vi _






t  h A0 , vi



/

Ch A, Fc (c, F (v1 ,. . . , vn ))i 


µ


h B1 , v1 i· · · h Bn , vn i

If there is a (variable disjoint instance of a) program clause
c,F

c
A←−
F ( B1 , . . . , Bn ) ∈ R and µ = mgu( A0 , A).

(Take a non-final leaf node and add child nodes according to a program
clause; apply the most general unifier of the node atom and the clause head
to all the atoms in the tree.)
Note that we immediately finalise a node when applying this rule for a fuzzy
fact.
• Default:


h A, x i
t
_


t

h A, x i/Dh A, δj i


µ

If A does not match with any program clause head, there is a default value
declaration default( p( X1 , . . . , Xn )) = [δ1 if ϕ1 , . . . , δm if ϕm ] ∈ D, µ is
a substitution such that µ = mgu( p( X1 , . . . , Xn ), A ), p( X1 , . . . , Xn )µ
(or Aµ) is a well-typed ground atom, and there exists a 1 ≤ j ≤ m such
that ϕ j µ holds. (Apply a default value declaration to a non-final leaf node
thus finalising it.)
• Finalise:

 Ch A, Fc (c, F (v1 , . . . , vn ))i


t


h B1 , v1 i · · · h Bn , vn i

 Ch A, Fc (c, F (v1 , . . . , vn ))i


t


h B1 , v1 i · · · h Bn , vn i









_

Ch A, F̂c (c, F̂ (v1 , . . . , vn ))i
/
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(Take a non-final node whose children are all final and replace its truth
expression by the corresponding truth value.)
Asking the query h A, vi corresponds to applying the transition rules to the
initial computation tree h A, vi. The computation ends successfully if a final
computation tree is created; the truth value of the instantiated query can then
be read off the root node9 . We illustrate this with an example computation.
Example (continued). We start with the tree

hgood-destination(Y), vi .
Applying the Clause-transition to the initial tree with the program clause
1.0,·

good-destination(X)←− ·(nice-weather(X), many-sights(X))
yields
Chgood-destination(Y), 1.0 · v1 · v2 i

hnice-weather(Y), v1 i

hmany-sights(Y), v2 i

Now we apply Clause to the left child with nice-weather(moscow) ←− 0.2 :
Chgood-destination(moscow), 1.0 · 0.2 · v2 i
Chnice-weather(moscow), 0.2i

hmany-sights(moscow), v2 i

Since there exists no clause whose head matches many-sights(moscow), we
apply the Default-rule for many-sights to the right child.
Chgood-destination(moscow), 1.0 · 0.2 · 0.2i
Chnice-weather(moscow), 0.2i

Dhmany-sights(moscow), 0.2i

In the last step, we finalise the root node.
9 Note

that infinite computations lead to no answer as in the operational semantics of SLD
resolution.
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Chgood-destination(moscow), 0.04i
Chnice-weather(moscow), 0.2i

Dhmany-sights(moscow), 0.2i

The calculated truth value for good-destination(moscow) is thus 0.04.



The actual operational semantics is now given by the truth values that can
be derived in the defined transition system. This “canonical model” can be seen
as a generalisation of the success set of a program.
Definition 2.3.3. Let P be a well-defined fuzzy logic program. The canonical
model of P for A ∈ HB is defined as follows:


there exists a computation starting with h A, wi 

and ending with a final computation tree t with
cm( P) := A 7→ zt v


root node h A, vi

It can be verified that the canonical model cm( P) is indeed a model of P.

2.4

About multi-adjoint logic programming

Generalised logic programs’ semantics require a different notion of consequence
(implication) which satisfies a generalised modus ponens rule. It is described as
natural in [Voj01] to look for a semantic basis as a common denominator of the
residuated lattices and fairly general conjunctors and their adjoints. Different
implications and several modus ponens-like inference rules are used. So, the
principal point of this extension naturally leads to considering several adjoint
pairs in the residuated lattice, leading what [Voj01] calls multi-adjoint algebra
and [MOV04] calls multi-adjoint (semi-)lattice. During the last years there have
been many theoretical publications about multi-adjoint framework semantics
[MOV01c; MOV02; MOV04; Voj01].
RFuzzy is able to model multi-adjoint logic; but, as its algebraic structure
seems to be difficult to understand for a not-so-theoretical reader (potential
RFuzzy programmer), we have not used multi-adjoint definitions in Sections 2.2
and 2.3 when describing RFuzzy semantics for the sake of simplicity. In this
section we explain in an intuitive way the relation of RFuzzy with the multiadjoint framework.
Multi-adjoint logic is a theoretical framework developed to give support to
the use of a number of different implications in program rules. The underlying
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structure used to capture such information is a multi-adjoint algebra, which is
straightforward from the definitions of adjoint pair and multi-adjoint lattice.
The definitions of these three concepts are taken from [MOV01c].
Definition 2.4.1 (Adjoint Pair, from [MOV01c]. Firstly introduced in a logical
context by Pavelka [Pav79]). Let <P, > be a partially ordered set and (←, &)
a pair of binary operations in P such that:
(i) Operation & is increasing in both arguments, i.e. if x1 ,x2 ,y ∈ P such that
x1  x2 then ( x1 &y)  ( x2 &y) and (y&x1 )  (y&x2 );
(ii) Operation ← is increasing in the first argument (the consequent) and
decreasing in the second argument (the antecedent), i.e. if x1 , x2 , y ∈ P such
that x1  x2 then ( x1 ← y)  ( x2 ← y) and (y ← x2 )  (y ← x1 );
(iii) For any x, y, z ∈ P, we have that x  (y ← z) holds if and only if ( x&z)  y
holds.
Then (←, &) is called an adjoint pair in <P, >.
Definition 2.4.2 (Multi-Adjoint Lattice,
from
< L, > be a lattice. A multi-adjoint lattice L is a tuple

[MOV01c]). Let

( L, , ←1 , &1 , . . . , ←n , &n )

(2.4.1)

satisfying the following items:
(i) < L, > is bounded, i.e. it has bottom (⊥) and top (>) elements;
(ii) (←i , &i ) is an adjoint pair in < L, > for i = 1, . . . , n;
(iii) >&i v = v&i > = v for all v ∈ L for i = 1, . . . , n.
Definition 2.4.3 (Multi-Adjoint Ω-Algebra, from [MOV01c]). Let Ω be a graded
set containing operators ←i and &i for i = 1, . . . , n and possibly some extra
operators, and let L = ( L, I ) be an Ω-algebra whose carrier set L is a lattice
under .
We say that L is a multi-adjoint Ω-algebra with respect to the pairs (←i , &i )
for i = 1, . . . , n if
L = ( L, , I (←1 ), I (&1 ), . . . , I (←n ), I (&n ))
is a multi-adjoint lattice.
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There are similar definitions in [MOV01b; MOV01c; MOV02]. They are used
to build the framework of multi-adjoint logic programming in [JMP05; MM08a],
but the relevant fact is the relation between adjoint pairs (←i , &i ), which makes
it possible to evaluate in the many-valued modus ponens the truth value of the
head of a rule from the truth value of the body and the weight of the rule:

( B, z), ( B → A, x )
,
( A, y)
x  (y ← z)

( x&z)  y

iff

So, this can be used to define from satisfaction the immediate consequences
operator, as illustrated below. Note that Î ( B) = z, Î ( B → A) = x, Î ( A) = y,
so
v  Î ( A ←i B)

iff

v &i Î ( B)  Î ( A)

(2.4.3)

Definition 2.4.4 (Satisfaction, from [MOV01c]). Given an interpretation I ∈ IL ,
where IL is the set of all interpretations of the formulas defined by the Ω-algebra
F in the Ω-algebra L, a weighted rule < A ←i B, v > is satisfied by I iff
v  Î ( A ←i B).
Definition 2.4.5 (Immediate consequences operator TPL , from [MOV01c]). Let
P be a multi-adjoint logic program. The immediate consequences operator TPL :
IL → IL , mapping interpretations to interpretations, is defined by considering
TPL ( I )( A) = sup { v &ˆ i Î ( B) | A ←vi B ∈ P }

(2.4.4)

We provide an example from FLOPER [MM08b] (Fuzzy LOgic Programming
Environment for Research) to illustrate an execution in which this relation
between the adjoint pairs is used to calculate the truth value of the head of the
rules.

R1
R2
R3
R4
R5

:
:
:
:
:

p(X) ← P q(X,Y) &G r(Y) with 0.8
q(a,Y) ← P s(Y) with 0.7
q(b,Y) ← L r(Y) with 0.8
r(Y) ← with 0.7
s(b) ← with 0.9

Listing 2.4.1: Example taken from [MM08b]
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The labels P, G and L in the program mean Product logic, Gödel intuitionistic
Logic and Łukasiewicz logic, respectively. The goal for the previous program is
← p( X )&G r ( a). Each underlined expression in the execution below is the one
selected in each admissible step (Definition 2.1 in [MM08b])

<p(X)&G r(a); id>
→ AS1R1 <(0.8 &P (q( X1 , Y1 ) &G r (Y1 ))) &G r ( a); σ1 >

→ AS1R2 <(0.8 &P ((0.7 &P s(Y2 )) &G r (Y1 ))) &G r ( a); σ2 >
→ AS1R2 <(0.8 &P ((0.7 &P 0.9) &G r (b))) &G r ( a); σ3 >
→ AS1R2 <(0.8 &P ((0.7 &P 0.9) &G 0.7)) &G r ( a); σ4 >
→ AS1R2 <(0.8 &P ((0.7 &P 0.9) &G 0.7)) &G 0.7; σ5 >

Listing 2.4.2: Execution process, taken from [MM08b]
where
σ1
σ2
σ3
σ4
σ5

= { X/X1 },
= { X/a, X1 /a, Y1 /Y2 },
= { X/a, X1 /a, Y1 /b, Y2 /b},
= { X/a, X1 /a, Y1 /b, Y2 /b, Y3 /b},
= { X/a, X1 /a, Y1 /b, Y2 /b, Y3 /b, Y4 /a}

(2.4.5)
(2.4.6)
(2.4.7)
(2.4.8)
(2.4.9)

and, as the only variable appearing in the query is X, the only substitution
associated with the result is { X/a}. So, the admissible computed answer
(Definition 2.2 in [MM08b]) is

< (0.8 &P ((0.7 &P 0.9) &G 0.7)) &G 0.7 ; { X/a} >,

(2.4.10)

that can be simplified, after evaluating the arithmetic expression, to

< 0.504 ; { X/a} > .

(2.4.11)

Being a rule of the form “A ←i B with v”, where A is the head, B the
body, v the weight of the rule and “ i ” is the used logic (e.g. P, G, L), the
interesting point is that to calculate the truth value of the head of a rule we use
the relation between the adjoint pairs previously exposed,
v  Î ( A ←i B)

iff

v&i Î ( B)  Î ( A)

Notice that the elements of the adjoint pair (←i , &i ) have different uses in
an evaluation process. While ←i is used to obtain the weight of a rule from the
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truth values of the body and the head of the rule (e.g. for inducing fuzzy rules
weights from data in a data mining process), &i is used to obtain the truth
value of the head of a rule from the truth values of the elements of the body
and the weight of the rule.
This second deductive process is the one that is modelled by RFuzzy. To this
end, we let RFuzzy programmers code different &i while ←i is not explicit in
our syntax. In our rule syntax, that is used in definitions 2.2.1 and 2.2.3,
c,F

c
A←−
F ( B1 , . . . , Bn ) ∈ ground( R)

it is always deduced that v, the resultant truth value for the clause head, is
v = F̂c (c, F̂ (v1 , . . . , vn ))
c,FC

where instead of “ ←i ... with c ” we use “ ←− ” and FC is &i if (←i , &i ) is
an adjoint pair.
The previous example from FLOPER [MM08b] translated to the RFuzzy
syntax used in the semantics sections is below.
0.8,P

R1 : p(X) ←− q(X,Y) &G r(Y)
0.7,P

R2 : q(a,Y) ←− s(Y)
0.8,L

R3 : q(b,Y) ←− r(Y)
R4 : r(Y) ←− 0.7
R5 : s(b) ←− 0.9

Let us, finally, explain the adequateness of RFuzzy default rules to the multiadjoint framework. We are going to provide a clarifying example where we
define a type city and a predicate nice-weather/1 with one argument of type city.

Example 2.
madrid : City
sydney : City
moscow : City
nice-weather : ( City )

A program with a default truth value 0.5 for cities whose information about
nice weather is not explicit
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default(nice-weather(X)) = 0.5
nice-weather(madrid) ← 0.8
nice-weather(moscow) ← 0.2

is semantically equivalent to the following plain program
nice-weather(madrid) ← 0.8
nice-weather(moscow) ← 0.2
nice-weather(sydney) ← 0.5


This works in the general case: default value declarations in RFuzzy
programs are indeed just syntactic sugar and can be compiled away. Hence, also
general RFuzzy programs can be considered to model multi-adjoint semantics.

2.5

Using the Framework.
tails

Implementation De-

Obviously, when coding in Prolog it is not possible to write the symbols we
have used in Section 2.1. Here we expose the syntax used to write programs
and some details of the implementation of the framework.

2.5.1

The programs syntax

Types are coded according to the following syntax:
:- set_prop pred/ar => type_pred_1/1 [, type_pred_n/1 ]∗ .

(2.5.1)

where set_prop is a reserved word, pred is the name of the typed predicate,
ar is its arity and type_pred_1, type_pred_n (n ∈ 2, 3, . . . , ar) are predicates
used to define types for each argument of pred. They must have arity 1. This
definition of types constrains the values of the n-th argument of pred to the
values accepted by the predicate type_pred_n. This definition of types ensures
that the values assigned to the arguments of pred are correctly typed.
The example below requires that the arguments of predicates has_lower_price/2
and expensive_car/1 have to be of type car/1. The domain of type car is
enumerated.
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1
teenager
0

9 10

19 20 age

Figure 2.5.1: Teenager truth value continuous representation
← set_prop has_lower_price/2 ⇒ car/1, car/1.
← set_prop expensive_car/1 ⇒ car/1.
car(vw_caddy).
car(alfa_romeo_gt).
car(aston_martin_bulldog).
car(lamborghini_urraco).

The syntax for fuzzy facts is
pred( args) value truth_val.

(2.5.2)

where arguments, args, should be ground and the truth value, truth_val, must
be a real number between 0 and 1. The example below defines that the car
alfa_romeo_gt is an expensive_car with a truth value 0.6.

expensive_car(alfa_romeo_gt) value 0.6.

Fuzzy facts are worth for a finite (and relatively small) number of individuals. Nevertheless, it is very common to represent fuzzy truth using continuous
functions. Figure 2.5.1 shows an example in which the continuous function
assigns the truth value of being teenager to each age.
Functions used to define the truth value of some group of individuals are
usually continuous and linear over intervals. To define those functions there is
no necessity to write down the value assigned to each element in their domains.
We have to take into account that the domain can be infinite.
RFuzzy provides the syntax for defining functions by stretches. This syntax
is shown in (2.5.3). External brackets represent the Prolog list symbols and
internal brackets represent cardinality in the formula notation. Predicate pred
has arity 1, val1, ..., valN should be ground terms representing numbers of the
domain (they are possible values of the argument of pred) and truth_val1, ...,
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truth_valN should be the truth values associated to these numbers. The truth
value of the rest of the elements is obtained by interpolation.
pred :# ([(val1, truth_val1), (val2, truth_val2) [, (valn, truth_valn) ]∗ ]) .
(2.5.3)
The RFuzzy syntax for the predicate teenager/1 (represented in Figure2.5.1) is:

teenager :# ([ (9, 0), (10, 1), (19, 1), (20, 0) ]) .

Fuzzy clauses or rules have a simple syntax, defined in (2.5.5). There are
two connectives, op2 for combining the truth values of the subgoals of the rule
body and op1 for combining the previous result with the rule’s credibility. The
user can choose for any of them a connective from the list of the available
ones10 or define his/her own connective.
pred( arg1 [, argn]∗ ) [ cred (op1, value1) ] : ∼ op2
(2.5.4)
pred1( args_pred_1) [, predm( args_pred_m)] .
The following example uses the operator prod for combining truth values
of the subgoals of the body and min (Gödel logic is used here) to combine the
result with the credibility of the rule (which is 0.8). “cred (op1, value1)” can
only appear 0 or 1 times.

good_player(J) cred (min,0.8) :∼ prod
swift(J), tall(J),
has_experience(J).

Default truth values syntax is defined in (2.5.5) and (2.5.6),
:- default(pred/ar, truth_value) .
:- default(pred/ar, truth_value) => membership_predicate/ar.

(2.5.5)
(2.5.6)

where pred/ar is in both cases the predicate to which we are defining default
values. As expected, when defining the three cases (explicit, conditional and
default truth value) only one will be given back when doing a query. The
precedence when looking for the truth value goes from most to least concrete.
10 Connectives

available are: min for minimum, max for maximum, prod for the product, luka
for the Łukasiewicz operator, dprod for the inverse product, dluka for the inverse Łukasiewicz
operator and complement.
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The code from the example below added to the code from the previous
examples assigns to the predicate expensive_car a truth value of 0.5 when the
car is vw_caddy (default truth value), 0.9 when it is lamborghini_urraco or
aston_martin_bulldog (conditional default truth value) and 0.6 when it is
alfa_romeo_gt (explicit truth value).
← default(expensive_car/1, 0.9) ⇒ expensive_make/1.
← default(expensive_car/1, 0.5).
expensive_make(lamborghini_urraco).
expensive_make(aston_martin_bulldog).

2.5.2

Constructive Answers

A very interesting characteristic for a fuzzy tool is being able to provide
constructive answers for queries. The regular (easy) questions ask for the truth
value of an element. For example, how expensive is an Volkswagen Caddy?

?- expensive_car(vw_caddy,V).
V = 0.5 ? ;
no

But the really interesting queries are the ones that ask for values that satisfy
constraints over the truth value. For example, which cars are very expensive?
RFuzzy provides this constructive functionality:

?- expensive_car(X,V), V > 0.8.
V = 0.9, X = aston_martin_bulldog ? ;
V = 0.9, X = lamborghini_urraco ? ;
no

2.5.3

Implementation details

RFuzzy has to deal with two kinds of queries, (1) queries in which the user
asks for the truth value of an individual, and (2) queries in which the user asks
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for an individual with a concrete or a restricted truth value.
For this reason RFuzzy is implemented as a Ciao Prolog [The15b] package:
Ciao Prolog offers the possibility of dealing with a higher order compilation
through the implementation of Ciao packages.
The compilation process of a RFuzzy program has two pre-compilation steps:
(1) the RFuzzy program is translated into CLP(R) constraints by means of the
RFuzzy package and
(2) the program with constraints is translated into ISO Prolog by using the
CLP(R) package.
Figure 2.5.2 shows the sequential process of program transformation.
RFuzzy
program

RFuzzy
package
preprocessing

CLP(R)
program

CLP(R)
package
preprocessing

Figure 2.5.2: RFuzzy architecture.
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Chapter 3
Management of priorities in the
framework: RFuzzy v.2
The number of problems we can represent by using fuzzy logic is huge but
there still some that can not be simulated by just using it, as the one we present
and try to overcome here: the existence of rule priorities that overwrite the
normal ordering of results obtained from fuzzy logic inferences. Just suppose
we want to have default values for some rules. This can not be coded in the
current multi-adjoint framework because all rules have the same priority there.
We try here to overcome this limitation.
In the previous chapter we have presented three symbols, an order between
them ( N < a  < a H ) and an operator ( ◦ ) to combine them for this
purpose. For working with small programs this is perfectly adequate, but when
dealing with larger programs the intentions get lost due to the assignation of
identical priority weights to clauses that depend on a small amount of default
information and clauses that depend on a large amount of default information.
Our goal in this chapter is to differentiate between them by using priorities
so the inference process gets even closer to the human way of reasoning and
solving problems.
There are many proposals on how to introduce priorities in logic programming (LP) [AP95; DST03; JGM07; LV90; MNR97; WZL00] but, as far as we
know, there is no existing work on fuzzy logic programming, although it seems
to be rather necessary its inclusion.
We start by the syntax used in this chapter (3.1) and go next for the
semantics of our proposal (3.2).
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3.1

Syntax

We will use a signature Σ of function symbols and a set of variables V to “build”
the term universe TUΣ,V (whose elements are the terms). It is the minimal
set such that each variable is a term and terms are closed under Σ-operations.
In particular, constant symbols are terms. Similarly, we use a signature Π of
predicate symbols to define the term base TBΠ,Σ,V (whose elements are called
atoms). Atoms are predicates whose arguments are elements of TUΣ,V . Atoms
and terms are called ground if they do not contain variables. As usual, the
Herbrand universe HU is the set of all ground terms, and the Herbrand base
HB is the set of all atoms with arguments from the Herbrand universe. A
substitution σ or ξ is (as usual) a mapping from variables from V to terms
from TUΣ,V 1 .
To capture different interdependencies between predicates, we will make
use of a signature Ω of many-valued connectives2 formed by conjunctions
&1 , &2 , ..., &k , disjunctions ∨1 , ∨2 , ..., ∨l , implications ←1 , ←2 , ..., ←m , aggregations @1 , @2 , ..., @n and tuples of real numbers in the interval [0, 1] represented
by (p, v).
While Ω denotes the set of connective symbols, Ω̂ denotes the set of their
respective associated truth functions. Instances of connective symbols and truth
ˆ i for disjunctors,
functions are denoted by &i and &ˆ i for conjunctors, ∨i and ∨
ˆ
←i and ←
ˆ i for implicators, @i and @i for aggregators and (p, v) and (p,ˆ v) for
the tuples.
ˆ : [0, 1]2 →
Truth functions for the connectives are then defined as &
[0, 1] monotone3 and non-decreasing in both coordinates, ∨ˆ : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1]
monotone in both coordinates, ←
ˆ : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] non-increasing in the first
ˆ : [0, 1]n → [0, 1] as a function
and non-decreasing in the second coordinate, @
ˆ (0, . . . , 0) = 0 and @
ˆ (1, . . . , 1) = 1 and (p, v) ∈ Ω(0) are
that verifies @
functions of arity 0 (constants) that coincide with the connectives.
Immediate examples for connectives that come to mind for conjunctors are:
• in Łukasiewicz logic ( F̂ ( x, y) = max (0, x + y − 1)),
• in Gödel logic ( F̂ ( x, y) = min( x, y)),
1 Although

we prefer using suffix notation ( ( Term)σ ), note that it is equivalent to prefix
notation ( σ ( Term) ).
2 In some works the term “aggregation operator” subsumes conjunctions, disjunctions and
aggregations. In this work we distinguish between them and include a new one (implications).
3 As usually, a n-ary function F̂ is called monotonic in the i-th argument ( i ≤ n ), if
x ≤ x 0 implies F̂ ( x1 , . . . , xi−1 , x, xi+1 , . . . , xn ) ≤ F̂ ( x1 , . . . , xi−1 , x 0 , xi+1 , . . . , xn ) and a
function is called monotonic if it is monotonic in all arguments.
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• in product logic ( F̂ ( x, y) = x · y),
for disjunctors:
• in Łukasiewicz logic ( F̂ ( x, y) = min(1, x + y)),
• in Gödel logic ( F̂ ( x, y) = max ( x, y)),
• in product logic ( F̂ ( x, y) = x · y),
for implicators:
• in Łukasiewicz logic ( F̂ ( x, y) = min(1, 1 − x + y)),
• in Gödel logic ( F̂ ( x, y) = y if x > y else 1),
• in product logic ( F̂ ( x, y) = x · y)
and for aggregation operators4 : arithmetic mean, weighted sum or a monotone
function learned from data.

3.2

Semantics

The main idea behind our semantics is that if a rule has more priority than the
other ones then the intended truth value for an inference where this rule is
involved is the one it obtains.
For this purpose we attach to the usual truth value v ∈ [0, 1] a real number
p ∈ [0, 1] denoting the (accumulated) priority, resulting in the tuple of real
numbers between 0 and 1 symbolized by (p, v) ∈ Ω(0) . As it can be noted from
the symbols used, the first element indicates the priority and second one the
“old” truth value. We represent the tuple by (p, v), although in some cases we
use (pv) to highlight that the variable is only one and it can take the value ⊥.
The union between the set containing all possible combinations of two real
numbers between 0 and 1 and {⊥} is symbolized by KT and we define the
ordering between elements from KT as follows:
Definition 3.2.1 (4 KT ).

⊥ 4 KT ⊥
⊥ 4 KT (p, v)
4 Note

that the above definition of aggregation operators subsumes all kinds of minimum,
maximum or mean operators.
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(p1 , v1 ) 4 KT (p2 , v2 )

↔

( p1 < p2 )

or

( p1 = p2

and

v1 ≤ v2 )
(3.2.1)

where < is defined as usually (note that vi and p j are just real numbers between 0
and 1). It is obvious that the pair ( KT, 4 KT ) forms a complete lattice.
The structure used to give semantics to our programs is the multi-adjoint
algebra, presented in [MO02; MOV01a; MOV01b; MOV01c; MOV02; MOV04]
and somewhere else. The basic idea is that a multi-adjoint Ω−algebra can be
seen as an extension of a multi-adjoint lattice containing a number of extra
operators provided by the signature Ω, and a multi-adjoint lattice is just a
lattice with more than one pair of operations obeying the adjoint property. We
start from the definition of adjoint property.
Definition 3.2.2 (Adjoint property). Departing from a Poset (a partially ordered
set) < P, ≤ > and introducing a pair of operations ( &, ← ), we say that the
operations form an adjoint pair if
(i) & is increasing in both arguments,
(ii) ← is increasing in its first argument and decreasing in the second one and
(iii) (the adjoint property)5
for any x, y, z ∈ P we have that z ≤ ( x ← y) holds if and only if z & y ≤ x.
A lattice with only one adjoint pair is called somewhere a residuated lattice
(see [DP00; DP01]), and when more that one pair is introduced we get to a
multi-adjoint lattice.
Definition 3.2.3 (Multi-Adjoint Lattice). A multi-adjoint lattice L is a tuple
( L, ≤, ←1 , &1 , ..., ←n , &n ) satisfying
(i) < L, ≤ > is a bounded lattice,
(ii) ( ←i , &i ) is an adjoint pair in < L, ≤ >, for i = 1, . . . , n and
(iii) > &i v = v &i > = v for all v ∈ L and i = 1, . . . , n.
Definition 3.2.4 (Multi-Adjoint Algebra). Let ( L, ≤, ←1 , &1 , ..., ←n , &n ) be a
multi-adjoint lattice. The implication algebra Ω defining the operators ( ←i , &i )
for i = 1, . . . , n with respect to L is a multi-adjoint algebra.
5 Note

that the adjoint property offers us a way to evaluate inference rules because
( B,y) ( A← B,z)
z ≤ ( x ← y) iff z & y ≤ x defines the inference rule
( A,x )
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It is usual to define a multi-adjoint logic program as a set of weighted rules
F,c

c
A ←−
− F ( B1 , . . . , Bn ) where c ∈ [0, 1] and Fc is a conjunctor &, but the
semantics associated with this syntax is not capable to manage the priority
issues we want to encode. To overcome this restriction we enrich this syntax
by changing c by (p, v) ∈ KT and adding a condition COND ( A) that can be
used to encode a truth value to a subset of individuals fulfilling the condition.

Definition 3.2.5 (Multi-Adjoint Logic Program). A multi-adjoint logic program
is a set of clauses of the form
(p, v),&i

A ←−

@i ( B1 , . . . , Bn ) if COND ( A)

(3.2.2)

where (p, v) ∈ KT, &i is a conjunctor, @i an aggregator, A and Bi , i ∈ [1..n],
are atoms and COND ( A) is a first-order formula (a condition that needs to be
satisfied for p to get the truth value v) formed by the predicates in TBΠ,Σ,V , the
predicates =, ≥, ≤, > and < restricted to terms from TUΣ,V , the symbol t and
the conjunction ∧ and disjunction ∨ in their usual meaning.
Definitions needed to understand the semantics are given in advance, as
usually.
Definition 3.2.6 (Valuation, Interpretation). A valuation or instantiation
σ : V → HU is an assignment of ground terms to variables and uniquely
constitutes a mapping σ̂ : TBΠ,Σ,V → HB that is defined in the obvious way.
A fuzzy Herbrand interpretation (or short, interpretation) of a fuzzy logic
program is a mapping I : HB → KT that assigns an element in our lattice
to ground atoms. The domain of an interpretation is the set of all atoms in the
Herbrand Base, although for readability reasons we omit those atoms to which the
truth value ⊥ is assigned (interpretations are total functions). This mapping can be
seen as a set of pairs ( A, (p, v)) such that A ∈ HB and (p, v) ∈ KT \ {⊥}.
It is possible to extend uniquely the mapping I defined on HB to the set of
all ground formulas of the language by using the unique homomorphic extension.
This extension is denoted Î and the set of all interpretations of the formulas in a
program P is denoted IP .
Definition 3.2.7 (Interpretation Ordering, Minimum, Maximum, Infimum
and Supremum). For two interpretations I and J , we say I is less
than or equal to J, written I v J, iff
I ( A) 4 KT J ( A)
for all
A ∈ HB. Two interpretations I and J are equal, written I = J,
iff I v J and J v I. For all A ∈ HB minimum is defined as
min( I, J )( A) = I ( A) if I ( A) 4 KT J ( A) and min ( I, J ) ( A) = J ( A) if
J ( A) 4 KT I ( A), maximum as max ( I, J ) ( A) = I ( A) if I ( A) < KT J ( A)
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and max ( I, J ) ( A) = J ( A) if J ( A) < KT I ( A), infimum (or
intersection) as ( I u J )( A) := min( I ( A), J ( A)) and supremum (or union) as
( I t J )( A) := max( I ( A), J ( A)).
Lemma 3.2.1. The pair (IP , v) of the set of all interpretations of a given program
with the interpretation ordering forms a complete lattice.
Proof. This follows readily from the fact that the underlying lattice set KT
forms a complete lattice with the lattice values ordering 4 KT .
Up to now we have defined the underlying lattice we use for choosing the
best interpretation between the available ones, but we still have not defined
which is the expected one. For that purpose we define the model of a program,
but before it we need to define a operator to combine the knowledge grades, ◦.
Definition 3.2.8 (The operator ◦ ). The aim of taking into account the knowledge quality of every single root involved in the inference process removes the
possibility to use mathematical operators in which the result remains unchanged
when some input does not (i.e. min, max, etc).
Besides, the operator must be formed by a pair of functions ( ◦& , ◦← ) where
the former is used when combining the knowledge under the application of a
conjunction function and the latter when combining it under the implication
function.
This is why we decided to use as operator ◦& the mean, defining
x ◦& y =

x + y
2

and

z ◦← y = 2 ∗ z − y .

¯ (resp.
Remark. From here afterwards, the application of some conjunctor &
¯ ) to elements (p, v) ∈ KT \ {⊥} refers to the
implicator ←
¯ , aggregator @
ˆ ) to the second elements
ˆ (resp. ←
application of the truth function &
ˆ , @
of the tuples while ◦& (resp. ◦← , ◦& ) is the one applied to the first ones.6 .
¯ ) return ⊥.
¯ , ←
When applied to the element ⊥ all of them ( &
¯ and @
Definition 3.2.9 (Multi-Adjoint Satisfaction). (Modified from the definition
in [MO02]) Let P be a multi-adjoint logic program, I ∈ IP an interpretation and A ∈ HB a ground atom. A clause Cli ∈ P of the form
(p, v),&i

{ A ←−

@i ( B1 , . . . , Bn ) if COND ( A) } is satisfied by I iff

(p, v) 4 KT in f { Î (( A ←
¯ &i @i ( B1 , . . . , Bn ) ) ξ ) |
¯ still keep the properties exposed in Sec. 3.1, i.e.
¯ ←
that this new operators &,
¯ and @
the first one is non-decreasing in both coordinates, the second one is non-increasing in the first
and non-decreasing in the second coordinate and the last one verifies F̄ (0, . . . , 0) = 0 and
F̄ (1, . . . , 1) = 1.
6 Note
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ξ any ground instantiation and COND ( A ) is satisfied }

(3.2.3)

which, by means of the adjoint property, is equivalent to
¯ & Î (( @i ( B1 , . . . , Bn ) ) ξ ) |
Î ( A ) < KT sup {(p, v) &
i
ξ any ground instantiation and COND ( A ) is satisfied }

(3.2.4)

Definition 3.2.10 (Satisfaction, Model). Let P be a multi-adjoint logic program,
I ∈ IP an interpretation and A ∈ HB a ground atom. We say that a clause
Cli ∈ P is satisfied by I or I is a model of the clause Cli ( I
Cli ) iff for all
ground atoms A ∈ HB and for all instantiations σ for which Bσ ∈ HB (note
that σ can be the empty substitution) it is true that
¯ i @¯ i ( Î ( B1 σ), . . . , Î ( Bn σ) ) if COND ( A ) (3.2.5)
Î ( A) < KT (p, v) &
Note that eq. 3.2.5 is equivalent to eq. 3.2.4. Finally, we say that I is a model of
the program P and write I
P iff I
Cli for all clauses in our multi-adjoint
logic program P.
Every program has a least model, which is usually regarded as the intended
interpretation of the program, since it is the most conservative model. The
following proposition will be an important prerequisite to define the least model
semantics. It states that the infimum (or intersection) of a non-empty set of
models of a program will again be a model. The existence of a least model is
then obvious and easily defined as the intersection of all models.
Proposition 3.2.1 (Model intersection property). Let P be a multi-adjoint logic
program and IP be a non-empty set of interpretations. Then
l
I
P for all I ∈ IP implies
I
P
I ∈ IP

d
Proof. Suppose that for all I ∈ IP it is true that I
P. We define J = I ∈IP I.
(step. 1) from the definition of model of a program (Def. 3.2.10) we have
that I
P iff I
Cli for all clauses in our program P, and this results in
¯ i @¯ i ( Î ( B1 σ ), . . . , Î ( Bn σ ) ) if COND ( A )
Î ( A) < KT (p, v) &
for all atoms A ∈ HB and
d for all instantiations σ for which
d Bσ is ground.
(step. 2) from J = I ∈IP I and the definition of
as the minimum
between interpretations (Def. 3.2.7) we have that for all I ∈ IP it is true that
for all L ∈ HB ( I u J )( L) := min( I ( L), J ( L)) = J ( L).
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(step. 3) define for some ground atom A ∈ HB and some ground instantiation σ such that Bσ ∈ HB the variables (kv) I,σ and (kv) J,σ as follows:
¯ i @¯ i ( Î ( B1 σ), . . . , Î ( Bn σ ) ) if COND ( A )
Î ( A) < KT (kv) I,σ = (p, v) &
¯ i @¯ i ( Ĵ ( B1 σ ), . . . , Ĵ ( Bn σ ) ) if COND ( A )
(kv) J,σ = (p, v) &
¯ i as non decreasing functions and
¯ i and @
from the definition of &
Î ( Bi σ) < KT Ĵ ( Bi σ) (step.
KT ( kv ) J,σ .
d 2) it is clear that (kv) I,σ < d
(step. 4) from J = I ∈IP I and the definition of
as the minimum
between interpretations (Def. 3.2.7) we have that for some I ∈ IP and some
L ∈ HB it is true that ( I u J )( L) := min( I ( L), J ( L)) = J ( L) = I ( L).
(step. 5) from (kv) I,σ < KT (kv) J,σ (step. 3) and the fact that Ĵ ( A) gets its
value from some Î ( A) (step. 4) we can fix for some atom A and any substitution
σ the order (1, 1) < KT Î ( A) < KT Ĵ ( A) < KT (kv) I,σ < KT (kv) J,σ < KT ⊥,
(step. 6) The order in step. 5 defines Ĵ ( A) < KT (kv) J,σ , so
¯ i @¯ i ( Ĵ ( B1 σ ), . . . , Ĵ ( Bn σ ) ) if COND ( A )
Ĵ ( A) < KT (kv) J,σ = (p, v) &
which proves Prop. 3.2.1.
Definition 3.2.11. Let P be a well-defined
fuzzy logic program. The least model
l
of P is defined as
lm(P) :=
I.
I

P

Definition 3.2.12 (TP Operator). Let P be a multi-adjoint logic program, L ∈
HB an atom and I ∈ IP an interpretation. The immediate consequences operator
TP : IP → IP is defined as follows:
.
¯ i @¯ i ( Î ( B1 σ ), . . . , Î ( Bn σ) ) if COND ( A ) |
TP ( I )( A) = sup { (p, v) &
(p, v),&i

{ A ←−

@i ( B1 , . . . , Bn ) if COND ( A) } ∈ P }(3.2.6)

As it is usual in the logic programming framework, the semantics of a program
P is characterized by the post-fixpoints of TP .
Proposition 3.2.2. Let P be a multi-adjoint logic program and I ∈ IP an
interpretation.
I

P ⇔ TP ( I ) v I.

(3.2.7)

Proof. “if”: Let TP ( I ) v I and L be some arbitrary ground atom. Define for any
ground instantiation σ the variable (kv) I,σ as follows:

(kv) I,σ =
˙

¯ i @¯ i ( Î ( B1 σ), . . . , Î ( Bn σ) ) if COND ( A ) |
(p, v) &
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(p, v),&i

{ A ←−

@i ( B1 , . . . , Bn ) if COND ( A) } ∈ P (3.2.8)

so we can say that for any ground instantiation σ
(3.2.9)
(3.2.10)

Î ( A) < KT (kv) I,σ
.
TP ( I )( A) == sup { (kv) I,σ }

and from this and the definition of the symbols sup and < KT we can fix the
order Î ( A) < KT TP ( I )( A), proving that I
P.
“only if”: Let I
P and L be some arbitrary ground atom. We define for
any ground instantiation σ the variable (kv) I,σ as in Eq. 3.2.8. Since I
P, for
any ground instantiation σ Eq. 3.2.9 has to be true. If we define our TP operator
from the variable (kv) I,σ , as in Eq. 3.2.10, we know from the definition of the
symbols sup and < KT that Î ( A) < KT TP ( I )( A), so TP ( I ) v I.
Proposition 3.2.3 (TP is monotonic). Let P be a multi-adjoint logic program and
Ii ∈ IP and Ii+1 ∈ IP two interpretations. i f Ii v Ii+1 ⇒ TP ( Ii ) v TP ( Ii+1 ).
Proof. Suppose that Ii v Ii+1 . By definition of v this implies that for all atoms L
Îi ( L) 4 KT Îi+1 ( L). In the definition of TP operator (Def. 3.2.12) TP ( I )( L) is
related to I ( L) by means of the operations sup, &i and @i . Since all of them are
non-decreasing and monotone, we can assure that TP ( Ii )( L) 4 KT TP ( Ii+1 )( L)
and conclude TP ( Ii ) v TP ( Ii+1 )
Proposition 3.2.4 (TP is continuous). Let P be a multi-adjoint logic program
and I0 v I1 v . . . a countable infinite increasing sequence of interpretations.
F
F∞
Then TP ( ∞
n=0 In ) = n=0 TP ( In ).
Proof. We use the following facts:
(fact. 1) Since I0 v I1 v . . . and from definition of
Ii ( A) 4 KT Ii+1 ( A) for every ground term A ∈ HB.
F
definition the maximum interpretation, in=0 Ii = In .
(fact. 2) We have that TP ( I0 ) v TP ( I1 ) v . . . since I0
is monotonic (Prop. 3.2.3). Again by using definitions of
Fn
obtain
i =0 TP ( Ii ) = TP ( In ).
!
TP

∞
G

In

f act. 1

=

TP ( I∞ )

n =0

f act. 2

=

∞
G

v we
have that
F
As
takes by
v I1 v . . . F
and TP
v and
we

TP ( In )

n =0

Theorem 3.2.2. Let P be a multi-adjoint logic program. Then the least fixpoint
of TP exists and is equal to TP ↑ ω.
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Proof. The existence of the least fixpoint of TP follows from the facts that
( IP , v ) forms a complete lattice, TP is monotone (Proposition 3.2.3), and
the Knaster-Tarski fixpoint theorem [Kna28; Tar55]. Its equality to TP ↑ ω
follows from the facts that (IP , v) forms a complete lattice, TP is continuous
(Proposition 3.2.4), and the Kleene fixpoint theorem [Kle52].
Since the least fixpoint always exists, we can define a semantics based on it.
Definition 3.2.13. Let P be a multi-adjoint logic program. Then the least
fixpoint semantics of P is defined as lfp(P) = TP ↑ ω (⊥). Here, ⊥ denotes the
interpretation mapping everything to ⊥ (thus being the least element of the lattice
(IP , v)).
Theorem 3.2.3. For a multi-adjoint logic program P, we have
lm( P ) = lfp( P ).

(3.2.11)

Proof.
lm(P)

1

l

=
I

P

I

2

=

l

I

3

=

TP ↑ ω (⊥)

4

=

lfp(P)

TP ( I )v I

where (1) is by definition of least model of a program, (2) is by Prop. 3.2.2,
(3) is by the Kleene fixpoint theorem [Kle52] and (4) is by definition of least
fixpoint semantics.
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Extending the framework with
similarity and negation: RFuzzy v.3
In RFuzzy [MPS11; PM11] the authors define a particular case of the multiadjoint semantics [MO02; MOV01a; MOV01b; MOV01c; MOV02; MOV04] in
which the variable v is substituted by a tuple (p, v) for taking into account
the rule’s priority value p in the computations. In addition to this they slightly
modify the rules’ syntax and semantics to include the possibility to decide if
a rule is evaluated or not (at evaluation time) from the values introduced in
its arguments. In this work we depart from the improvements achieved in
their work, fix a small error they have in keeping the multi-adjoint semantics1
and introduce some interesting novelties. We have introduced the use of
modifiers, even the negation modifier, similarity between attributes, similarity
between fuzzy predicates, syntax for the inclusion of new modifiers and
connectives, connection to non-fuzzy databases and links between the nonfuzzy characteristics in the databases and fuzzy predicates.

4.1

Syntax

We will use a signature Σ of function symbols and a set of variables V to “build”
the term universe TUΣ,V (whose elements are the terms). It is the minimal
set such that each variable is a term and terms are closed under Σ-operations.
In particular, constant symbols are terms. Similarly, we use a signature Π of
predicate symbols to define the term base TBΠ,Σ,V (whose elements are called
atoms). Atoms are predicates whose arguments are elements of TUΣ,V . Atoms
and terms are called ground if they do not contain variables. As usual, the
1 The

operator ◦← defined in Def. 3.2.8 can obtain results not in the set [ 0, 1 ], which is
not allowed in the multi-adjoint semantics.
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Herbrand universe HU is the set of all ground terms, and the Herbrand base
HB is the set of all atoms with arguments from the Herbrand universe. A
substitution σ or ξ is (as usual) a mapping from variables from V to terms
from TUΣ,V and can be represented in suffix ( ( Term)σ ) or in prefix notation
( σ ( Term) ).
To capture different interdependencies between predicates, we will make
use of a signature Ω of many-valued connectives formed by conjunctions
&1 , &2 , ..., &k , disjunctions ∨1 , ∨2 , ..., ∨l , implications ←1 , ←2 , ..., ←m , aggregations @1 , @2 , ..., @n , modifiers 31 , 32 , ..., 3o , negation operators ¬1 , ¬2 , ..., ¬ p ,
real numbers in the interval [0, 1] represented by v when we talk about the
truth value or credibility of a rule and tuples of real numbers in the interval
[0, 1] represented by (p, v) when we talk about the truth value or credibility of
a rule with priority.
While Ω denotes the set of connective symbols, Ω̂ denotes the set of their
respective associated truth functions. Instances of connective symbols and truth
ˆ i for disjunctors,
functions are denoted by &i and &ˆ i for conjunctors, ∨i and ∨
ˆ
←i and ←
ˆ i for implicators, @i and @i for aggregators, 3i and 3̂i for modifiers,
¬i and ¬ˆ i for negation operators, v and v̂ for the truth value or the credibility
and (p, v) and (p,ˆ v) for the tuples of truth values or credibility values and
priority values.
ˆ : [0, 1]2 →
Truth functions for the connectives are then defined as &
[0, 1] monotone2 and non-decreasing in both coordinates, ∨ˆ : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1]
monotone in both coordinates, ←
ˆ : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] non-increasing in the first
ˆ : [0, 1]n → [0, 1] as a function
and non-decreasing in the second coordinate, @
ˆ (0, . . . , 0) = 0 and @
ˆ (1, . . . , 1) = 1, 3̂ : [0, 1] → [0, 1]
that verifies @
as a function without special restrictions, ¬
ˆ : [0, 1] → [0, 1] non-increasing
and satisfying ¬(
ˆ 0) = 1 and ¬(
ˆ 1) = 0 and v ∈ Ω(0) and (p, v) ∈ Ω(0)
are functions of arity 0 (constants) that coincide with the symbols used to
represent them. More properties and a more specific and detailed classification
of connectives (based on their properties) can be found in the work of De Cock
and Kerre [CK04].
Immediate examples for connectives that come to mind for conjunctors,
disjunctors and implicators are shown in Table. 4.1.1, where Ł stands for
Łukasiewicz logic, Gö for Gödel logic and prod for product logic. For aggregation operators3 the usual ones are arithmetic mean, weighted sum or
a monotone function learned from data, for modifiers the “very” function,
2 As

usually, a n-ary function F̂ is called monotonic in the i-th argument ( i ≤ n ), if
x ≤ x 0 implies F̂ ( x1 , . . . , xi−1 , x, xi+1 , . . . , xn ) ≤ F̂ ( x1 , . . . , xi−1 , x 0 , xi+1 , . . . , xn ) and a
function is called monotonic if it is monotonic in all arguments.
3 Note that the above definition of aggregation operators subsumes all kinds of minimum,
maximum or mean operators.
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ˆ ( x ) = x2 , and for negation the function ¬(
very
ˆ x ) = 1 − x.
Table 4.1.1: Examples of conjunctors, disjunctors and implicators
conjunctor
synt.

A &i B

disjunctor

implicator

A ∨i B

A→B

Â = x ; B̂ = y
Ł

max (0, x + y − 1) min(1, x + y)

min(1, 1 − x + y)

Gö

min( x, y)

max ( x, y)

y if x > y else 1

x·y

x·y

prod x · y

4.2

Syntactic constructions for writing programs

In this section we explain all the syntactic structures available for writing
programs. Since an exposition of syntactic structures turns out to be a little bit
difficult to read we do it from a practical point of view. FleSe is a web interface
for RFuzzy. It offers the final user a human-oriented environment for querying
RFuzzy and shows its answers using a more human-oriented representation
too. We take examples from it to facilitate the understanding of the syntactic
constructions presented here.
Once the user has chosen a program (or configuration file) FleSe asks him
what he is looking for (Fig. 4.2.1). The things we can look for depend on the
virtual databases’ tables defined in the program file loaded. Before showing
how to define them we show how to relate them to one or more database tables.

Figure 4.2.1: Dialog to select what you are looking for.
The database tables storing the information of what we call a virtual
database table can be more than one, which is why we decided to allow the
programmer to use the Prolog facilities for mixing all the information into a
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Prolog predicate. This Prolog predicate is what we use to define the virtual
database table. The syntax used to define where is the database table (host
name or ip and port), the user name and password and the protocol for
connecting to it (SQL) is shown in Eq. 4.2.1, while the one for defining the
table structure (the columns’ names) and how we link them to the predicate
arguments is in Eq. 4.2.2. Suppose that we have two tables for storing the
information of a restaurant, one for the “food type” (restaurant_ f ood_type)
and another for the “distance to the city center” (restaurant_dist_to_tcc). We
can do the operations in Eqs. 4.2.3, 4.2.4, 4.2.5 and 4.2.6 to obtain all the
information about a restaurant. If instead of that we have all the information
of a restaurant in just one table we can make use of the code in Eq. 4.2.7. The
removal of columns (in case we do not need the information stored there)
can be done in a similar way to the union of columns from different tables
(Eq. 4.2.6), as it is shown in Eq. 4.2.8.
sql_persistent_location(database_id,
db(0 SQL0 , user, pass, 0 host0 : port)).

(4.2.1)

: −sql_persistent(
predicate_name( Prolog type f or each column),
database_table_name(columns0 names),
database_id).

(4.2.2)

sql_persistent_location(myDatabase,
db(0 SQL0 , 0 me0 , 0 myPass0 , 0 localhost0 : 1521)).

(4.2.3)

: −sql_persistent(
rest_ f ood_type(integer, string),
restaurant_ f ood_type(id, f ood_type),
myDatabase).

(4.2.4)

: −sql_persistent(
rest_dist_to_tcc(integer, integer ),
restaurant_dist_to_tcc(id, dist_to_tcc),
myDatabase).

(4.2.5)
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restaurant( Id, Food_type, Dist_to_tcc) : −
rest_ f ood_type( Id, Food_type),
rest_dist_to_tcc( Id, Dist_to_tcc).

(4.2.6)

: −sql_persistent(
restaurant(integer, string, integer ),
restaurant(id, f ood_type, dist_to_tcc),
myDatabase).

(4.2.7)

restaurant( Id, Food_type, Dist_to_tcc) : −
rest_ f ood_type( Id, Food_type,
Dist_to_tcc, Avr_price).

(4.2.8)

Once we have defined a predicate for accessing all the information we
use the syntax in Eq. 4.2.9 to define the virtual database table (vdbt). In
eq. 4.2.9 pT is the name of the vdbt (the individual or subject of our searches,
which corresponds to the name of the predicate defined for accessing the
database), pA is the arity of the predicate used to define the vdbt (and the
number of columns the vdbt has), pN is the name assigned to a column
of the vdbt pT and pT 0 is a basic type, one of {boolean_type, enum_type,
integer_type, f loat_type, string_type}. We provide an example in Eq. 4.2.10
to clarify, in which the restaurant vdbt has seven columns (or the predicate has
seven arguments), the first for the name of the restaurant, the second for the
restaurant type, the third for the food type served in the restaurant, the fourth
for the number of years since its opening, the fifth for the distance to the city
center from that restaurant, the sixth for the restaurant’s price average and
the last one for the price of the restaurant’s menu. Please note that none of
the previous definitions of predicates for accessing the database can be used in
conjunction with the definition of vdbt in Eq. 4.2.10. We provide a valid one in
Eqs. 4.2.11 and 4.2.12.
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de f ine_database( pT/pA, [( pN, pT 0 )]).

(4.2.9)

de f ine_database(restaurant/7, [
(name, string_type),
(restaurant_type, enum_type),
( f ood_type, enum_type),
(years_since_opening, integer_type),
(distance_to_the_city_center, integer_type),
( price_average, integer_type),
(menu_price, integer_type)]).

(4.2.10)

: −sql_persistent(
restaurantAux (integer, string, string, string,
integer, integer integer, integer ),
restaurant(restaurant_id, name,
restaurant_type, f ood_type,
years_since_opening,
distance_to_the_city_center,
price_average, menu_price),
myDatabase).

(4.2.11)

restaurant( Name, Restaurant_type,
Food_type, Years_since_opening,
Distance_to_the_city_center,
Price_average, Menu_price) : −
restaurant( Restaurant_id,
Name, Restaurant_type,
Food_type, Years_since_opening,
Distance_to_the_city_center,
Price_average, Menu_price).

(4.2.12)

As told before, this syntactical construction provides a value for the combo
of things that we can look for (the values given to pT, “restaurant” this time,
are the values shown in this combo), but this is not its only function. When
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we choose what we are looking for FleSe shows us a combo of characteristics
of the object that we can use to filter our search, and a plus sign to its right
(Fig. 4.2.2). The plus sign serves to add more conditions. We focus on it later.
The combo (Fig. 4.2.3) allows us to chose a characteristic of the thing we are
looking for and, depending if we chose one defined as fuzzy or not, FleSe shows
us the possibility to use negation and/or a modifier for it (Fig. 4.2.4) or an
operator to compare the non-fuzzy value stored in the database for the thing
and the non-fuzzy value we want to compare to (Figs. 4.2.4 and 4.2.5).

Figure 4.2.2: Dialog to filter our search

Figure 4.2.3: Available characteristics for the thing we are looking for.

Figure 4.2.4: Available negation and modifier operators for the fuzzy
characteristic chosen.
The characteristics shown in Fig. 4.2.3 are fuzzy and non-fuzzy characteristics of the thing we are looking for (a restaurant this time). The non-fuzzy ones
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Figure 4.2.5: Available comparison operators and input field for the value we
want to use in the comparison, for the non-fuzzy characteristic chosen.

Figure 4.2.6: Available comparison operators and values for the non-fuzzy
characteristic chosen, of type “enum_type”.
are just the virtual database table columns (See Eq. 4.2.10) because in our work
we have not focused into allowing the definition of non-fuzzy characteristics
from other characteristics. When the user chooses one we use the “types”
assigned to each column (boolean_type, enum_type, integer_type, f loat_type
or string_type) to determine the type of the comparison operator and if we can
offer a list of values for the comparison (Fig. 4.2.6). We present in Table. 4.2.1
the comparison operators defined for each type. The list of values shown in
Fig. 4.2.6 is only available when the type of the column is enum_type and
depends on the existing values in the database.
The fuzzy characteristics in Fig. 4.2.3, in contrast with the non-fuzzy ones,
can be defined in the configuration file and we can do it using fuzzy and nonfuzzy characteristics. Before entering in how this is done we explain how the
non-fuzzy characteristics are available for defining fuzzy characteristics. From
a sentence of the form in Eq. 4.2.9 RFuzzy creates a predicate for each column.
Each one of this predicates has as first argument the thing and as second
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Table 4.2.1: Comparison operators available by the things characteristics’ type
type

operator

meaning of operator

boolean_type

=

“is equal to”

=/=

“is different from”

=

“is equal to”

=/=

“is different from”

=∼=

“is similar to”

interger_type

=

“is equal to”

f loat_type

=/=

“is different from”

>

“is bigger than”

<

“is lower than”

>=

“is bigger than or equal to”

=<

“is lower than or equal to”

=

“is equal to”

=/=

“is different from”

enum_type

string_type

argument the value for the characteristic, so it serves to obtain the value for a
specific thing, to obtain all the things having some value for the characteristic or
to obtain all the things and their respective value for the characteristic4 . Taking
the virtual database table definition example in Eq. 4.2.10, RFuzzy provides us
with the predicates in Eq. 4.2.13.
We can use five syntactic constructions to define fuzzy characteristics. Fuzzy
characteristics are, in principle, characteristics whose satisfiability depends on
one or more non-fuzzy characteristics for which we know their non-fuzzy value
(because it is in some column in the database), but not always. We can define
their satisfiability from the satisfiability of other fuzzy characteristic and we
can even define a fixed value for them in the configuration file. We start by the
constructions or rules, in our humble opinion, simpler and explain one by one
what they serve for.
4 This

predicates’ behaviour is the usual in Prolog and we have kept it in RFuzzy. The facility
that provides it is called backtracking.
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name( R, Value) : − ...
restaurant_type( R, Value) : − ...
f ood_type( R, Value) : − ...
years_since_opening( R, Value) : − ...
distance_to_the_city_center ( R, Value) : − ...
price_average( R, Value) : − ...
menu_price( R, Value) : − ...

(4.2.13)

The first construction we can use to define fuzzy characteristics (Eq. 4.2.14)
serves to define the rare situation in which for all the individuals in the virtual
database table we have the same result for the fuzzy characteristic. The interest
in having such a construction comes from the possibility to limit the individuals
for which it returns the fixed value, by using the tail construction in Eq. 4.2.15
as tail of Eq. 4.2.14. Besides, RFuzzy allows us to use too the tail constructions
in Eqs. 4.2.16 and 4.2.17, aimed respectively at assigning some credibility to the
rule and limiting its use to some user name (this is useful for personalizing the
rule). We explain the three tail constructions (Eqs. 4.2.15, 4.2.16 and 4.2.17)
with more detail below. In the syntactic construction in Eq. 4.2.14 pT is the
name of the vdbt (as in Eq. 4.2.9), TV is the truth value (a float number
between 0 and 1) and f PredName is the name of the fuzzy characteristic we
are defining. In Eq. 4.2.18 we present an example in which we say that all the
restaurants are cheap with a truth value of 0.5.
f PredName( pT ) :∼ value( TV )
i f ( pN ( pT ) comp value)
with_credibility(credOp, credVal )

(4.2.14)
(4.2.15)
(4.2.16)

only_ f or_user 0 UserName0

(4.2.17)

cheap(restaurant) :∼ value(0.5)

(4.2.18)

The tail constructions in Eqs. 4.2.15, 4.2.16 and 4.2.17 serve as tails for
the constructions in Eqs. 4.2.14, 4.2.22, 4.2.24, 4.2.27, 4.2.28, 4.2.30, 4.2.32
and 4.2.34. As told before, they serve, respectively, to slightly modify the
behaviour of the “main” rule (or construction). Eq. 4.2.15 serves to limit the
individuals in the virtual database table for which it is used, Eq. 4.2.16 to assign
some credibility to it and 4.2.17 to limit its use to some user name. We explain
them in detail in the following paragraphs.
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The tail construction in Eq. 4.2.15 (not usable when the “main” construction is Eq. 4.2.34) serves to limit the individuals for which we
wanna use the fuzzy clause or rule (limits its application to subsets
of the set of individuals in the vdbt). In Eq. 4.2.15 pN and pT are
the name of a column of a virtual database table and the vdbt name
(as in Eq. 4.2.9), comp is a comparison operator and can take the values “is_equal_to”, “is_di f f erent_ f rom”, “is_bigger_than”, “is_lower_than”,
“is_bigger_than_or_equal_to” and "is_lower_than_or_equal_to” and value can
be of type integer_type, enum_type or string_type. The only restrictions are
that value must be of the type assigned to the column pN of the vdbt pT
and that if they are of type enum_type or string_type the only comparison
operators available (the only values RFuzzy allows for comp) are “is_equal_to”
and “is_di f f erent_ f rom”. We show an example in Eq. 4.2.19 in which we say
that the restaurant Zalacain is cheap with a truth value of 0.1.
cheap(restaurant) :∼ value(0.1)
i f (name(restaurant) is_equal_to zalacain).

(4.2.19)

The tail construction in Eq. 4.2.16 serves to define the credibility of a rule,
together with the operator needed to combine it with the truth value resulting
from evaluating the rule’s body. In its syntactic definition in Eq. 4.2.16 credVal
is the credibility, a number of float type, and credOp is the credibility operator.
The credibility operator is a conjunctor, a mathematical function that must be
monotone and non-decreasing in their coordinates. We are allowed to use any
of the examples of conjunctors in Subsec. 4.1 (“prod” for the product conjunctor,
“luka” for the Łukasiewicz conjunctor and “min” for the Gödel conjunctor)
or we can define our own conjunctors, by using the syntactic construction
in Eq. 4.2.37. We show an example in Eq. 4.2.20 in which we say that the
restaurant Don Jamon is cheap with a truth value of 0.3 but this rule has a
credibility of 0.8 and the operator that must be used to combine the credibility
with the truth value is the minimum (called too Gödel conjunctor).
cheap(restaurant) :∼ value(0.3)
i f (name(restaurant) is_equal_to don_jamon)
with_credibility(min, 0.8).

(4.2.20)

The tail construction in Eq. 4.2.17 is aimed at defining personalized rules,
rules that only apply when the user logged in and the user in the rule are the
same one. In the construction Username is the name of the user, a string. We
show an example in Eq. 4.2.21 in which we say that Lara considers that the
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restaurant Zalacain is not close to the center. So, if it is she who poses a query
to the system asking for restaurants close to the city center, she will obtain that
the Zalacain restaurant is not close (or close with a value zero).
close_to_the_city_center (restaurant) :∼ value(0)
i f (name(restaurant) is_equal_to zalacain)
only_ f or_user 0 Lara0

(4.2.21)

The second construction we can use to define fuzzy characteristics
(Eq. 4.2.22) is usually called fuzzification function and serves to define the
link between a non-fuzzy characteristic for which we have numerical values
in the database and the fuzzy characteristic we are defining. This relation is
what RFuzzy uses to determine how much satisfied is a fuzzy characteristic
for some individual stored in our database, from the non-fuzzy and numerical
value that we have in the database for the non-fuzzy characteristic of the
individual. In Eq. 4.2.22 f PredName is the name of the fuzzy characteristic
we are defining (and the name of the fuzzification), pT is the name of the vdbt,
pN is the name of the non-fuzzy characteristic (or the name of the column
in the vdbt) and [(val In, valOut)] is a list of pairs of values such that val In
belongs to the set of values that the non-fuzzy characteristic can take (the
domain of the fuzzification function) and valOut to the set of values that
the fuzzy characteristic can take (the fuzzification function image, always a
subset of [0, 1])5 . An example in which we compute how cheap is a restaurant
from its average price is presented in Eq. 4.2.23. The graphical representation
corresponding to this example is in Fig. 4.2.7.
f PredName( pT ) :∼ f unction( pN ( pT ),
[ (val In, valOut) ]).

(4.2.22)

cheap(restaurant) :∼ f unction(
price_average(restaurant),
[(0, 1), (10, 1), (20, 0.9), (50, 0), (200, 0)]).

(4.2.23)

When defining the satisfiability of a fuzzy characteristic using a fuzzification
function we can get an unexpected behaviour if the database contains a null
5 [( val In, valOut )]

is basically a piecewise function definition, where each two contiguous
points represent a piece.
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Figure 4.2.7: Cheap function (for restaurant).
value in the field that it uses. This malfunctioning of the system consists in
the exclusion of the individual from the list of results, because RFuzzy cannot
compute results for it. To avoid this behaviour RFuzzy allows us to define
the satisfaction of the fuzzy concepts in this cases, by using the construction
for entering default truth values, truth values that are used only when no
better result can be computed. The idea of allowing the programmer to encode
default truth values has been taken from the works of Muñoz-Hernández and
Vaucheret [MV06b; MV07]. The syntax to define default truth values is shown
in Eq. 4.2.24, where f PredName is the name of the fuzzy characteristic for
which we are defining the default truth value, pT the name of the vdbt and
TV the truth value we want to use in this cases. We provide two examples
in Eqs. 4.2.25 and 4.2.26 in which we say that, in absence of information,
we consider that a restaurant will not be close to the city center (this is what
the zero value means) and that, in absence of information, a restaurant is
considered to be medium cheap6 .
f PredName( pT ) :∼ de f aults_to ( TV )

(4.2.24)

close_to_the_city_center (restaurant)
:∼ de f aults_to (0).

(4.2.25)

cheap(restaurant) :∼ de f aults_to (0.5).

(4.2.26)

There is another cause of malfunctioning of a Prolog system (remember that
RFuzzy is developed in Prolog), which is the existence of two rules such that the
satisfiability of each one of them depends on the satisfiability of the other one
(this is informally called a loop). Although some authors, as Loyer and Stracia
in [LS03], study this problem and propose solutions that we could have used,
we decided to consider this kind of programs erroneous. Our humble opinion
6 We

include two examples here so if one builds a program by taking all the examples in
the contribution the rule in Eq. 4.2.29 works for all the restaurants in our database.
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is that they are more part of philosophical studies than of practical applications.
We simply highlight that if the configuration file contains a program with
loops RFuzzy will loop until its consumption of memory reaches the amount
of memory available in the system. At that moment the program will just exit
showing an error to the user.
The third construction we can use to define fuzzy characteristics is called
fuzzy rule. A fuzzy rule allows us to define the satisfaction of a fuzzy characteristic from the satisfaction of other fuzzy characteristic. We have two syntactical
forms for defining fuzzy rules, the first one used when the satisfiability of the
fuzzy characteristic we are defining depends on only one fuzzy characteristic,
shown in Eq. 4.2.27, and the second one when it depends on more than
one, shown in Eq. 4.2.28. In Eq. 4.2.27 f PredName2 is a fuzzy characteristic
previously defined, f PredName is the name of the fuzzy characteristic we
are defining and pT is the name of the vdbt, while in Eq. 4.2.28 aggr is the
aggregator used to combine the truth values of the fuzzy characteristics between
parenthesis, f PredName2 and f PredName3 are fuzzy characteristics previously
defined, f PredName is the name of the fuzzy characteristic we are defining
and pT is again the name of the vdbt. We show an example in Eq. 4.2.29 in
which we say that a restaurant is a tempting restaurant depending on the worst
value it has between being close to the center and being cheap, which means
that a restaurant must be close to the center and cheap at the same time to
consider it a tempting restaurant.
f PredName( pT ) :∼ rule( f PredName2( pT ))

(4.2.27)

f PredName( pT ) :∼ rule( aggr, ( f PredName2( pT ),
f PredName3( pT ),
... ))

(4.2.28)

tempting_restaurant(restaurant) :∼ rule( min,
( close_to_the_city_center (restaurant),
cheap(restaurant) ))

(4.2.29)

The fourth construction we can use to define fuzzy characteristics is for
defining a fuzzy characteristic as a synonym of another one already defined.
We present its form in Eq. 4.2.30, where f PredName is the name of the fuzzy
characteristic we are defining, f PredName2 the fuzzy characteristic from which
we are defining it and pT the name of the vdbt. The value of f PredName2 must
be different from the value of f PredName. We show an example in Eq. 4.2.31
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in which we define an unexpensive restaurant as (almost) the synonym of a
cheap one (something being unexpensive might not always be cheap).
f PredName( pT ) :∼
synonym_o f ( f PredName2( pT ))

(4.2.30)

unexpensive(restaurant) :∼
synonym_o f (cheap(restaurant))
with_credibility( prod, 0.9).

(4.2.31)

The fifth construction we can use to define fuzzy characteristics is for
defining a fuzzy characteristic as an antonym of another already defined. We
present its form in Eq. 4.2.32, where f PredName is the name of the fuzzy
characteristic we are defining, f PredName2 the fuzzy characteristic from which
we are defining it, and pT the name of the vdbt. The value of f PredName2 must
be different from the value of f PredName. We show an example in Eq. 4.2.33
in which we define an expensive restaurant as the antonym of a cheap one.
f PredName( pT ) :∼
antonym_o f ( f PredName2( pT )).

(4.2.32)

expensive(restaurant) :
antonym_o f (cheap(restaurant)).

(4.2.33)

In addition to the five constructions presented for defining fuzzy characteristics the framework offers us to enrich the knowledge by defining new
aggregation operators, new modifiers, new negation operators and relating the
values in the database that we see as synonyms by defining similarity between
attributes. We introduce now each one of the constructions that RFuzzy offers
us for each one of this facilities.
The similarity between attributes allows us to create a link between values in
the database, and gives sense to the allowance of the operator “=∼=” (similar
to) in a query (see Fig.4.2.6). We start by an example to justify its necessity.
Suppose we are looking for a “Mediterranean” food restaurant and we have
in the database the values “Mediterranean”, “Spanish”, “Italian”, “Portuguese”,
etc. It is clear that the previous values are all “Mediterranean”, but the search
engine does not know about the existing relation, and it will not return the
restaurants with values different than “Mediterranean” as answers for the
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query. The construction we present serves just to tell the framework about this
relation, allowing the user to ask for restaurants serving food similar to the
“Mediterranean” one and getting as answers the restaurants whose value for
food served we define similar to the “Mediterranean” one. The syntax is shown
in Eq.4.2.34, where pT is the name of a virtual database table, pN the name
of a column of the vdbt, TV a truth value (a float number in [0, 1]), and value1
and value2 two valid (and different) values for the vdbt column pN of the vdbt
pT. In the example in Eq. 4.2.35 we say that the food type mediterranean is
0.8 similar to the spanish one.
similarity_between( pT, pN (value1), pN (value2),
TV ).

(4.2.34)

similarity_between( restaurant,
f ood_type(mediterranean),
f ood_type(spanish), 0.8).

(4.2.35)

It is important to highlight that in Eq. 4.2.35 we say that the food type
mediterranean is 0.8 similar to the spanish one, but not in the other way. If we
want to say that the spanish food is at some point similar to the mediterranean
one we need to add another line of code saying that. RFuzzy does not add
the inverse relation because, as told in the introduction (Sec. sec:intro), we do
not force the similarity relation to be reflexive, symmetric and transitive, i.e.,
an equivalence relation. As some of the authors referenced in Sec. sec:intro
mention, forcing it to be an equivalence relation is too restrictive for realworld applications and this is just what we present here. Suppose, for example,
that we want to say that the spanish food is similar to the mediterranean one.
Since looking for a spanish food restaurant and eating in a Mediterranean food
restaurant is not the same as looking for a Mediterranean one and eating in a
spanish one, we assign 0.6 to the similarity between spanish and Mediterranean,
instead of the 0.8 assigned to the opposite relation. We provide another example
in which (we think) the idea of how to use similarity is clarified. Suppose
we want to encode that if we are looking for a spanish food restaurant the
restaurants serving tapas are valid ones (tapas is clearly spanish food). One
could think that a restaurant serving spanish food could be valid for someone
looking for one serving tapas, but most of the spanish restaurants serving
spanish food do not serve tapas at all. So, we cannot model such an idea. The
lines of code representing this last example are shown in 4.2.36. The last line
of the example is optional and corresponds to the tail in Eq. 4.2.16. It is there
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just to show that we can assign credibility to the similarity between attributes
(but in this case it is superfluous). We can use too the tail in Eq. 4.2.17 to
personalize the rule (in case we want or need it).
similarity_between( restaurant,
f ood_type(spanish),
f ood_type(tapas), 0.7)
with_credibility( prod, 1).

(4.2.36)

The framework provides us with the connectives product (prod), arithmetic
mean (mean), minimum (min) and Łukasiewicz product (luka), but we might
need to define our own ones. The syntax for defining new connectives is shown
in Eq. 4.2.37, where Name is the name of the connective we are defining and
prolog_code is the prolog code that defines how the three variables that the
predicate has as arguments are related. This three variables are the three
last arguments of de f ine_connective: Var_In_1, Var_In_2 and Var_Out. The
definition is done by using Prolog code, so any formula can be encoded.
We present an example in Eq. 4.2.38 in which we define the connective
max_but_at_most_a_hal f , which computes the maximum of the inputs and
returns the value if it is under 0.5, or 0.5 if over. When defining new connectives
programmers must ensure that they satisfy the properties of conjunctors,
disjunctors, etc if they want to use them as conjunctors, disjunctors, etc. The
framework does not check if they are satisfied to be as flexible as possible.
de f ine_connective( Name/3, Var_In_1,
Var_In_2, Var_Out) : −
prolog_code.

(4.2.37)

de f ine_connective(max_but_at_most_a_hal f /3,
TV_In_1, TV_In_2, TV_Out) : −
max ( TV_In_1, TV_In_2, TV_Aux ),
min( TV_Aux, 0.5, TV_Out).

(4.2.38)

Modifiers serve, in principle, to slightly modify the meaning of a fuzzy
characteristic. Zadeh called them hedges in [Zad72] and classified them into
type I and type II. The difference between them is that type I are operators
acting on a fuzzy set of individuals while type II require a description of how
they act on the components. Typical examples7 of type I hedges are “very”,
7 We

owe most of the examples to Zadeh’s paper [Zad72].
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“more or less”, “much”, “too much”, “slightly”, “highly”. Some of type II
are “essentially”, “technically”, “actually”, “strictly”, “in a sense”, “practically”,
“virtually”, “regular”. The modifiers or hedges we can use in RFuzzy belong
(this might change in the near future) to type I. From the big set of available
type I hedges we have included only two in the framework: “very” (X 2 ) and
“too much” (X 3 ). The reason for not including more is that the selection of the
function to apply when they are chosen (X 2 , X 3 , ...) depends on the author’s
preferences and is most of the times directed by the set of data chosen. Since
the framework allows to define new operators this is not a drawback, but an
advantage: it is not needed to use names for them like “my_very”. The syntax
for defining new modifiers is shown in Eq. 4.2.39, where Name is the name of
the modifier we are defining and Var_In and Var_Out are the names of the
variables that can be used in the Prolog code written in prolog_code to define
the modifier behaviour. We show an example in Eq. 4.2.40 in which we define
the output value of a_little as the square root of the input value.

de f ine_modi f ier ( Name/2, Var_In, Var_Out) : −
prolog_code.

(4.2.39)

de f ine_modi f ier ( a_little/2, TV_In, TV_Out) : −
TV_Out ∗ TV_Out . = . TV_In.

(4.2.40)

Negation is an operation that takes a value and obtains another one. Most
people associates it with obtaining “no” from “yes” and “yes” from “no”, but
here it can be a little bit more complicated. In principle, from the fact that
we are modeling fuzzy logic truth values with numbers between 0 and 1, the
semantics for the negation operator could be Output = 1 − Input, but there
are more proposals for the definition of this operator. For example, Esteva,
Godo, Hájek and Navara study in [Est+00] the residuated fuzzy logics arising
from continuous t-norms without non-trivial zero divisors and an involutive
negation and Flaminio and Marchioni study in [FM06] the addition of arbitrary
involutive negations to t-norm-based logics. Since the definition of the negation
operator might depend on the environment and we want the framework to
be as customizable as possible, we offer the possibility to define new negation
operators, by means of the syntax shown in Eq. 4.2.41. We present in Eq. 4.2.42
the Gödel negation studied by Borgwardt and Peñaloza in [BP12]. The function
implemented by this Gödel negation simply maps 0 to 1 and everything else to 0.
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4.3

de f ine_negation_op( Name/2, Var_In, Var_Out) : −
prolog_code.

(4.2.41)

de f ine_negation_op( godel_neg/2, TV_In, TV_Out) : −
( ( TV_In. = .0, TV_Out. = .1) ;
(\ + ( TV_In. = .0), TV_Out. = .0)).

(4.2.42)

The semantics of the framework’s configuration file

The semantics of a programming language (in this case the one defined for
the syntax allowed in the framework’s configuration file) can be developed in
multiple ways. In our case we provide declarative and operational semantics,
and prove that they are equivalent. The reason for doing it in this way is that
the first ones allow us to easily reason and prove properties8 while the other
ones are more interested in providing a procedure to automatically (without
human intervention) get the results9 . By proving their equivalence we prove
that the operational semantics are sound (that every result in the set of results
of the operational semantics is in the set of the declarative ones) and complete
(that every result in the declarative semantics is in the set of results of the
operational ones).
The declarative and operational semantics of RFuzzy are really a particular
case of the declarative and operational semantics of the Multi-Adjoint framework. This allows us to reuse most of the improvements that some authors
have proposed for the Multi-Adjoint framework, as the ones presented in the
works of Julian, Medina, Morcillo, Moreno and Ojeda-Aciego [Jul+11; Jul+09].
The particularization comes basically from the introduction of priorities in
the evaluation process, needed to help the computation process to choose
the result with the highest priority value or, when multiple results have the
highest priority value, the one (between them) with the highest truth value.
The works of Pablos-Ceruelo and Muñoz-Hernández [MPS11; PM11] served as
basis for this purpose. In the first one the authors propose a framework with
an incipient priorities system, only able to distinguish when a truth value has
8 They

have a strong mathematical base, which allows, for example, to prove that the
interpretation chosen as the intended semantics of the program is a model.
9 They show the mechanism used by the computer to obtain the results, allowing to reason
about efficiency, resources consumption, etc.
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been provided by a rule, by the combination of a rule and one or more default
value assignments or just by one or more default value assignments. In the last
one the authors introduce a priorities system closer to the one we have here,
by taking ideas from some works in which the authors introduce priorities in
logic programming (LP), as Wang, Zhou and Fangzhen in [WZL00], Analyti
and Pramanik in [AP95], Laenens and Vermeir in [LV90], Marek, Nerode and
Remmel in [MNR97], Jayaraman, Govindarajan and Mantha in [JGM07] and
Delgrande, Schaub and Tompits in [DST03]. The differences between this work
and the proposal of Pablos-Ceruelo and Muñoz-Hernández [PM11] are mainly
due to the inclusion of modifiers and negation operators.
The semantics we present are divided in two. In the first part (Subsec. 4.3.1)
we present a structure and its semantics and in the second one (Subsec. 4.3.2)
we present the translation of the syntactical constructions we have introduced
in Subsec. 4.2 to this one. We do it in this way because we consider that the
presentation is much more simpler than if we present the semantics of each
construction.

4.3.1

Low level semantics

Multi-adjoint logic programs (see Def. 1.4.6) are usually defined as a set of
weighted rules

< A ←i F ( B1 , . . . , Bn ), c >

(4.3.1)

where c ∈ [0, 1] is the credibility assigned to the rule, i a conjunctor &, F an
aggregator @i and A and Bi , i ∈ [1..n], atoms. Sometimes the syntax used is
F,c

c
A ←−
− F ( B1 , . . . , Bn )

(4.3.2)

where Fc corresponds to the i in the equation before (it is a conjunctor &).
In [PM11] Pablos-Ceruelo and Muñoz-Hernández enrich the framework with
the capability to deal with priorities, changing c ∈ [0, 1] by (p, v) ∈ KT, and
add the possibility to have conditional rules, rules that are only used when the
individual A for which we are computing the truth value fulfills the condition
COND ( A) . The programs they can write are sets of weighted rules
(p, v), &i

A ←−−−−− @ j ( B1 , . . . , Bi , . . . , Bn ) if COND ( A)

(4.3.3)

where (p, v) ∈ KT, &i is a conjunctor, @i an aggregator, A and Bi , i ∈ [1..n],
are atoms and COND ( A) is a first-order formula (a condition that needs to be
satisfied for p to get the truth value v) formed by the predicates in TBΠ,Σ,V , the
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predicates =, 6=, ≥, ≤, > and < restricted to terms from TUΣ,V , the symbol t
and the conjunction ∧ and disjunction ∨ in their usual meaning.
Our definition for multi-adjoint programs is in Def. 4.3.4, but we introduce
first some concepts needed to understand it. First goes KT, the set of valid
values for the tuples (p, v) and, just after, the ordering of values. Def. 4.3.3 is
novel with respect to the work of Pablos-Ceruelo and Muñoz-Hernández [PM11]
and is needed for the inclusion of modifiers and negation operators in the
semantics.
Definition 4.3.1 (KT). KT is the set of valid values for the variable (pv), which
represents at the same time a (accumulated) priority (p) and a truth value (v).
Although it is just one variable, we usually split its value in two for readability
reasons, resulting in (p, v). We do that because p and v are just real numbers
between 0 and 1: v ∈ [0, 1] and p ∈ [0, 1]. Writing them together complicates
unnecessarily the reading of their values. The reason for considering them a unique
variable comes from sources: there is a value that represents that we could not
find a valid value for it, {⊥}, and the ordering between values forms a complete
lattice. So, the set of valid values for the variable (pv) is:
KT = {⊥} ∪ { (p, v) | v ∈ [0, 1] ∧ p ∈ [0, 1] }

(4.3.4)

Definition 4.3.2 (4 KT ). The ordering between the values in KT is fixed by the
definition of 4 KT :

⊥ 4 KT ⊥
⊥ 4 KT (p, v)
(p1 , v1 ) 4 KT (p2 , v2 ) ↔ ( p1 < p2 ) or
( p1 = p2 and v1 ≤ v2 )

(4.3.5)

where < is defined as usually (remember that vi and p j are just real numbers
between 0 and 1). It is obvious that the pair ( KT, 4 KT ) forms a complete lattice.
Remark. From the definitions of KT and 4 KT , we get that ( KT, 4 KT )
forms a complete lattice and, assuming that we have a non-empty set of
adjoint pairs (see Def. 1.4.3), we can get that our lattice is a Multi-Adjoint
lattice (see Def. 1.4.4) and the algebra we define a Multi-Adjoint algebra
(see Def. 1.4.5).
Definition 4.3.3 (Basic formula). A basic formula can be an atom (Eq. 4.3.6),
the application of a modifier or a negation operator to an atom (Eqs. 4.3.7
and 4.3.8 resp.) or the application of a negation operator to the application of a
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modifier to an atom (Eq. 4.3.9).
A
3( A )
¬( A)
¬(3( A))

(4.3.6)
(4.3.7)
(4.3.8)
(4.3.9)

Definition 4.3.4 (Multi-Adjoint Logic Program). A multi-adjoint logic program
is a set of clauses of the form
(p, v), &i

{ A ←−−−−− @ j ( D1 , . . . , Di , . . . , Dn )
if COND ( A) }

(4.3.10)

where (p, v) ∈ KT, &i is a conjunctor, @i an aggregator, A an atom, each Di ,
i ∈ [1..n], a basic formula (see Def. 4.3.3) and COND ( A) a first-order formula
(a boolean condition that needs to be satisfied for A to get the value computed
by the rule) formed by the predicates in TBΠ,Σ,V , the predicates =, 6=, ≥, ≤, >
and < restricted to terms from TUΣ,V , the symbol t and the conjunction ∧ and
disjunction ∨ in their usual meaning.
If n = 1 then @ j is omitted (there is no need for an aggregator to combine
the tuples of two or more basic formulas Di because there is only one) and we
represent it with the form
(p, v), &i

A ←−−−−− D

(4.3.11)

If n = 0 the clause is intended to be used for assigning a truth value to an
atom, with more or less credibility. In this case there is no aggregator nor basic
formulas in the clause’s body and we represent it as follows
(p, v), &i

A ←−−−−− (p0 , v0 )

(4.3.12)

where (p0 , v0 ) is the truth value and priority assigned to the fact (Please note that
(p, v) is still the credibility assigned to the rule).
Definition 4.3.5 (Valuation). A valuation or instantiation σ : V → HU is
an assignment of ground terms to variables and uniquely constitutes a mapping
σ̂ : TBΠ,Σ,V → HB that is defined in the obvious way.
Definition 4.3.6 (Interpretation). A fuzzy Herbrand interpretation (or short,
interpretation) of a fuzzy logic program is a mapping I : HB → KT that assigns
an element in our lattice to ground atoms. The domain of an interpretation is
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the set of all atoms in the Herbrand Base, although for readability reasons we
omit those atoms to which the element assigned is ⊥ (interpretations are total
functions). This mapping can be seen as a set of pairs ( A, (p,ˆ v)) such that
A ∈ HB and (p, v) ∈ KT \ {⊥}.
It is possible to extend uniquely the mapping I defined on HB to the set of
all ground formulas of the language by using the unique homomorphic extension.
This extension is denoted Î and the set of all interpretations of the formulas in a
program P is denoted IP .
Definition 4.3.7 (Interpretation Ordering, Minimum, Maximum, Infimum and
Supremum). For two interpretations I and J , we say I is less than or equal to
J, written I v J, iff I ( A) 4 KT J ( A) for all A ∈ HB. Two interpretations
I and J are equal, written I = J, iff I v J and J v I. Minimum
(Eq. 4.3.13), maximum (Eq. 4.3.14), infimum (or intersection, Eq. 4.3.15) and
supremum (or union, Eq. 4.3.16) for all A ∈ HB are defined as follows:

 I ( A)
min( I, J )( A) =
 J ( A)

 I ( A)
max ( I, J )( A) =
 J ( A)

if I ( A) 4 KT J ( A)

(4.3.13)

if I ( A)  KT J ( A)
if I ( A) < KT J ( A)

(4.3.14)

if I ( A) ≺ KT J ( A)

( I u J )( A) = min( I ( A), J ( A))
( I t J )( A) = max( I ( A), J ( A))

(4.3.15)
(4.3.16)

Lemma 4.3.1. The pair (IP , v) of the set of all interpretations of a given program
with the interpretation ordering forms a complete lattice.
Proof. This follows readily from the fact that the underlying lattice set KT
forms a complete lattice with the lattice values ordering 4 KT .
Up to now we have defined the underlying lattice we use for choosing the
best interpretation between the available ones, but we still need to define which
ones are considered valid for our program and which one is the expected one.
We define first which interpretations are considered to be model of a program
and, before this one, the concepts needed to understand it.
One of the concepts we define is the operator used to combine (or modify)
the priority of the tuples (p,ˆ v) when the programmer chooses a connective
to combine (or modify) the truth values of one or more subgoals. This one is
needed due to the fact that the truth functions associated to the connectives of
arity bigger than zero in Ω (see Subsec. 4.1) are intended to be used with just
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truth values, and not with tuples (p,ˆ v). In order to overcome this limitation
we provide the priority operator ◦.
Definition 4.3.8 (The operator ◦ ). The operator ◦ is intended to be used for
taking care of the combination of the priorities while the truth function associated
to the connective chosen takes care of the truth values.
The aim of taking into account the priority of every single root (each Di ,
i ∈ 1 . . . n) involved in the inference process removes the possibility to use
mathematical operators in which the result remains unchanged when some input
does not (i.e. min, max, etc). Besides, the operator must be defined for each
possible connective. The function we assign to the operator (dependent of the type
of connective) is shown in Eqs. 4.3.17 - 4.3.22.

x ◦& y =
z ◦← y =
x ◦∨ y =
x ◦@ y =

◦¬ ( x ) =
◦3 ( x ) =

x + y
2
max (0, min(1, 2 ∗ z − y ))
x + y
2
x + y
2
x
x

(4.3.17)
(4.3.18)
(4.3.19)
(4.3.20)
(4.3.21)
(4.3.22)

The functions in Eqs. 4.3.17, 4.3.18, 4.3.19 and 4.3.20 are extended as usual
when applied to more than two input values.
Remark. From here afterwards, the application of the function associated to
any connective of arity bigger than zero refers to the application of the truth
function defined for the connective to the truth value in the tuples (p,ˆ v) and
the application of the corresponding priority operator ◦ to the priorities in
the tuples. When one of the input tuples takes the value ⊥ the result will be
always ⊥.
¯ still keep the properties
¯ ←
¯ and @
Remark. Although the operators &,
¯, ∨
10
exposed in Sec. 4.1, the priority value and the priority operators are intended
to be used for having distinct rules for the general situation and the exception(s).
What we mean is that, while in the original multi-adjoint framework the rules
10 The

first one is non-decreasing in both coordinates, the second one non-increasing in the
first and non-decreasing in the second coordinate, the third one monotone in both coordinates
and the last one is a function that verifies F̄ (0, . . . , 0) = 0 and F̄ (1, . . . , 1) = 1.
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Table 4.3.1: Table with the credibility of the rule “if it is cloudy, it rains” for
some cities
city

if it is cloudy, it rains

Barcelona

0.7

Valencia

0.7

A Coruña

0.9

Madrid

0.2

Sevilla

0.1

get their credibility directly from real-world scenarios11 the inclusion of the
priority offers the possibility to get a high credibility for a rule representing
most of the individuals of a set and a low credibility for those elements of
the set for which the rule is not satisfied up to the same degree. Suppose, for
example, that we have two rules: “if it is cloudy, it rains” and “if it rains, it is
cloudy”. The second one is true with a credibility of 0.9 and we can model it
without priorities, but for the first one and the set of data in Table. 4.3.1 the
credibility of the first rule would be 0.1 (the minimum). What we offer is the
possibility to say that the rule has a credibility of 0.1 for Sevilla, a credibility of
0.2 for Madrid and a credibility of 0.7 for the other spanish cities, by giving a
higher priority to the first two rules.
Definition 4.3.9 (Multi-Adjoint Satisfaction). Let P be a multi-adjoint logic
program, I ∈ IP an interpretation and A ∈ HB a ground atom. A clause
Cli ∈ P of the form
(p, v), &i

{ A ←−−−−− @ j ( D1 , . . . , Di , . . . , Dn ) if COND ( A) }

(4.3.23)

is satisfied by I iff

(p,ˆ v) 4 KT in f { Î ( A ) ←
ˆ i Î (( @i ( D1 , . . . , Dn ) ) ξ ) |
ξ any ground instantiation and
COND ( A ) is satisfied }
(4.3.24)
which, by means of the adjoint property (the tuple (&i , ←i ) is an adjoint pair),
is equivalent to
11 If

whenever A occurs B occurs then the rule B : − A gets a high credibility. See
examples 1.4.1 and 1.4.2.
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ˆ i Î (( @i ( D1 , . . . , Dn ) ) ξ ) |
Î ( A ) < KT sup { (p,ˆ v) &
ξ any ground instantiation and
COND ( A ) is satisfied }
(4.3.25)
Remark. Although it is obvious, if the rule is of the form
(p, v), &i

A ←−−−−− D

(4.3.26)

then Î (( @i ( D1 , . . . , Dn ) ) ξ ) is replaced by Î ( D ξ ) and if it is of the form
(p, v), &i

A ←−−−−− (p0 , v0 )

(4.3.27)

then by Î ( (p0 , v0 ) ).
Definition 4.3.10 (Satisfaction, Model). Let P be a multi-adjoint logic program,
I ∈ IP an interpretation and A ∈ HB a ground atom. We say that a clause
Cli ∈ P of the form
(p, v), &i

{ A ←−−−−− @ j ( D1 , . . . , D j , . . . , Dn ) if COND ( A) }

(4.3.28)

is satisfied by I or I is a model of the clause Cli ( I
Cli ) iff for all ground
atoms A ∈ HB and for all instantiations σ for which D j σ is a ground basic
formula (note that σ can be the empty substitution) it is true that
ˆ i @ˆ i ( Î ( D1 σ), . . . , Î ( Dn σ ) )
Î ( A) < KT (p,ˆ v) &
if COND ( A)

(4.3.29)

Note that eq. 4.3.29 is equivalent to eq. 4.3.25. Finally, we say that I is a model
of the program P and write I
P iff I
Cli for all clauses in our multiadjoint logic program P.
Every program has a model12 and it is usual to have more than one. Between
all of them one must be chosen as the program declarative semantics. This
is what we present now but, before doing it, we need to define stratification.
Stratification is needed because the existence of negation (fuzzy, but negation)
in a program forces us to determine the interpretation that we want to be the
declarative semantics of our program strata by strata. More information about
stratification can be found in the work of Przymusinski [Prz89b].
12 This

affirmation should be proved, but it is trivial to do it from the existence of an
stratification of the program (for more details we refer to the work of Przymusinski [Prz89b]).
The existence of an stratification can be proved easily from the fact that we do not allow loops
in programs.
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Definition 4.3.11 (Stratification, adapted and extended from the definition
proposed by Przymusinski in [Prz89b]). A general program P is stratified if and
only if it is possible to decompose the set S of all predicates of P into disjoint sets
S1 , . . . , Sr , called strata, so that for every clause Cli ∈ P of the form
(p, v), &i

{ A ←−−−−− @ j ( D1 , . . . , D j , . . . , Dn )
if COND ( A) },

(4.3.30)

where every symbol means the same as in Eq. 4.3.10, we have that:

∀ i stratum( A) ≥ stratum( Di ) if Di
has the form B or 3B
∀ i stratum( A) > stratum( Di ) if Di
has the form ¬ B or ¬3B

(4.3.31)
(4.3.32)

We define stratum of a program P as the maximum stratum of the atoms A
appearing in it:

∀ A ∈ HB, stratum(P) = maximum(stratum( A))

(4.3.33)

We define the program P at stratum k, Pstr.k as the set of clauses Cli ∈ P such
that the stratum assigned to their heads A is lower or equal to k.
Remark. The stratification we will use from here on is defined as follows. If
A appears as head of a clause Cli of the form
(p, v), &i

{ A ←−−−−− (p0 , v0 ) }

(4.3.34)

we assign 0 to stratum( A, Cli ). If this is not the case, then A appears as head
of a clause Cl j of the form
(p, v), &i

{ A ←−−−−− @ j ( D1 , . . . , Dk , . . . , Dn ) if COND ( A) }

(4.3.35)

and then the value for stratum( A, Cl j ) will be the maximum of stratum( Di )
plus one. For a set of clauses { Cl1 , . . . , Cln } in which the atom A appears as
head, the stratum of A will be defined as
stratum( A) = maximum

i=n
i=1

( stratum( A, Cli ) )
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Definition 4.3.12 (Declarative semantics). Let P be a well-defined fuzzy logic
program. The interpretation chosen as the declarative semantics of P is defined
recursively, starting from the stratum zero and ending at stratum stratum(P).
For each atom A ∈ HB

( A, (p,ˆ v)) ∈ I
.
Istr.0 ( A) =

l

( A, (p,ˆ v))

P

I

∧

(4.3.37)

stratum( A) = 0

.
Istr.k ( A) = ⊥ if stratum( A) > k

(4.3.38)

( A, (p,ˆ v)) ∈ I
.
Istr.k ( A) =

l

( A, (p,ˆ v))

∗

G

∧
stratum( A) = k

Istr.(k−1) ( A)

(4.3.39)

where ∗ is
I

P

∀ A0 ∈ HB. (stratum( A0 ) < k) =⇒
Istr.(k−1) ( A0 ) = I ( A0 )

Basically, the interpretation chosen must have at each strata the minimum
interpretation value for each atom A in that strata, starting from stratum zero.
The interpretations not having this minimum value for the atoms at any stratum
lower than the current one are not considered for computing the minimum of the
current strata.
Remark. The necessity to compute the declarative semantics in the way
described in Def. 4.3.12 comes from the possibility to have a program P in
which the interpretation of one atom depends negatively on the interpretation
of the other one. Suppose a program P formed by the set of rules
A ← ¬( B)
B ← (1, 0.1)

(4.3.40)
(4.3.41)

and assume that the definition of the negation operator is
Output = 1 − Input
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then we can take the following interpretations as examples of interpretations
which are models of our program P:
I1 = { ( B, (1, ˆ0.1)), ( A, (1,
I2 = { ( B, (1, ˆ0.4)), ( A, (1,

ˆ0.9)) }
ˆ0.6)) }

(4.3.43)
(4.3.44)

What we want to highlight with this example is that the declarative semantics
of the program cannot be its least model (usually defined as the infimum of all
its interpretations which are models) since the intersection of all of them is no
more a model of P:
I3 = { ( B, (1, ˆ0.1)), ( A, (1, ˆ0.6)) }

(4.3.45)

This is the main reason for not using the least model as the declarative semantics
of our programs.
Lemma 4.3.2 (The interpretation chosen as the program declarative semantics
is a model).
Istr.(stratum(P))

P

(4.3.46)

Proof. We start calling J to Istr.(stratum(P)) . For stratum 0 there is no dependency
on other(s) stratum(s), since it is defined as
. l
Jstr.0 ( A) =
Istr.0 ( A)
(4.3.47)
I

P

which makes
. l
Jstr.0 =
Istr.0
I

(4.3.48)

P

Then, from the definition of infimum (Def. 4.3.7) we know that there must
be (at least) an interpretation I, I
P, such that Istr.0 = Jstr.0 and we know
about this interpretation that it is part of I
Istr.0 ⊂ I

(4.3.49)

and that I is a model of P:
I

P

(4.3.50)

so we can conclude that the stratum stratum0 of Istr.(stratum(P)) is part of a
model of P.
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Table 4.3.2: Table representing the situation in which the intersection of two
models is not a model
stratum

I1 ( A) vs I2 ( A)

I1 ( B) vs I2 ( B)

Ids
I1 u I2

str.0
str.(stratum( A))

I1 ( A) < I2 ( A)

str.(stratum( B))

I1 ( A) < I2 ( A)

I1 u I2
I1 ( B) > I2 ( B)

???

For stratum k, k > 0, we can have two models I1
P and I2
P such
that min( I1 , I2 ), is not a model. This happens when for two atoms A and B the
interpretation of B depends on the negation of the interpretation of A, so that
stratum( A) < stratum( B), I1 ( A) < I2 ( A) and I1 ( B) > I2 ( B). The table
Table. 4.3.2 represents this situation. There, Ids is the interpretation chosen as
the declarative semantics (restricted to the corresponding strata).
Since the definition of the declarative semantics removes the interpretations
causing this situations (See the condition ∗ in Eq. 4.3.39), I2 is never taken
into account for computing Istr.(stratum( B)) and we can use a proof analogous to
the proof for stratum 0.
Now we go for the operational semantics. Although the usual in the
logic programming framework is characterizing the operational semantics of a
program P by using the post-fixpoints of TP , the TP that we could define would
be non-monotonic13 . This means, basically, that it does not enjoy any of the
interesting properties of the monotonic immediate consequences operators, so
we define the operational semantics in a different way.
Definition 4.3.13. Let P be a multi-adjoint logic program. Then the operational
semantics of P is defined from the interpretation of an atom A at stratum k.
.
Istr.k ( A) = ⊥ if stratum( A) > k
.
Istr.k ( A) =


ˆ i @ˆ i ( Istr.ˆ (k) ( D1 σ ), . . . , Istr.ˆ (k) ( Dn σ ) )
(p,ˆ v) &






COND ( A)) ∧ A = A0 σ ∧
sup
(p, v), &i

if { A0 ←−−−−−

@ j ( D1 , . . . , Di , . . . , Dn )





if COND ( A0 ) } ∈ P
13 For

a good revision of non-monotonic formalisms and logic programming we recommend
the work of Dix, Moniz Pereira and Przymusinski [DPP96] or the condensed version of
Przymusinski [Prz89a].
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} if stratum( A) ≤ k

(4.3.51)

The interpretation of a program P that we call its operational semantics is the one
resulting from putting together the interpretations of all the atoms in its Herbrand
base HB, at stratum stratum(P),
.
Istr.k = ∪ A∈HB { Istr.k ( A) }

(4.3.52)

In order to get it we must compute the interpretation of all the atoms in the
Herbrand base from stratum 0 to stratum stratum(P).
Istr.0
...
Istr.(stratum(P))

(4.3.53)

Now that we have the declarative and the operational semantics we must
prove that they are equivalent.
Theorem 4.3.3. For a multi-adjoint logic program P, the declarative semantics
and the operational ones coincide.
Proof. We use induction to prove that both semantics are equivalent. We
start from stratum 0 and prove that at stratum k + 1 both have the same
interpretation for the same atom. Suppose some ground atom A.
case k = 0) we start by proving that they take the same value when
stratum( A) = 0. If k = 0 and stratum( A) = 0 then the only clauses Cli
(p, v), &i

in which A appears as head have the form { A0 ←−−−−− (p0 , v0 ) }. We
compute the interpretations that correspond to its declarative (Istr.0 ( A)ds ) and
operational semantics (Istr.0 ( A)os ) in the following way.
. l
Istr.0 ( A)ds =
( A, (p,ˆ v)) ( A, (p,ˆ v)) ∈ I
Istr.0 ( A)os

.
=

I

(4.3.54)

P

ˆ i (p0 , v 0 )
sup { (p,ˆ v) &
COND ( A)) ∧ A = A0 σ ∧
if

(p, v), &i

{ A0 ←−−−−− (p0 , v0 )
if COND ( A0 ) } ∈ P

}
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Since Istr.0 ( A)ds

Pstr.0 we know that

ˆ i (p0 , v 0 )
Istr.0 ( A)ds < KT (p,ˆ v) &
COND ( A) ∧ A = A0 σ ∧

if

{

(p, v), &i
A0 ←−−−−−

(p0 ,

v0 )

if

COND ( A0 )

} ∈ P}

(4.3.56)

which means that
Istr.0 ( A)ds < KT Istr.0 ( A)os

(4.3.57)

By computing the intersection of all the interpretations which are models of
P we are getting the minimal interpretation of Istr.0 ( A)ds and there must be
at least one interpretation whose value for Istr.0 ( A) coincides with the value
ˆ i (p0 , v0 ) obtained by the operational semantics to determine Istr.0 ( A)os .
(p,ˆ v) &
Since this value is the minimal interpretation considered to be a model, it will
be the assigned to Istr.0 ( A)ds . This proves that Istr.0 ( A)ds = Istr.0 ( A)os .
It is easy to see that, when stratum( A) > 0, Istr.0 ( A)ds = Istr.0 ( A)os , due
to the fact that both formulas assign ⊥ when stratum( A) > k and k = 0.
case k+1) here we start by the case stratum( A) > k + 1. As before, it is
easy to see that Istr.k+1 ( A)ds = Istr.k+1 ( A)os , due to the fact that (again) both
formulas assign ⊥ to the interpretation of A when stratum( A) > k and k here
takes the value k + 1.
When stratum( A) = k + 1 we have the following formulas:

( A, (p,ˆ v)) ∈ I
Istr.k+1 ( A)ds

. l
=
( A, (p,ˆ v))
∗

∧
stratum( A) = k + 1

where ∗ is
I

P

∀ A0 ∈ HB. (stratum( A0 ) < k + 1) =⇒
Istr.(k) ( A0 ) = I ( A0 )
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.
Istr.k+1 ( A)os =


ˆi
(p,ˆ v) &






@ˆ i ( Istr.(ˆk+1) ( D1 σ), . . . , Istr.(ˆk+1) ( Dn σ) ))



sup
COND ( A)) ∧ A = A0 σ ∧



(p, v), &i

if { A0 ←−−−−−

@ j ( D1 , . . . , Di , . . . , Dn )





if COND ( A0 ) } ∈ P

} if stratum( A) ≤ k + 1

(4.3.59)

Suppose now that for level k it has been proved that for every atom E we have
Istr.k ( E)ds = Istr.k ( E)os 14 . This condition will help us in two ways. In the first
one we use Istr.k ( E) to filter out all interpretations which, being models, have
values for Istr.k ( E) different from it (condition ∗ in Eq. 4.3.58). In this way we
get rid of the problematic interpretations mentioned before. In the second one
it helps us to fix the values for the basic formulas in the bodies of the following
formulas. The first formula comes from the definition of model. Since all the
interpretations used to determine Istr.k+1 ( A)ds are models we know that for
every substitution σ and every clause Cli ∈ P of the form
(p, v), &i

{ A ←−−−−− @ j ( D1 , . . . , D j , . . . , Dn )
if COND ( A) },

(4.3.60)

it is true that
ˆ i @ˆ i ( Î ( D1 σ), . . . , Î ( Dn σ ) )
Istr.k+1 ( A)ds < KT (p,ˆ v) &
if COND ( A)

(4.3.61)

The second formula comes from Eq. 4.3.59, in which the premise
stratum( A) = k + 1 allows us to remove the last “if” condition, resulting in
.
Istr.k+1 ( A)os =


ˆi
(p,ˆ v) &






@ˆ i ( Istr.(ˆk+1) ( D1 σ), . . . , Istr.(ˆk+1) ( Dn σ) ))



sup
(4.3.62)
COND ( A)) ∧ A = A0 σ ∧



(
p,
v
)
,
&
i

if { A0 ←−−−−−

@ j ( D1 , . . . , Di , . . . , Dn )





if COND ( A0 ) } ∈ P
14 Please

note that we use E instead of A. They are different atoms.
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In the previous formulas the interpretations of the basic formulas in the clauses’
bodies, Î ( Dσ ), depend on the interpretation of some atom B ∈ HB such that
stratum( B) ≤ k + 1. Since Istr.k ( A)ds = Istr.k ( A)os we can substitute in both
of them and get, respectively,
ˆi
Istr.k+1 ( A)ds < KT (p,ˆ v) &
ˆ ( D1 σ ), . . . , Istr.k
ˆ ( Dn σ ) )
@ˆ i ( Istr.k
if COND ( A)
.
Istr.k+1 ( A)os =


ˆi
(p,ˆ v) &






ˆ ( D1 σ), . . . , Istr.k
ˆ ( Dn σ ) ))
@ˆ i ( Istr.k



sup
COND ( A)) ∧ A = A0 σ ∧



(p, v), &i

if { A0 ←−−−−−

@ j ( D1 , . . . , Di , . . . , Dn )





if COND ( A0 ) } ∈ P

(4.3.63)

(4.3.64)

At this point is where the intersection in the formula in Eq. 4.3.58 and the
supreme in Eq. 4.3.62 allow us to say that the declarative and the operational
semantics are equivalent. On one hand computing the intersection is equivalent
to determining the minimum Istr.k+1 ( A)ds satisfying the formula in Eq. 4.3.63.
On the other one computing the supreme is equivalent to determining the
maximum value
ˆ ( D1 σ), . . . , Istr.k
ˆ ( Dn σ ) )
ˆ i @ˆ i ( Istr.k
(p,ˆ v) &
if COND ( A)

(4.3.65)

We just need to need to highlight that we are computing the intersection of all
the models, and there must be at least one such that
.
ˆi
Istr.k+1 ( A)ds = (p,ˆ v) &
ˆ ( D1 σ), . . . , Istr.k
ˆ ( Dn σ ) )
@ˆ i ( Istr.k
if COND ( A)

(4.3.66)

for some rule and some substitution (and it must satisfy Eq. 4.3.63 for the other
ones). This one takes just the value of Istr.k+1 ( A)os , obtained by Eq. 4.3.64.
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4.3.2

High level semantics

The semantics presented are sound and complete, but the syntactic constructions introduced in Subsec. 4.2 are very different from the ones used to present
the declarative and operational semantics (Eqs. 4.3.10, 4.3.11 and 4.3.12). We
copy them here once again and present now how each one of the syntactic
constructions in Subsec. 4.2 is translated to the form of one of them.
(p, v), &i

A ←−−−−− @ j ( D1 , . . . , Di , . . . , Dn )
if COND ( A)
(p, v), &i

A ←−−−−− D if COND ( A)
(p, v), &i

A ←−−−−− (p0 , v0 ) if COND ( A)

(4.3.67)
(4.3.68)
(4.3.69)

We start by the construction used to define the virtual database table,
de f ine_database( pT/pA, [( pN, pT 0 )]).

(4.3.70)

This structure has no translation into the syntactic one used to give semantics
to our configuration file. The reason is that it does not define any fuzzy
predicate, but the structure of the database table that we can use to store
information about the individuals or subjects of our searches. Nevertheless,
RFuzzy generates from it multiple predicates that simplify the programmer life
when accessing the information stored in the database table, as explained in
Subsec. 4.2.
The construction used to define the situation in which we define a truth
value for some individuals in the database,
f PredName( pT ) :∼ value( TV )
i f ( pN ( pT ) comp value)
with_credibility(credOp, credVal )

(4.3.71)
(4.3.72)
(4.3.73)

only_ f or_user 0 UserName0

(4.3.74)

is translated into
(p, v), &i

f PredName( Individual ) ←−−−−−(1, TV )
if COND

(4.3.75)

where the by default15 values for p, v, &i and COND are 0.8, 1, prod (product)
and true. The way we increase the priority of the rule when Eq. 4.3.72 appears
15 We

have different values for the variables p, v, &i and COND when the tails constructions
in Eqs. 4.3.72, 4.3.73 and 4.3.74 do not appear as tails of the main clause, and when they
appear. In the first case we call the values the by default ones.
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as tail of the main clause is by adding 0.05 to p and, when Eq. 4.3.74 appears,
by adding 0.1 to p. So, if both appear p gets the value 0.95. If the main clause
has as tail the one in Eq. 4.3.72 the value for COND is replaced by
COND ∧ pN ( Individual, Value) ∧ comp(Value, value)

(4.3.76)

where COND in Eq. 4.3.76 is the existing condition before the replacement. If
Eq. 4.3.74 appears as tail COND is replaced by
COND ∧ currentUser ( Me) ∧ Me = 0 UserName0

(4.3.77)

The occurrence of the tail in Eq. 4.3.73 does not change the value of the
variables COND or p, but the by default values for v and &i . The values they
take in case it is used are the ones given to the variables credVal and credOp in
Eq. 4.3.73.
The construction used to define fuzzifications,
f PredName( pT ) :∼ f unction( pN ( pT ),
[ (val In, valOut) ]).

(4.3.78)

is translated into a set of clauses, one for each piece the programmer has defined
for the piecewise function. Each one of the resulting clauses has the form
(p, v), &i

f PredName( Individual ) ←−−−−−
(valOut_2 − valOut_1)
(1, pN ( Individual ) ∗
)
(val In_2 − val In_1)
if COND

(4.3.79)

in which p, v, &i and COND take by default the values 0.6, 1, prod (product)
and

(val In_1 < pN ( Individual ) ≤ val In_2)

(4.3.80)

As before, this values change when the tails in Eqs. 4.3.72, 4.3.73 and 4.3.74
appear as tails of the main clause. The way in which they change is the same
one as before.
The construction used to tell the computer which one is the truth value that
must be assigned to a predicate when no better value can be computed,
f PredName( pT ) :∼ de f aults_to ( TV )

(4.3.81)

is translated into
(p, v), &i

f PredName( Individual ) ←−−−−− (1, TV ) if COND
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where the by default value for the variables p, v, &i and COND are 0, 1, prod
(product) and true. This values change when the tails in Eqs. 4.3.72, 4.3.73
and 4.3.74 appear as tails of the main clause, exactly the same way as for the
previous constructions.
The constructions to define fuzzy rules,
f PredName( pT ) :∼ rule( f PredName2( pT ))

(4.3.83)

f PredName( pT ) :∼ rule( aggr, ( f PredName2( pT ),
f PredName3( pT ),
... ))

(4.3.84)

are (respectively) translated into
(p, v), &i

f PredName( Individual ) ←−−−−−
f PredName2( Individual )
if COND

(4.3.85)

(p, v), &i

f PredName( Individual ) ←−−−−−
@( f PredName2( Individual ),
f PredName3( Individual ), ...)
if COND

(4.3.86)

where the by default value for the variables p, v, &i and COND are 0.4, 1, prod
(product) and true. This values change when the tails in Eqs. 4.3.72, 4.3.73
and 4.3.74 appear as tails of the main clause, exactly the same way as in the
previous constructions.
The construction used to define a fuzzy characteristic as a synonym of
another one defined before,
f PredName( pT ) :∼
synonym_o f ( f PredName2( pT ) )

(4.3.87)

is translated into
(p, v), &i

f PredName( Individual ) ←−−−−−
f PredName2( Individual )
if COND
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where the by default value for the variables p, v, &i and COND are 0.8, 1, prod
and true. As before, this values change when the tails in Eqs. 4.3.72, 4.3.73
and 4.3.74 appear as tails of the main clause. The way in which they change is
the same one as before.
The construction used to define a fuzzy characteristic as an antonym of
another one defined before,
f PredName( pT ) :∼
antonym_o f ( f PredName2( pT ) )

(4.3.89)

is translated into
(p, v), &i

f PredName( Individual ) ←−−−−−
not( f PredName2( Individual ))
if COND

(4.3.90)

where the by default value for the variables p, v, &i and COND are 0.8, 1, prod
and true. As before, this values change when the tails in Eqs. 4.3.72, 4.3.73
and 4.3.74 appear as tails of the main clause. The way in which they change is
the same one as before.
The existence of the construction for defining the similarity between attributes comes from the necessity to look for individuals with a characteristic
similar to the one we are looking for. The syntax exposed before,
similarity_between( pT, pN (value1), pN (value2), TV ).

(4.3.91)

is translated into
f uzzy_comparator (0 =∼=0 , pN, value1, Individual )
(p, v), &i

←−−−−− TV
if pN ( Individual, value2)

(4.3.92)

so that we can ask for the similarity between the characteristic entered in
argument value1 and the value that the individual Individual has for the same
characteristic. The by default value for the variables p, v, &i and COND are
0.8, 1, prod and true and the way in which they change when the tails in
Eqs. 4.3.72, 4.3.73 and 4.3.74 appear as tails of the main clause is the same one
as before. The necessity to have the name of the column (or the characteristic
name) used for the comparison in the arguments’ list comes from the possibility
to have the same value, value1, in different columns in the database. It allows
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us to determine easily which one is the characteristic we are comparing the
input value to.
As seen before, the syntax of the constructions used to define fuzzy characteristics have a translation into the syntax we use to give semantics to our
programs. We summarize now the translations in two tables, Table. 4.3.3 and
Table. 4.3.4. The first one shows the values for the variables when none of the
tails in Eqs. 4.3.72, 4.3.73 and 4.3.74 appear as tails of a main clause, while
the second one shows just the changes that their usage originates.
construction p

v

&i

fuzzy value

0.8

1

product TV

true

synonym

0.8

1

product TV

true

antonym

0.8

1

product TV

true

fuzzification

0.6

1

function

product

@ j ( B1 , . . . , Bn )

pN ( Individual ) ∗
(valOut_2−valOut_1)
(val In_2−val In_1)

COND

val In_1 <
pN ( Individual )

≤ val In_2

fuzzy rule

0.4

1

product @ j ( B1 , . . . , Bn )

true

default

0

1

product TV

true

fuzzy value
Table 4.3.3: Summary of the values given “by default” to the variables p, v,
&i , @ j ( B1 , . . . , Bn ) and COND.
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tail

v

&i

p + 0.05 v

&i

p

COND

construction
eq. 4.2.15

COND ∧

( pN ( Individual ) comp value )
COND ∧

eq. 4.2.17

p + 0.1

v

&i

currentUser ( Me) ∧
Me = 0 UserName0

eq. 4.2.16

p

credVal credOp COND

Table 4.3.4: Changes in the values given to the variables p, v, &i and COND
when the tails’ constructions in eqs. 4.2.15, 4.2.17, 4.2.16 are used.
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Chapter 5
Real Application Cases
Although there are plenty of theoretical approaches related to fuzzy reasoning,
just few of them are used by people different from the developers. It is a
challenge to produce a tool that can be used by any person that is interested in
modelling a real (fuzzy) problem. From the beginning, the goal of RFuzzy has
been to combine expressivity and a simple syntax, thus facilitating its usage
in different fields of application. In this section we show four examples of
applications that are currently using RFuzzy for modelling real-world problems.
The last one, FleSe (Sec. 5.4), is part of the contributions of this thesis.

5.1

Emotion Recognition

Emotion recognition is a very interesting field in modern science and technology
but it is not an easy task to automate. Many researchers and engineers are
working to recognise this prospective field, but the difficulty is that emotions are
not clear, not crisp. In [FM09], fuzzy reasoning is used for emotion recognition.
After studying the specific characteristics of voice speech for each human
emotion (speech rate, pitch average, intensity and voice quality), that paper
presents a prototype that implements emotion recognition using a fuzzy model
expressed in RFuzzy. The resulting prototype is simple, quite efficient, and is
able to identify the emotion of a person from his/her voice speech characteristics. The studied emotions are sadness, happiness, anger, excitement and plain
emotion. According to their experiments, the prototype has a 90% of success
in its deductions. The tool inherited the constructivity of RFuzzy, so it can
be used not only to identify emotions automatically but also to recognise the
people that have an emotion through their different speeches. It analyses an
emotional speech and obtains the percentage of each emotion that is detected.
So, it can provide many constructive answers according to a query demand.
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The prototype is an easy tool for emotion recognition that can be modified and
improved by adding new rules from speech and face analysis. So, obtaining
similar implementations using RFuzzy for any kind of recognition is very
straightforward.
The methodology used for this application can be generalised for any
deduction of information from data records. For example, emotion recognition
could take data from face analysis plus speech record; deduction of age from
physical data, deduction of interest in buying from shopping records, etc. The
general methodology is represented in Figure 5.1.1.
Data Record

Data Synthesis

Var1

Var2

...

VarN

Convert crisp
to fuzzy data

Recognition
process through
RFuzzy

Recognition result

Figure 5.1.1: Methodology of data recognition.
The work of Farooque and Muñoz-Hernández has been object of interest
of two Marketing companies and is nowadays a trending topic because of the
recent appearance of emotion recognition applications for the Google Glasses,
as the SHORE Google Glass app [Fra15] or the Emotient announce of a private
beta for Sentiment Analysis Glassware for Google Glass [Emo14]. The first
one [Emo12] was interested in including the voice emotion recognition into
their proposal of facial emotion recognition. And the last one [Mar15] was
interested in using it for doing an emotion recognition of the people calling
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Figure 5.2.1: System Architecture for RoboCup Soccer Server.
their calling center, so they can redirect the incoming call to a more or less
expert in human treatment depending on the emotion recognized.
Besides, Diego Reyes Prieto interviewed Muñoz-Hernández [Rey15] in the
Nocturna program of RCN radio [RCN15] about the emotion recognition system
developed. The interview is available at [Pab15c].

5.2

Robocup Control Implementation

The RoboCupSoccer domain has several leagues which vary in the rules of
play such as specification of players, number of players, field size and match
duration. Nevertheless, each RoboCup league is a variant of a soccer league
and therefore they are based on some basic rules of soccer.
In [MW07a; MW07b] a generalised architecture was proposed by offering
flexibility to switch between leagues and programming language while maintaining Prolog as cognitive layer. The system architecture of this proposal is
represented in Figure 5.2.1. Prolog is a perfect tool to design strategies for
soccer players using simple rules close to human reasoning. Sometimes this
reasoning needs to deal with uncertainty, fuzziness or incompleteness of the
information. These issues were solved in [MW07a; MW07b] by using Fuzzy
Prolog [GMV04; MG05; MV05; MV06a]. Fuzzy Prolog is so expressive that the
syntax of its answers is represented using constraints, so a great amount of
information can be provided in a compact formula. Nevertheless, for the same
reason it is a notation difficult to understand for the potential users.
The removal of the the difficulties to understand the notation came from
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the combination of Prolog and RFuzzy to implement the cognitive layer in
RoboCupSoccer in [Muñ10]. The advantage with respect to former approaches
comes from the expressivity and simplicity of RFuzzy, that allows to represent
all information of the problem and, at the same time, provides understandable
results for the queries.

5.3

Fuzzy Granularity Control in Parallel/Distributed Computing

Any realistic approach to automatic program parallelization must take into
account practical issues related to the resource usage of parallel executions,
such as the overhead associated with parallel tasks creation, migration of tasks
to remote processors, and communication. The aim of granularity control
techniques is avoiding such overheads undermining the benefits of parallel
executions. For example, sufficient conditions have been proposed to ensure
that the parallel execution of some given tasks will not take longer that their
corresponding sequential execution. However, when the goal is to optimize the
average execution time of several runs, such conditions can be very conservative,
causing a loss in parallelization oportunities. Aimed at solving this problem,
T. Trigo de la Vega et al proposed in [TLM10a; TLM10b] novel conditions
based on fuzzy logic. The presentation of this conditions is accompanied by
an experimental assessment with real programs in which they show that such
conditions select the optimal type of execution in most cases and behave much
better than the conservative conditions.

5.4

FleSe (Flexible Searches in Databases)

Our starting point is assuming that it is nonsense to teach every search engine
user how to translate the (almost always) fuzzy query he/she has in his/her
mind into a query that a machine can understand and answer. FleSe is an user
friendly interface for the search engine provided by RFuzzy, with the capability
to evaluate the (possibly) fuzzy query against a database containing no fuzzy
information. By using it we can answer queries like “I want a restaurant close to
the center serving Mediterranean food or similar” from a database that contains
a list of restaurants with the distance of each one to the center (100 meters,
1000 meters, etc) and the food they serve (Mediterranean, Spanish, Italian,
etc) and some meta-information linking fuzzy and non-fuzzy information.
This work takes advantage of the improvements achieved in the theoretical
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proposal of RFuzzy v.3 (Chapter. 4), as the inclusion of modifiers (even the
negation modifier), similarity between predicates, similarity between attributes,
etc.

5.4.1

Preliminaries

From the beginning the human being has tried to create machines with the
capability to understand the real world as he does and help him to carry out
tasks that he does not like to do. One of this tasks is searching in a set of
individuals which ones satisfy some condition, and the automatism created for
dealing with such task is called a search engine.
Most existing search engines are tools capable of performing only crisp
searches. Some examples are looking for the web pages containing some words
or looking for the flats whose price is not over a number we indicate. This
means that we (human beings) need to convert our (usually) fuzzy queries
into crisp ones, so the computer can look for the individuals satisfying it. Take,
for example, the query “I want cheap flats”. Since the computer does not
understand the meaning of “cheap” we need to change it by “I want flats with a
price lower than 200.000 e”. In our humble opinion, this necessity to defuzzify
the queries should be removed: existing search engines should allow the user
to pose fuzzy queries. This is the task we try to fulfill here: providing a fuzzy
(and non-fuzzy) search engine with an user-friendly interface. We enumerate
the most important difficulties found when carrying it out in the following
paragraphs.
The first one is that most of the times the information about the individuals
is stored in a non-structured way (for example web pages) instead of in a
structured one (databases, ontologies, or others). It is, instead of having the
possibility to retrieve 200.300 e as the price of the flat number 3 (the individual
id) we usually retrieve a string with the flat description (the flat is located in
Madrid, near Sol’s metro station, has three rooms and its price is 200.300 e).
As we see it, this one is easily solved by structuring the information and we do
not focus here on it.
The second one is that, when the individuals’ information is stored in an
structured way, it is most of the times crisp instead of fuzzy (for example
the flat’s price instead of the attributes “cheap”, “expensive” or others). We
could study the technical reasons for deciding to use a non-fuzzy database, but
there is at least a non-technical one which justifies it: the inherent subjective
character of fuzzy attributes. Take, for example, Victor’s height: 1’81 cm. There
is no problem in storing this crisp value (it is just a float number), but it is no
so easy if we try to store if Victor is “tall”, “very tall”, “no tall at all” or any
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other fuzzy value, because it might not be true for all the people retrieving the
value from the database. Elsa, whose height is 1’41 cm, might consider him
very tall, while Andrew, whose height is 1’75, might consider him just tall.
The third one is a drawback of assuming that the database should store crisp
information: the retrieval is most of the times done in a crisp way. Suppose
a database with flats and their prices. If we enter a query for retrieving the
flats with a price lower than 200.000 e and there is a flat whose price is
200.300 e then it will not be retrieved, while it might be the one we are looking
for (Is 300 e enough money for considering the flat too expensive?). Since we
think that this should not be the case, we provide the possibility to navigate
through all the results, whether they satisfy the query or not.
The fourth one is caused by the fact that one has to decide between limiting
the user queries’ syntax or add to the system the capability to understand
queries in natural language. Regulating the queries’ syntax has pros and cons.
On the plus side we have the easy recognition of the query by the system. On
the down side, the result of writing the query using the syntactical structures
available is sometimes so complex that only a few human beings understand
it. By trying to provide a user-friendly interface we fall into the necessity of
recognizing the user query.
The recognition of the query has basically two parts: syntactic and semantic
recognition. The first one has to deal with the lexicographic form of the set of
words that compose the query and tries to find a query similar to the user’s one
but more commonly used. The objective with this operation is to pre-cache the
answers for the most common queries and return them in less time, although
sometimes it serves to remove typos in the user queries. An example of this is
replacing “cars”, “racs”, “arcs” or “casr” by “car”. The detection of words similar
to one in the query is called fuzzy matching and the decision to propose one
of them as the “good one” is based on statistics of usage of words and groups
of words. The search engines usually ask the user if he/she wants to change
the typed word(s) by this one(s). There are really interesting proposals for this
procedure, as the one proposed by Carvalho in [Pau13].
The semantic recognition is work still in progress and it is sometimes called
“natural language processing”. In the past search engines were tools used to
retrieve the web pages containing the words typed in the query, but today
they tend to include capabilities to understand the user query. An example is
computing 4 plus 5 when the query is “4+5” or presenting a currency converter
when we write “euro dollar”. This is still far away from our proposal: retrieving
web pages containing “fast red cars” instead of the ones containing the words
“fast”, “red” and “car”. Our proposal can be seen as an hybrid between a search
engine doing semantic recognition and one not doing it. The tool we present
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has an interface intelligent enough to know what queries the search engine
can answer, and it allows the user to build any of this queries with its human
oriented easy to use interface.
The fifth one has to be with how do we retrieve the individuals in the
database that satisfy the (fuzzy) conditions. Suppose a query like “I want a
restaurant close to the center”. If we assume that the computer is able to
“understand” the query then it will look for a set of restaurants in the database
satisfying it and return them as answer, but the database does not contain any
information about “close to the center”, just the “distance of a restaurant to
the center”. It needs to know the link between the concepts “distance to the
center” and “close to the center” and how to obtain the second from the first
one. As we will see, we allow to write this relations in the configuration file, so
the framework can use them for translating our fuzzy queries and executing
them against a non-fuzzy database.
The sixth (and last one) has to be with retrieving answers for a query in
which some characteristic we ask for must be taken into account, but not as a
restriction. Suppose we are looking for a bag to wear with a pair of shoes and a
dress, both of brown color. If we ask for a brown color bag and the individuals
in the database only have the color name (brown, red, orange, ...) the search
engine will only retrieve the brown bags, not the ones maroon, sienna, saddle
brown, chocolate, Peru, dark goldenrod, goldenrod, sandy brown, rosy brown,
tan, burly wood, wheat, navajo white, bisque, blanched almond or cornsilk.
By contrast, some of them might fit the request. An easy solution for solving
this problem, that works for examples like the previous one, is replacing the
attribute or characteristics by others that can be measured. For the previous
example we could replace the color names assigned to each individual by the
RGB (Red-Green-Blue) components of the color and translate the word “brown”
in the query by its RGB components. With this change any fuzzy search engine
could retrieve bags with a color similar to the one we are looking for as answers
for the query, but it does not work for all the attributes or characteristics we
know about. Suppose we want a Mediterranean food restaurant. This can not
be split into pieces, or we do not know how to do it in such a way that it keeps
its meaning. In this case we need to use a different tool: similarity.
Similarity, as we see it, is a relation between concepts that allows the search
engine to get as answers individuals that are removed from the results set if
we do not use it. There are some works in which the authors try to introduce
similarity in fuzzy logic, as the ones of Jia-Bing Wang, Zheng-Quan Xu and NengChao Wang [WXW02], Lluis Godo and Ricardo Oscar Rodriguez [GR99], Didier
Dubois and Henri Prade [DP95] and F. Esteva, P. Garcia, L. Godo, E. Ruspini and
L. Valverde [Est+94]. The main differences between our work and this ones
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are (1) that we do not force the similarity relation to be reflexive, symmetric
and transitive, i.e., an equivalence relation. As some of they mention, forcing it
to be an equivalence relation is too restrictive for real-world applications. And
(2) that we do not try to measure the closeness (or similarity) between two
fuzzy propositions. Our work goes in the other direction: we take the similarity
value computed and return the elements considered to be similar to the one
we are looking for.

5.4.2

Comparison with other approaches

We include here a comparison of our work and some works we know about.
We divide them in three groups, one dedicated to tools for accessing regular
databases (databases with non-fuzzy information) in a fuzzy way, another
dedicated to information retrieval and a final one dedicated to providing easyto-use interfaces for providing fuzzy searches.
In the first group, tools for accessing regular databases (databases with
non-fuzzy information) in a fuzzy way, we mention SQLF, presented by P.
Bosc and O. Pivert [BP95], FQL, presented by Takahashi [Tak91], FIIS, presented by M. Zemankova [Zem89], FIRST, presented by D. Lucarella and
R. Morara [LM91] and the tool proposed by Chen and Jong [CJ97]. A very
good revision of this ones and some other proposals is the work of HerreraViedma and López-Herrera [HL10]. Although maybe a little bit outdated, we
recommend the work of Leonid Tineo [Tin05] too. Most of this works focus in
improving the efficiency of the existing procedures, in including new syntactic
constructions, in allowing to introduce in the query that the system accepts the
conversion between the fuzzy values in the original query and the non-fuzzy
values needed to execute it or in improving the translation of the fuzzy query
into the SQL syntax (so any regular database can answer it).
In the second group, works focusing in information retrieval, we mention
the work of Ropero, Gómez, Carrasco and León [Rop+12], in which they
use a logic-based term weighting procedure to create an index for answering
queries, and the revision of works dedicated to information retrieval done by
Zadrożny [ZN09]. Most of the works mentioned in the revision and the one by
Ropero, Gómez, Carrasco and León focus in creating an index for answering
queries with enough information to answer any query, by using different term
weighting procedures (even logic-based ones). Once they have it the entered
query can be analyzed by using natural language processing or its syntax might
be reduced to a sometimes slightly complicated query syntax (it differs from
some works to others).
In the last group we have the works interested in providing an easy-to-use
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interface. The work of Ribeiro and Moreira [RM03] goes in this line but we
think that it should not be considered a search engine project, since the natural
language interface they provide only answers queries of the types (1) does X
(some individual) have some fuzzy property, for example “Is it true that IBM is
productive?”, and (2) do an amount of elements have some fuzzy property, for
example “Do most companies in central Portugal have sales_profitability?”.
Our work is clearly a search engine, but we have given more weight to
provide an easy to use interface allowing the user to represent any query that
can be answered from the information available in the configuration file and
the database than to the generation of an index or to providing an efficient
mechanism for searching the database. It is clear that if we want to make it
usable with large amounts of data we will need to go in one of the directions (or
maybe both), but up to know we are more interested in providing the final user
with all the tools that he/she might need to ask a database the fuzzy queries
he/she has in mind. This is the reason why we do not even try to compare
response time nor resources consumption.

5.4.3

The Architecture of the FleSe Application

FleSe, Flexible Searches in Databases, is a web interface for querying the search
engine provided by RFuzzy. On one side the web interface is intelligent enough
to know the queries that the search engine can answer and presents the user
a form to introduce any of this queries. On the other one the search engine
allows to query a database about the concepts it stores in each column or about
the concepts defined in its configuration file, which can be fuzzy and non-fuzzy
concepts.
A picture paints a thousand words, so we start by a painting showing the
architecture of the application we have developed (Fig. 5.4.1). In Fig. 5.4.1 the
computer on the top symbolizes the application user. He connects via a web
browser, through the internet, to FleSe’s web interface. FleSe’s web interface is
an application written Java that runs on a Tomcat server, on a machine with
a Linux operating system. The Tomcat server listens to http(s) requests and,
when it receives one for the FleSe application, it redirects it to the Servlet in
the FleSe’s application in charge of processing and answering it. In order to
process and answer the request the Servlet evaluates what it is asking for and
decides whether it needs to call the core for answering it or not. When we
press the search button most of the times it calls the core, but if the query has
been posed recently it will use cached results to decrease the response time.
The core is RFuzzy, a Prolog program that reads a configuration file to (1)
determine to which database connect to (and how), (2) link multiple tables into
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Internet

WEB Interface

Core

Database

Configuration File

Figure 5.4.1: Application’s architecture.

a virtual database table or get rid of columns with not needed information, (3)
give meaning to each column in the virtual database table and (4) add concepts
(fuzzy or not) to the list of concepts with which the user can build queries.
The four tasks performed by the core can be configured by modifying the
configuration file, and the syntax allowed by the core for each one of them
has been presented in Subsec. 4.2. Once the configuration file is chosen by
the user the web interface asks the core to load it. From this moment on
the web interface is fed by all the knowledge that the core extracts from the
configuration file and from the database it is told to connect to. In this way the
web interface is able to determine the queries that the core can answer and
provides the user with a form general enough to allow him to introduce any of
this queries. This produces on the final user the illusion of being working with
an intelligent interface, at the times that allowing him to introduce in an easy
and flexible way the query he has in mind.
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5.4.4

Example of Usage of The Framework User Interface

The framework user interface gets a lot of information from the framework
core, providing the final user an interface “intelligent” enough to allow him to
perform any query that the framework can answer.
Suppose, for example, that we are looking for a restaurant near the city
center and with a menu price under 25 e. To get the answers to our query we
start choosing the configuration file (or program) that contains the information
needed to connect to the database with information about restaurants and how
to fuzzify it, “db_leisure” (Fig. 5.4.2).
It is worth to highlight that FleSe offers the possibility to have multiple
configuration files, so developers can have multiple environments for the user
queries. This is very interesting from at least two different points of view. The
first, to have a configuration file under testing at the same time that we have a
configuration file in production. The second, to have different environments
for the queries. Maybe we have different databases and we want to perform
our queries to each one of them. We could use different names to distinguish
them (car_db_1, car_db_2) but we think that it has more sense to have different
configuration files ans keep the original object name (car). Each time we
upload a configuration file in FleSe it is added to the list of the available ones,
becoming available for the final users. We show in Fig. 5.4.2 the available ones.

Figure 5.4.2: Select configuration file dialog.
After that we select what are we looking for (a restaurant this time,
Fig. 5.4.3).
Now we can enter the restrictions with which we want the search engine
to filter the results. To do it the interface presents us a combo with the fuzzy
and non-fuzzy attributes available and a plus sign to the right of the combo
(Fig. 5.4.4). The attributes are the names we give to the columns by using
the construction in Eq. 4.2.9 and the fuzzy predicates defined by using the
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Figure 5.4.3: Choosing what we are looking for.
constructions in Eqs. 4.2.14, 4.2.22, 4.2.24, 4.2.27, 4.2.28, 4.2.30 and 4.2.32.1
The plus sign serves to add more conditions to the query (it only has one
line at the beginning) and the “show options” label can be used to change
the connective used to combine the truth values from minimum to product,
Łukasiewicz or any other one (Figs. 5.4.5 and 5.4.6). If the connective required
is not one of the previously mentioned then it needs to be previously defined in
the framework using the syntax in Eq. 4.2.37.

Figure 5.4.4: The available attribute(s) for writing the query.
After choosing an attribute the user interface interacts with the framework
core and determines if the attribute selected is fuzzy or not. In case the predicate
is fuzzy it shows to its left two combos, one for choosing (or not) a negation
modifier and the other one for choosing (or not) a modifier (Fig. 5.4.7), while
if it is a non-fuzzy one it shows a combo for selecting a comparison operator
and, depending on the operator selected, a combo with the available values or
a free text field for entering a value (Fig. 5.4.8).
1 It

is worth to remark that we can use multiple sentences to define a fuzzy predicate and it
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Figure 5.4.5: Available options when pressing “show options”.

Figure 5.4.6: Available connectives to combine the subqueries results.

Figure 5.4.7: Available modifiers for the fuzzy attribute.
By using the combos and the text fields shown we can enter the query we
had in mind, as can be seen in Fig. 5.4.9. After posing the query and pressing
the button labelled “search” the search engine shows the query results grouped
in five tabs: “10 best results”, “results over 70%”, “results over 50%”, “results
will appear only one time in the list of attributes.
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Figure 5.4.8: Available comparison operators for the non-fuzzy attribute.
over 0%” and “all results”. This allows the user to navigate through all the
results, even if they do not satisfy the query at all. We show in Fig. 5.4.10
the results for the query entered in Fig. 5.4.9. The data in the first column
corresponds to the information in the virtual database table. The user can
choose between seeing it or not.

Figure 5.4.9: Query example.

Figure 5.4.10: Answers returned for the query example in Fig. 5.4.9
In case the fuzzification functions defined in the configuration file do not
suit our expectations, we can personalize them using the button “Personalize
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Program File”. This mechanism allows to personalize how the framework
translates the non-fuzzy attributes stored in the database into the fuzzy ones
used for querying the database. When pressing the button the interface shows
a pop-up window (Fig.5.4.11) in which it asks the user which fuzzy predicate
he wants to personalize and his preferences for the fuzzification of the values
stored in the database.

Figure 5.4.11: Selection of the fuzzy attribute the user wants to personalize
and introduction of the user definition

5.5

Chapter final notes

As has been show in this chapter, RFuzzy is not just a theoretical framework. It
is a framework with theoretical background (it has declarative and operational
semantics) which can be used in practice to manage fuzziness.
Almost each day somebody ask us if RFuzzy could be used for implementing
this or that idea they have in mind. We have been encouraged to use it in fields
like the semantic web, robot control or non-crisp compilation decisions. In
Sec. 6.2 we mention some of them in which we are working now.
Before this section ends we want to highlight again that the source code of
RFuzzy is available for downloading at [Pab15d]. The one of FleSe at [Pab15b]
and there is a running version of FleSe available at [Pab15a]. Extra material
can be found in [Pab15c], as interviews, presentation slides, or usage manuals.
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Conclusions
It is a reality that we, as human beings, understand the world as a fuzzy entity.
The cinema is far, and it is even strange to hear that you have to drive ten
kilometers to go there. It is far. This is all we say. Representing it in the way
we understand it (and not as a machine needs to proceed to behave and return
the answers we want) was an existing necessity. We present here a framework
that allows to represent relations between fuzzy and non-fuzzy concepts in a
syntax very close to the human way of thinking. As far as we know, it is the first
time that a work on extending the expressiveness of fuzzy languages includes
together the large amount of extensions that we have included here.
The work we have presented is the result of a very fertile research. We have
published our results in a workshop, ([PMS08]), eight conferences ([MPS09;
PM11; PM14b; PM14c; PM14d; PM14e; PSM09; SMP09]. and a journal paper
([MPS11]) and we have sent a second journal paper that we expect to be
published soon ([PM15]).
Besides, both the RFuzzy framework and some of the applications developed
using it have had a lot of impact. An American university ([Duk15]) was trying
to determine if the emotion of a CEO CFO, manager, analyst, ... could affect
the stock market and they took ideas from RFuzzy for their proposal. An
Spanish company ([Inn12]) was interested in using RFuzzy as we do it in FleSe
(see Sec. 5.4), to represent fuzzy concepts and translate fuzzy queries into
queries that can be run against a non-fuzzy database. Between the applications
developed using the RFuzzy framework (we have presented some of them
in Chapter. 5), some companies ([Emo12; Mar15]) showed interest for the
emotion recognition application presented by Farooque and Muñoz-Hernández.
More details are provided in Sec. 5.1.
The work presented here can be seen as the sum of three parts. The first
one is in chapter 2 and is a serious attempt to provide an useful tool for
modelling real world problems and applying fuzzy reasoning to them. It is a
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very expressive tool with a simple syntax that makes it adequate for modelling
real application cases. Some of its characteristics are representation of default
(and conditional default) values, types and syntax for functions and (continuous
and discrete) rules. This initial version of RFuzzy comes with formal declarative
semantics (Section 2.2) along with a soundness and completeness result that
links operational and declarative semantics.
The second part of the work (chapter 3) is in which we increased the
expressiveness of the language by introducing the usage of a real number
between zero and one (included) for encoding the priority. In the first part
(chapter 2) RFuzzy uses three symbols for encoding it ( N,  and H ) and this
is sometimes not enough (mainly when we have more than three rules giving
answers to our query and we want to assign them more than three different
priority values). Priorities are used to define which rule is the one that we will
use to get results to our query, a facility whose most important use is allowing
to define personalized rules. Personalized rules allow the final user to reuse
existing programs while modifying the parts whose behaviour they do not
want. This gets the development of fuzzy logic programs a little bit closer to
the human way of thinking, where the use of priorities is a reality. Take, for
example, the rule saying “if it is late, go to the bed”. This rule applies when you
live with your parents but, if you live on your own, you can forget it or change
its priority. You assign a different priority to the rule. In this part we also provide
syntax, semantics and proofs between declarative and operational semantics.
In the third part (chapter 4) we have presented the most recent version
of RFuzzy, in which the expressiveness has been increased even more. One
of the improvements has been including the possibility to link non-fuzzy
information stored in a database with fuzzy information, offering the final user
the possibility to pose fuzzy and non-fuzzy queries in almost natural language
against non-fuzzy databases. The other ones can be clustered in two groups. In
the first one we include the capability to increase the number of connectives
and modifiers available for developing. In the second one we have the new
constructions included for modelling fuzzy concepts (Sec. 4.2), which allow to:
• define fuzzy concepts from synonyms (unexpensive from cheap) or
antonyms (expensive from unexpensive),
• define the similarity between two non-fuzzy characteristics (Mediterranean restaurant similar to Spanish restaurant), allowing to ask for the
individuals having a characteristic similar to the one we are looking for
(I want a Mediterranean restaurant or similar),
• use modifiers (i.e. quite, rather, very, very much, little, much, hardly, ...),
even the negation modifier.
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The syntax goes, as usually, with their informal, declarative and operational
semantics and proofs of soundness and completeness between the last two. In
this part the semantics are much more interesting than in the previous ones
due to the inclusion of negation modifiers.
In Chapter 5 we present some of the applications developed using RFuzzy.
Although the more attractive one is the Emotion Recognition application (see
Sec. 5.1) the one that benefits more from the improvements done to improving
the expressiveness of fuzzy languages is FleSe (see Sec. 5.4). FleSe (Flexible
Searches in databases) is a web interface for querying a fuzzy search engine
over conventional (non-fuzzy) databases. The main difference with respect to
other approaches is that FleSe does not provide a complex syntax for querying
the database nor a free text area field to enter the query. It evaluates the
information in the configuration file and in the database to determine all the
possible queries that a user can perform and provides a form to enter any of this
queries. The queries can be fuzzy and we can even ask for the individuals in the
database having some attribute with a value similar to the one we are looking
for, which makes the combination of FleSe and RFuzzy a really useful tool
for modelling any scenario and providing the final user with a search engine
intelligent enough to help him pose any of the queries that the framework can
solve.
In a nutshell, the combination of FleSe and RFuzzy
i) provides a user-friendly interface to query the search engine in almost
natural language,
ii) takes advantage of the information structured in databases, but allowing
the user to pose fuzzy and flexible queries,
iii) allows to define fuzzy concepts by using
• non-fuzzy information stored in databases
• other fuzzy concepts (using rules, synonyms and/or antonyms)
• fixed values written in configuration files
• default values (to solve the problem of missing information)
iv) allows to define similarity between the attributes stored in a database,
allowing to ask for individuals with an attribute similar to the one we are
looking for.
v) allows to define connectives (as product or minimum) and modifiers (as
little, very, very much, etc), including negation modifiers (as not), and use
them in the rules and in the queries,
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vi) allows to personalize the definition of the relations between the crisp
information in databases and the fuzzy concepts we need to perform fuzzy
queries, even from the web interface.
At last, the but not least important than the previous, it is worth to highlight
that the applications developed are free software. The source code of RFuzzy is
available for downloading at [Pab15d]. The one of FleSe at [Pab15b] and there
is a (beta) running version of FleSe available at [Pab15a] This version of Flese
allows to upload any configuration file and test the facilities it provides1 and
uses any open authentication provider (google, facebook, ...) for authentication
purposes, so it does not require users to create accounts for using it. It can
connect to any database and use it, being its only requisite for testing to upload
and/or choose an existing configuration file written in the syntax explained in
Sec. 4.2.

6.1

About the authorship of the contents

The work here presented is composed by the work of multiple people. Sometimes they collaborated with PhD. Candidate Victor Pablos Ceruelo, sometimes
with Dr. Susana Muñoz Hernández and sometimes with both. In this section
we make clear each one of the situations.
The works [MPS09; MPS11; PMS08; PSM09; SMP09] were the result of
a very fertile collaboration with now Dr. Hannes Straß. In this collaboration
Dr. Hannes Straß worked in the development of the semantics of RFuzzy
while PhD. Candidate Victor Pablos Ceruelo worked in the syntax and its
practical implementation. Nevertheless, Sec. 2.4 (a section about the link
between RFuzzy semantics and the multi-adjoint semantics) corresponds to
PhD. Candidate Victor Pablos Ceruelo.
In Sec.5.1 Sec.5.2 and Sec.5.3 we describe results obtained by Dr. Susana
Muñoz Hernández, some times working alone and some others with some
other researcher(s). Their work appears here to highlight that the work of
PhD. Candidate Victor Pablos Ceruelo is much more than just a theoretical
framework.
Chapter. 3, Chapter. 4 and Sec. 5.4 have been developed by the author of
this thesis, under the supervision of Dr. Susana Muñoz Hernández.
1 Please

remember that the databases need to be publicly available. If not, FleSe will not
be able to retrieve answers for the queries. For testing purposes you can export the database
contents, copy them into a configuration file (in the proper syntax) and replace the database
declaration lines by the corresponding lines.
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6.2

Current Work

We are today working in different directions.
• In the inclusion of new connectives and modifiers, as the “all the more as”
connective presented by Bosc and Pivert [BP11] or the “and possibly” of
Bordogna and Pasi [BP94]. We are interested too in type II modifiers (see
Subsec. 4.2 or Zadeh’s paper [Zad72]).
• In the inclusion of an editor in FleSe for the configuration files, allowing
to do it directly from the web interface. In this way we want to remove
the necessity to use a Ciao Prolog [F B+97] source code editor for that
purpose.
• In the connection of FleSe to information stored in ontologies, to get not
only data (as we do with databases) but relations between concepts.
• In automatic learning the fuzzy function definition from the personalizations introduced by the users in FleSe, so the ones provided by us are
more close to the subset of users that use our application.
• In the improvement of the efficiency of our search engine by using some
of the mechanisms revised in Subsec. 5.4.2.
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